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GENETIC AND EVOLUTIONARY ANALYSIS OF PLANT REPLICATION 
PROTEIN A 1 (RPA1) 
 
By 
Behailu Birhanu Aklilu 
 
University of New Hampshire, May, 2015 
 
 
Challenging human health issues include treatments for genetic diseases and providing 
improved agricultural crop output to feed the growing world population. The project described 
here, which focuses on how cells respond to chromosomal (genomic) damage, has significant 
implications in each example. In humans, accumulation of DNA damage induced mutations can 
result in genetic diseases such as cancer, and in plants can similarly result in genome instability, 
reducing productivity. Organisms from human to plants have conserved mechanisms to 
counteract DNA damage.  However, detailed genetic and biochemical information on plant DNA 
repair systems is still limited. The goal of this dissertation was to characterize the role of the 
Replication Protein A1 (RPA1) genes in DNA repair and related cellular processes such as DNA 
replication and meiotic recombination in Arabidopsis thaliana.  
Besides being a good model system in plant molecular genetics research, A. thaliana 
provides a unique advantage for the study of DNA metabolism. Unlike most animal systems, 
loss-of-function mutations in known DNA damage response genes are generally not lethal in A. 
thaliana. This makes genetic characterization of its pathways more straight-forward and 
economical. In addition, since plants have similar DNA repair genes found from yeast to 
xiii 
 
humans, it is possible that novel mechanisms and pathways discovered in plants will also be 
found in animals, potentially leading to insights of how mutations accumulate, and the resulting 
effects on disease and cancer progression in humans.  
RPA is a heterotrimeric, single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) binding protein complex that is 
required for multiple processes in eukaryotic DNA metabolism, including replication, repair and 
recombination. RPA homologues have been identified in all eukaryotic organisms examined and 
are composed of subunits RPA1, RPA2 and RPA3, approximately 70, 34, and 14 kDa in size, 
respectively.  Animals and yeast have only a single RPA1 subunit and use posttranslational 
modification to switch its function from DNA replication to repair. In contrast, plants typically 
encode multiple paralogs of RPA1 subunits and likely use different regulatory mechanisms.  
A. thaliana encodes five RPA1 (RPA1A to RPA1E) subunits, and the studies presented in 
this dissertation demonstrate that these paralogs form three distinct functional groups composed 
of RPA1A (group A), RPA1B, RPA1D (group B) and RPA1C, RPA1E (group C) as determined 
by phylogenetic and functional genetic analysis. 
DNA damage hypersensitivity, gene expression, fertility/meiotic analysis, and DNA 
replication assays suggest that the three groups play both unique and overlapping roles in DNA 
metabolism. While the RPA1C and RPA1A groups are primarily responsible for DNA repair and 
meiotic recombination, respectively, the RPA1B group promotes DNA replication. In addition, 
amino acid and nucleotide sequence analysis reveals that these groups have unique domains, 














General RPA background 
 
The DNA of cellular organisms exists in a duplex form (1, 2). This structure is important 
for the stability and protection of the genome (3). However, as a result of DNA metabolic 
processes such as replication, transcription, repair and recombination, transient single-stranded 
DNA (ssDNA) is generated (4). Although ssDNA intermediate is a requirement for DNA 
metabolism, its existence in the cell is risky. ssDNA is vulnerable to chemical and nucleolytic 
degradation, can form secondary structures such as stem-loop that would inhibit the function of 
enzymes, and can spontaneously re-anneal to its complementary DNA strand before the 
processing pathway is successfully completed (3, 5, 6). Accordingly, cells have evolved 
mechanisms to protect their ssDNA intermediates. ssDNA-binding proteins (SSBs) are essential 
components of this mechanism. They bind ssDNA with high affinity and little, if any, specificity 
(4). This binding prevents ssDNA from interstrand and intrastrand re-annealing, protects exposed 
DNA bases from undesired chemical modification, and shields ssDNA from degradation by 
nucleases (3-5, 7). In addition to these roles, SSBs interact with specific protein partners to 
promote efficient processing of single-stranded intermediates during DNA metabolism (4).  
Replication Protein A (RPA) is the major eukaryotic, ssDNA-binding protein that is 
highly conserved across plant, animal, and fungal kingdoms (8, 9). Consistent with its function, 
RPA plays essential roles in almost all DNA metabolic pathways including DNA replication, 
repair, recombination, damage response and cell cycle (8-10). RPA participates in these diverse 




numerous proteins involved in these processes (8-11). Besides protecting ssDNA, RPA also 
interacts with DNA-processing proteins, coordinating their assembly and disassembly on ssDNA 
(9).  
RPA is essential for cell viability. Loss of RPA in both yeast and human cells is lethal 
(12-14). Reduction in the cellular level of RPA and non-lethal mutations are also deleterious. For 
example, a heterozygous missense mutation in one of the DNA-binding domains of mice RPA 
results in defective DNA double-strand break repair, chromosomal instability and cancer (15, 
16).  Other missense mutations and deletion mutations in both yeast and human RPA also result 
in DNA repair defect, genome instability, and poor cell proliferation (14, 17, 18). 
RPA Structure 
RPA homologues from animals, fungi, and plants are all heterotrimer complexes with 
subunits of approximately 70, 30, and 14 kDa termed as RPA1, RPA2 and RPA3, respectively 
(19-23). Each of the RPA subunits contains one or more of a structurally conserved DNA-
Binding Domain (DBD) made of an oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide binding fold (OB-fold) (9) 
(Figure 1-1A). OB-folds are common among ssDNA-binding proteins (7). Structurally, the OB-
folds have five antiparallel β sheets coiled to form a closed β barrel. At one end, the β barrel is 
capped by an α helix located between the third and fourth β sheets. At the other end, the β barrel 
has a binding cleft with which it binds ssDNA or proteins (24, 25). The connecting loops 
between β sheets vary in sequence, length, and conformation, contributing to the binding 
specificities of the OB folds (Figure 1-1B) (25). There are six DBDs (A-F) in RPA (Figure 1-
1A). They all are essential for RPA function and participate in DNA-binding, protein-protein 
interactions and inter-domain interactions (7, 8). Four of these DBDs are found in the largest 
subunit, RPA1. The remaining two are found in RPA2 and RPA3, one in each. Functionally, 




with various proteins involved in DNA metabolism (8, 9, 11). The three subunits of RPA form a 
stable complex with one DBD in each subunit interacting to form the complex (26, 27). 
RPA1 is the main ssDNA-binding subunit and is composed of four of the six OB-fold 
DNA-binding domains (DBD A-C and F) (Figure 1-1A) (8, 9). The N-terminal end, DBD F, has 
a weak interaction with ssDNA, but it interacts with multiple DNA processing proteins (8, 11). 
The two central DBDs, A and B, are the major ssDNA-binding domains and they bind ssDNA 
with high affinity (28, 29). The C-terminal end, DBD-C, is responsible for subunit interaction 
and formation of the RPA complex (26, 30). DBD-C is not essential for RPA ssDNA binding; 
but it contributes to its high affinity ssDNA-binding (31). A zinc-finger motif is found inside 
DBD-C and plays a role in recognition and binding of damaged ssDNA (32). Each DBD is 
connected with a less conserved amino acid flexible linker (7, 8, 11). 
RPA2 is composed of three distinct functional domains: 1) an N-terminal domain 
containing multiple phosphorylation sites, 2) a middle DNA-binding domain (DBD-D), and 3) a 
C-terminal domain containing a winged-helix-loop-helix domain (Figure 1-1A) (8, 11). The 
phosphorylation domain is the major site of phosphorylation on animal and fungal RPA (33-35) 
and it is phosphorylated in a cell-cycle dependent manner (36, 37) and in response to DNA 
damage (38-40). DBD-D has a weak ssDNA binding activity (41, 42) but it contributes to the 
optimal binding of RPA to ssDNA (26, 43). The C-terminal domain of RPA2 interacts with 
multiple proteins involved in DNA metabolism (11). 
The entirety of RPA3 comprises a single OB-fold termed DBD-E (Figure 1-1A) (7). It 
primarily plays a role in stabilizing the RPA trimer complex (11). Additionally, it preferentially 




































Figure 1-1. Structural and functional domains of RPA. (A) Schematic representation of RPA. DNA–
Binding Domain (DBD), phosphorylation domain (P), and winged helix-loop-helix (wh) domains are 
labeled. Regions interacting with proteins and/or DNA are indicated by horizontal lines. The conserved 
zinc finger motif is indicated by vertical lines. Adapted from Binz et al., 2004 (40) with some 
modification. (B) The canonical OB-fold domain. The OB-fold from AspRS (Aspartyl-tRNA synthetase) 
protein is shown as representative of the ideal OB-fold domain. From the N-terminus to the C-terminus, 
strand β1 is shown in red, β2 in orange, β3 in yellow, the helix between β3 and β4 in green, β4 in blue, 







RPA interaction with single-stranded DNA 
RPA binds tightly and nonspecifically to ssDNA but has higher preference for binding to 
pyrimidine-rich sequences (8). An analysis of binding affinity to oligonucleotides of varying 
length showed that RPA has a strong preference for binding to longer oligonucleotides (20-30 nt) 
than shorter length oligonucleotides (10-15 nt) (Figure 1-2)  (44). According to the current 
model, RPA binding to ssDNA occurs in three stages. First, DBD-A and DBD-B of RPA1 
initiate interaction by binding to 8-10 nt of ssDNA. Second, DBD-C of RPA1 binds, increasing 
the binding site to 12-23 nt. Third, DBD-D of RPA2 makes the final binding, which increases the 
occluded binding site to ~30 nt (11). Deletion analysis showed that DBD-A and DBD-B 
comprise the highest affinity binding core of the RPA complex (47). DBD-F has a low affinity 
for ssDNA and it may not participate in RPA interaction with ssDNA (8, 10) Except for 
telomeric DNA, DBD-E (RPA3) does not exhibit affinity for ssDNA (10, 44).  RPA interaction 
with ssDNA is accomplished in two ways: i) aromatic residues stack with individual bases and 
ii) hydrogen bonds occur between side chains and both the phosphate backbone and individual 











Figure 1-2. Structure of the Ustilago maydis RPA heterotrimer bound to a 25 nucleotide ssDNA. RPA1 
is light blue, RPA2 is pink, RPA3 is green, ssDNA is yellow, and the DBD B-DBD C linker is magenta. 
The 25 ordered nucleotides of the ssDNA are numbered starting from the 5‟ end. The N- and C-termini 
are labeled, and the Zn atom in DBD-C is shown as a sphere. DBD-F is not shown. Adapted from Fan 





RPA‟s function has been well characterized in animal and yeast model systems and 
information on its cellular and molecular functions presented here is obtained from studies on 
such systems. RPA functions in almost all DNA metabolic processes such as DNA replication, 
repair, recombination, damage response, and the cell cycle (8-10). RPA participates in these 
diverse DNA metabolic pathways through its ability to interact not only with ssDNA, but also 
with numerous proteins involved in these processes (8-11). All the three subunits (RPA1, RPA2 
and RPA3) are known to interact with proteins in DNA processing pathways (11). However, the 
majority of protein interactions occur with RPA1 and RPA2 (9, 11). DBD-F, DBD-A and DBD-
B of RPA1 and the winged helix domain (C-terminal) of RPA2 are the main protein interaction 
sites (9). 
RPA function in DNA replication 
RPA was originally isolated from Hela cell extracts in 1987 as an essential component for 
in-vitro simian virus 40 (SV40) DNA replication (19, 20). Soon after that, RPA was discovered 
as one of the components necessary for eukaryotic chromosomal replication (48). SV40 is a 
small double-stranded papova virus that normally infects primate cells (49). Most of the current 
knowledge of RPA‟s roles in DNA replication comes from studies of SV40 (8). SV40 encodes a 
single protein, large T antigen, which is required for replication of its genome. All other proteins 
needed for DNA replication are supplied by the host cell (8). During initiation of SV40 DNA 
replication, T antigen binds to the SV40 origin of replication and bidirectionally unwinds the 
DNA using its helicase activity. This reaction requires both ATP and host cell RPA (20, 49, 50). 
DNA polymerase alpha/primase complex (pol α) then interacts specifically with T antigen and 
RPA and synthesizes an RNA primer that leads to initiation of DNA replication (51-53). Besides 




the overall misincorporation rate of pol α (54). After primer synthesis and the initiation of DNA 
synthesis, replication forks are established and the elongation phase of replication occurs. At the 
start of the elongation phase, RPA, together with Replication Factor C (RFC),  coordinates a 
polymerase switch where pol α is removed from the primer-template junction and one of the 
replicative polymerases, DNA polymerase δ (pol δ) or DNA polymerase ε (pol ε), are loaded for 
leading or lagging strand, respectively (55). 
RPA has been shown to have a similar role in eukaryotic chromosomal DNA replication 
as it associates with sites of DNA synthesis during S-phase (56). One exception is however, in 
eukaryotes, RPA is not part of the pre-replicative complex. It associates after the replisome is 
activated by S-phase cyclin dependent kinases and Dbf4/Cdc7 (57, 58). Once activated, the 
origin is unwound by the presumed helicase complex (CMG; Cdc45, MCM, GINS) generating 
ssDNA to which RPA binds and is thought to help recruit pol α (56, 59).  
RPA function in DNA repair 
RPA is required for almost all types of DNA repair processes, including nucleotide 
excision repair, base excision repair, mismatch repair, and double-strand break repair (60-63). 
Nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathway eliminates various helix-distorting lesions 
from DNA by a multistep 'cut and patch'-type reaction. The main DNA lesions removed by NER 
include bulky chemical adducts and UV-induced lesions (64, 65).  The NER process works in a 
series of steps that involves damage recognition, local opening of the DNA double helix around 
the injury, incision of the damaged strand on either side of the lesion, excision of the damaged 
strand, gap filling by DNA repair synthesis, and finally strand ligation (64). In humans, the core 
proteins in NER pathway are the xeroderma pigmentosum complementation group, XP (A-G), 
and RPA (64). RPA participates in multiple steps of the excision repair. RPA plays important 




the repair process. After damage recognition, RPA cooperates with XPB/XPD helicases to 
facilitate DNA unwinding (64). Following local unwinding, an oligonucleotide of 24–32 
nucleotides containing the lesion is excised. This requires the activity of two endonucleases, XPF 
and XPG. While XPF cuts at the 5‟ side of the damaged DNA, XPG cuts at the 3‟ side (68, 69). 
The specificity of these enzymes is proposed to be coordinated by RPA, which binds with 
defined polarity to the undamaged strand (70). Lastly, RPA has been implicated in the 
coordination of DNA synthesis after removal of DNA lesions (71). 
Base Excision Repair (BER) is a cellular repair mechanism that is primarily responsible 
for removing small, non-helix-distorting base lesions from the genome. BER is important for 
removing damaged bases resulting from oxidation, alkylation, and deamination and inappropriate 
bases such as uracil (72, 73). Damaged or inappropriate base is recognized and removed by a 
group of damage-specific enzymes called DNA glycosylases. Removal of the base from the 
sugar–phosphate backbone generates an abasic (apurinic–apyrimidinic, [AP]) site. These are then 
cleaved by an AP endonuclease. The resulting single-strand break can then be processed by 
either short-patch (where a single nucleotide is replaced) or long-patch BER (where 2-13 
nucleotides are removed and the gap is filled by DNA polymerase) (73). RPA has been shown to 
interact with uracil-DNA glycosylase, which removes uracil from DNA (74). Additionally, RPA 
stimulates long patch base excision repair (63). 
DNA mismatch repair (MMR) system repairs base mismatches and insertion/deletion of 
bases that can arise during DNA replication and escape polymerase proofreading. MMR system 
also corrects mismatches that happen during recombination (75). Key proteins required for 
human MMR include MutS, MutL, and ExoI.  MutS recognizes mismatched base on the 
daughter strand and binds the mutated DNA. MutL introduces ssDNA nick on the daughter 




mismatch is removed, the gap is filled by repair synthesis proteins (pol δ, PCNA, RFC, RPA) 
(76). RPA is involved in many stages of MMR. RPA initially binds to nicked heteroduplex DNA 
to facilitate assembly of the MMR initiation complex, protects the parental single-strand DNA 
generated during excision, and finally helps the repair synthesis processes (77). 
All three repair pathways (NER, BER, and MMR) are evolutionarily conserved from 
prokaryotes to eukaryotes (64, 73, 78-80). In plants, homologs of proteins involved in NER, 
BER, and MMR have been identified and some of them have been experimentally characterized 
and linked to the respective repair processes (73, 80-82). 
RPA function in DNA recombination 
Homologous recombination (HR) is a mechanism by which nucleotide sequences are 
exchanged between two similar or identical molecules of DNA. It is most widely used by cells 
for repairing DNA double-stranded breaks (DSBs), generating genetic diversity and proper 
chromosome segregation during meiosis (62). 
DSBs are induced by ionizing radiation, stalled replication forks, and chemical agents 
(83). Following the generation of DSB, the first event to occur during HR is the exonuclease 
resection of the 5‟ end of the break by the MRN (MRE11, RAD50 and NBS) complex to yield a 
3‟single-stranded DNA overhang (Figure 1-3) (83). RPA coats the ssDNA overhang to protect it 
and to recruit BRCA1. BRCA2 interacts with BRCA1 and facilitates the loading of RAD51 (the 
eukaryotic DNA recombinase protein and homolog to the E. coli RecA protein). Recombination 
mediator proteins such as RAD52, RAD55, and RAD57 facilitate the loading of RAD51. RPA 
interacts with both RAD51 and RAD52 (84, 85). RAD51 protein forms nucleoprotein filament 
on the ssDNA coated by RPA to initiate homology search. Once a homologous duplex DNA is 
found, RAD51 facilitates formation of a heteroduplex DNA (D-loop) between the invading DNA 




D-loop, the 3‟-end of the invading strand is extended by a polymerase while the template duplex 
DNA is unwound by helicases, BLM and WRN (62, 88). RPA interacts with both BLM and 
WRN to increase their processivity (89, 90). While an HR that results in noncrossing-over 
product is preferred for repair of DSBs in mitotic cells, a crossing-over product is favored in 
meiotic cells (Figure 1-3) (91). 
In meiosis, HR is initiated by DSBs introduced by a topoisomarease protein called 
SPO11 (92). Once the DSBs are processed, HR is mediated by two DNA recombinase proteins, 
RAD51 and meiotic specific DMC1 (92, 93). In addition to RAD51, RPA also interacts with 
DMC1 to facilitate its activity (94). 
RPA function in DNA damage response 
In response to DNA damage, cells activate a network of signal-transduction pathways 
called the “DNA damage response”. These pathways include (a) cell-cycle checkpoint activation 
to delay cell cycle progression and allow time for DNA repair, (b) promotion of DNA repair, and 
(c) induction of programmed cell death when damage is severe (95). DNA damage response is 
usually activated by blockage of DNA replication, transcription, and alteration of chromatin 
topology (96). This response requires the function of checkpoint proteins including sensor 
proteins, transducer kinases, and downstream effector proteins (Figure 1-4). Central to these 
DNA damage signal transduction pathways are two transducer protein kinases called ATR 
(Ataxia Telangiectasia and Rad3- related) and ATM (Ataxia Telangiectasia Mutated) (95). 
The ATR kinase is a master activator of the replication stress response. It is an essential 
kinase that is activated by RPA protein coated ssDNA. Once recruited to sites of DNA damage 
by RPA via the ATRIP and/or 9-1-1 complex (Rad9, Hus1, and Rad1), ATR orchestrates DNA 
repair, S-phase and G2 arrest, and apoptosis, by activating downstream proteins such as CHK1 




targets such as p53 and RAD17 (98). ATM is a major regulator of the cellular response to DNA 
double-strand breaks (DSB). It is recruited to sites of DSB by the MRN sensor protein complex. 
Once activated, ATM phosphorylates downstream proteins which are involved in cell-cycle 
arrest, DNA repair, and apoptosis (96). As the processing of DSB by the MRN complex creates 
ssDNA, RPA is also recruited to the sites and gets immediately phosphorylated by ATM and as a 



















Figure 1-3. DSB repair model for meiotic recombination. Meiotic recombination is initiated by the 
SPO11 protein induced DSB. DNA ends are processed by exonucleases (MRN complex), which yield 3‟-
single-stranded tails. This region is bound by DNA recombinases (DMC1 and RAD51), and the 
homologous region is searched for in the undamaged homologous chromosome (red). Subsequent DNA 
synthesis and ligation yield the Holliday junction. Resolution of the Holliday junction yields either 




In yeast, RPA mutants have been identified that are defective in G1, intra-S, and G2/M 
checkpoints in response to DNA damage. The mutants failed to properly delay cell cycle 
progression after UV irradiation in G1 and continuous DNA damage during S phase (100) and 
G2 (101). It was also found in human cells that mutation in the phosphorylation domain of RPA2 
subunit impairs ATR signaling to CHK1 and confers a G2/M arrest defect (102). 
The DNA damage response pathway is highly conserved in eukaryotes. For example, 
defects in ATR gene in both plants and animals result in hypersensitivity to UV-light and 
replication blocking chemicals. In addition, ATR mutants are defective in S/G2 cell-cycle arrest 
following treatment with replication blocking agents and γ-irradiation (103-105). As in animals, 
defects in ATM in plants also leads to strong hypersensitivity to ionizing radiation (γ-radiation) 
and other direct DNA DSB causing agents (106, 107). Additionally, ATRIP mutants in plants 
display a similar phenotype to ATR mutants when challenged with replication blocking agents 
(108, 109). This suggests plants encode a similar system of RPA-dependent activation of ATR in 
the DNA-damage response. 
RPA in plants 
Although DNA metabolism (DM) genes are highly conserved in plants, animals, and 
fungi, important differences in DM genes in plant genomes were also observed. Plants, for 
example, have several DM gene duplications that do not occur in humans and yeast (82, 110).  
Likewise, RPA regulation in plants appears different from animals and yeasts.  For example, in 
contrast to the single RPA1, RPA2 and RPA3 subunits found in yeasts and mammals [excluding 
some primates where there are two RPA2-like genes (111)], plants encode multiple RPA1, RPA2 
and RPA3 subunits. Rice contains three RPA1 paralogs (RPA1A, RPA1B, and RPA1C), three 




























Figure 1-4. ATR and ATM-dependent DNA damage response pathways.  The sensors composed 
of RPA and MRN complex directly interact with DNA and/or replication forks. The transducers 
relay sensing of damage to effectors involved in the DNA damage response, including activation 




While the second and the third complex are localized in the nucleus, the first group was reported 
to be localized in the chloroplast (114). However, it was later found that RPA1A is involved in 
both meiotic and somatic DNA repair, suggesting it is also localized in the nucleus (115).  
The rice RPA1B is expressed mostly in tissues that contain dividing cells that include the 
apical and root meristem. Very low expression was detected in differentiating or old tissues (116, 
117). In addition, RPA1B expression increases during cell division and also is induced by 
gibberellins (116), suggesting a possible role in DNA replication. RPA1A and RPA2A are 
expressed in proliferating tissues but they are also expressed in mature leaves which have no 
proliferating tissues (117), suggesting a role different from DNA replication.  
Animals and fungi use posttranslational modification of RPA to regulate its function 
(118, 119). In human cells, phosphorylation of RPA switches RPA function from DNA 
replication to DNA repair/recombination. In response to DNA damage, the RPA2 subunit is 
highly phosphorylated and as a result RPA localizes to sites of DNA damage instead of DNA 
replication centers (120). In contrast to RPA regulation by phosphorylation in animals and fungi, 
it appears that plants use different mechanisms to regulate RPA function. For example, studies in 
rice suspension cells indicate that rice RPA2A is not hyper-phosphorylated in response to DNA 
damage, and protein levels of RPA2A decrease following DNA damage (121), suggesting 
transcriptional regulation of RPA2A in response to DNA damage.  
In A. thaliana, we find five paralogs of RPA1 (RPA1A-RPA1E), two of RPA2 (RPA2A, 
RPA2B), and two RPA3 (RPA3A, RPA3B) consistent with earlier genomic analyses (22, 122, 
123). A previous study of the T-DNA insertion mutants rpa1a and rpa1b suggested that rpa1a is 
lethal while rpa1b displays hypersensitivity to DNA-damaging agents (22). However, later on, 
another study of a viable (T-DNA insertion) rpa1a mutant suggests that RPA1A is required for 




dependent) meiotic double-strand break repair (123). In addition, an A. thaliana mutant in the 
RPA2A subunit (termed ROR1 for Repressor of ros1), suggests a role for RPA2A in 
transcriptional gene silencing and meristem maintenance (124). 
This dissertation describes my studies characterizing the function of the A. thaliana RPA 
large subunit (RPA1) family and the molecular evolution of plant RPA1 genes. Chapter 2 
describes the genetic characterization of RPA1‟s role in DNA damage repair, DNA 
recombination, and the cell-cycle checkpoints. Chapter 3 describes the genetic characterization 
of RPA1‟s role in DNA replication. Chapter 4 describes the molecular evolution of plant RPA1 
genes. Chapters 2 and 3 represent a manuscript that has been published and has been modified to 
conform to the format required for University of New Hampshire doctoral thesis. Chapter 4 




















A. THALIANA RPA1C, RPA1E, AND RPA1A PROMOTE DNA 





Replication Protein A (RPA) is a heterotrimeric protein complex that binds single-
stranded DNA. In plants, multiple genes encode the three RPA subunits (RPA1, RPA2 and 
RPA3), including five RPA1-like genes in A. thaliana. Phylogenetic analysis suggests three 
distinct groups composed of RPA1A (group A), RPA1B, RPA1D (group B) and RPA1C, 
RPA1E (group C). A and C-group members are transcriptionally induced by ionizing radiation, 
while B-group members show higher basal transcription and are not induced by ionizing 
radiation. Analysis of rpa1 T-DNA insertion mutants demonstrates that, although each mutant 
line is likely null, all mutant lines are viable and display normal vegetative growth. The rpa1c 
and rpa1e single mutants however display hypersensitivity to ionizing radiation, and 
combination of rpa1c and rpa1e results in additive hypersensitivity to a variety of DNA 
damaging agents. Combination of either rpa1c and/or rpa1e with atr revealed additive 
hypersensitivity phenotypes consistent with each functioning in unique repair pathways. 
Combination of the partially sterile rpa1a with rpa1c results in incomplete synapsis, meiotic 
chromosome fragmentation, and complete sterility. Further analysis of additional heterozygous 
mutant combinations, rpa1a (+/-) rpa1c (-/-)
 
and rpa1a (-/-) rpa1c (+/-) reveals that rpa1a (+/-) 
rpa1c (-/-)
 
is fully fertile, while rpa1a (-/-) rpa1c (+/-) displays reduced fertility versus the rpa1a 




recombination step in meiosis, but suggest that RPA1A plays a leading role in the both early and 
late stages of meiotic crossing over.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Almost all DNA repair mechanisms involve the creation of cellular ssDNA. RPA plays 
an essential role in protecting and stabilizing these transiently formed ssDNA and also recruiting 
proteins to repair sites (9, 11, 125). Consistent with its function, both in vitro and in vivo studies 
showed that RPA is required for almost all kinds of repair mechanisms including NER, MMR, 
BER, and HR (9, 125). Accordingly, both human and yeast RPA mutant cells are sensitive to a 
variety of DNA damaging agents such as UV, HU, and CPT (16, 101, 126, 127). RPA mutants 
are also defective in DNA recombination (101, 126). 
Besides being directly involved in various kinds of DNA repair pathways, RPA plays a 
key role in the activation and maintenance of cellular responses to DNA damage through the 
ATR-dependent DNA damage checkpoint pathway (10). ATR is activated by a wide variety of 
lesions that result in stalled replication forks, such as DNA breaks, UV photoproducts and DNA 
crosslinks. These stalled replication forks, as well as DNA excision activities involved in 
repairing the lesions, induce functional uncoupling (physical disassociation) of helicase and 
polymerase activities resulting in the persistence of abnormally long stretches of ssDNA (128-
130). Studies in yeasts and animal cells suggest that RPA coating of these ssDNA stretches act as 
a molecular signal to activate ATR-dependent downstream phosphorylation, primarily through 
an associated protein called ATRIP (131-133). An ATRIP ortholog has recently been described 
in plants, and mutants in ATRIP display a nearly identical phenotype to atr mutants when 
challenged with replication blocking agents (134, 135). This suggests plants encode a similar 




itself is a target of hyper-phosphorylation by ATR and related kinases, ATM and DNA-PK 
(found only in animals) in response to DNA damage. This phosphorylation acts as a switch to 
change the function of RPA from DNA replication to DNA repair (136). 
Although plant and animal DNA metabolism and DNA-repair responses are highly 
conserved in most aspects, RPA regulation in plants appears surprisingly different. In contrast to 
the single RPA1, RPA2 and RPA3 subunits found in yeasts and mammals [excluding some 
primates where there are two RPA2-like genes (111)], plants encode multiple RPA1, RPA2 and 
RPA3 subunits (113, 114, 137, 138). Although studies in pea suggest that an RPA2 subunit is 
phosphorylated at certain developmental stages (139), in vitro studies in rice indicate that rice 
RPA2-1 (RPA32-1) is not hyper-phosphorylated in response to DNA damage, and protein levels 
of RPA2-1 decrease following DNA damage (140).  
In A. thaliana, we find five paralogs of RPA1 (RPA1A-RPA1E), two of RPA2 and two 
of RPA3, consistent with earlier genomic analyses (112, 113, 141). A previous study of the T-
DNA insertion mutants rpa1a and rpa1b suggested that rpa1a is lethal while rpa1b displays 
hypersensitivity to DNA-damaging agents (112). However, another study of a viable (T-DNA 
insertion) rpa1a mutant suggests that RPA1A is required for normal meiotic progression (141). 
Employing T-DNA insertion mutants of all five of the A. thaliana RPA1 subunit genes, we 
present here evidence that the RPA1 gene family has diverged into three functionally distinct 
groups. Group A that includes RPA1A is primarily responsible for meiotic recombination. Group 
B that includes RPA1B and RPA1D is involved in normal DNA replication. Group C that 
includes RPA1C and RPA1E is primarily involved in DNA damage repair.  Based on these 
results, we hypothesize that the functional differences found within the RPA1 gene family in         
A. thaliana represents a unique mechanism of RPA regulation common to plants. While we 




MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plant materials and growth 
All Salk T-DNA insertion mutants were obtained from the A. thaliana Biological 
Resource Center (ABRC). The Salk ID for each mutant is as follows: rpa1a, Salk_017580 
(25,28); rpa1b, Salk_088429 (25); rpa1c, Salk_085556; rpa1d, Salk_140762; rpa1e, 
Salk_120368; atr-2, Salk_032841 (30); atm-2, Salk_006953 (31). Lines homozygous for the T-
DNA insert were isolated by PCR using gene-specific and T-DNA-specific primers (See below). 
For plate experiments, seeds were surface sterilized by soaking in a solution of 10% bleach for 
five minutes and then rinsing three times with double-distilled sterile water. Seeds were sown on 
nutrient phytoagar plates containing 1X MS salts (PlantMedia, Dublin, Ohio, USA) pH 5.7, 0.05 
g/L MES and 1.0% (w/v) phytoagar (PlantMedia, Dublin, Ohio, USA). Seeds were stratified at 
4
O
C for 2 days in the dark before being placed vertically in a growth chamber under cool-white 
lamps filtered through Mylar (Golden State Plastics, Sacramento, CA, USA) at an intensity of 
100–150 mmol/m2/sec at 22oC, and a photoperiod of 16 h light/8 h dark. For soil experiments, 
seeds were stratified, sown and germinated on 1X MS phytoagar plates in the same condition as 
described above and on the fifth day transferred to soil growing medium (SUNGRO 
Horticulture, Seba Beach, Canada) in pots. Plants were irrigated once in 3 days with a solution of 
water and Miracle-Gro® plant fertilizer, 0.45 g/Liter (Scotts Miracle- Gro products inc., 
Marysville, OH, USA). For DNA damage sensitivity assays, 40–50 surface sterilized wild-type 
and mutant seeds were sown on plates containing 1X MS phytoagar media with or without 
DNA-damaging agents: hydroxyurea (HU), camptothecin (CPT), mitomycin-C (MMC) (all from 
SIGMA, St. Louis, MO, USA) and aphidicolin (APH) [USBiological, Swampscott, MA, USA or 
A.G. Scientific Inc., San Diego, CA, USA]. For gamma-radiation assays, A. thaliana seeds and 




MA, USA), with a dose rate of 60 radiations/minute. Sterilized seeds were imbibed in water at 
4
o
C for 2 days, irradiated and then immediately placed on 1X MS phytoagar plates for 
germination in the growth chamber. For irradiation of seedlings, plate grown 5-day-old seedlings 
were irradiated and then immediately returned to the growth chamber. For UV-B treatment 1X 
MS phytoagar plate grown 5-day-old seedlings were irradiated with UV lamps (Spectronics, 
Estbury, NY, USA) filtered through cellulose acetate (SABIC Polymershapes, Devens, MA, 
USA) to eliminate UV-C for different time periods and then returned to the growth chamber. 
Three replicate plates were used per treatment and for root-length measurement, plates were first 
photographed (9–11 days after germination) with a digital camera (Kodak, China) and measured 
using ImageJ software (142).  
PCR analysis of T-DNA insertion lines 
To test for the presence of a homozygous copy of a T-DNA insertion in the RPA1 genes, 
A. thaliana genomic DNA was isolated by grinding young green tissue in 500 μl extraction 
buffer (0.2 M Tris-HCl, (pH 9.0), 0.4 M LiCl, 25 mM EDTA, 1% SDS). Extracts were 
centrifuged in an Eppendorf  microcentrifuge at full speed for 5 minutes at room temperature and 
350 μl supernatant transferred to fresh Eppendorf  tubes containing 350 μl isopropanol. 
Following mixing by inversion, DNA was allowed to precipitate for 10 minutes at room 
temperature and then centrifuged at full speed for 10 minutes at room temperature. The 
supernatant was discarded and the pellet was allowed to dry. The pellet was re-suspended in 100 
μl  TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0], 1 mM EDTA). PCR amplification was carried out 
using the GoTaq Green master mix kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) according to the 
manufacturer‟s instructions. The sequences of the gene-specific and T-DNA left border-specific 
(Lb1) primers used are shown in Table 1. The Lb1primer sequence for Salk T-DNA insertion 




/tdnaprimers.2.html). The PCR products were analyzed by electrophoresis on a 1% (w/v) agarose 
gel. All characterized lines segregated as a single Mendelian locus, and are recessive. The wild-
type control A. thaliana accession was Columbia (Col-0). 
Mutant 
line 
Salk mutant ID Primer type Primer sequence 
rpa1a  Salk_017580 Forward primer 5‟-CTTA GTTTTCTAGTGATCTCTG-3‟  
Reverse primer 5‟-GAATCTCCCCTCCATCATAGTC-3‟  
rpa1b  Salk_088429 Forward primer 5‟-GTACAT ACGTGAATCA-3‟ 
Reverse primer 5‟-AAGTG TTTT GA AGTAC-3‟ 
rpa1c  Salk_085556 Forward primer 5‟-GAGAACAAC AGCACCACTGATGTA-3‟ 
Reverse primer 5‟- GTCTCTAGTTCC TGAGGTTCCA-3‟  
rpa1d  Salk_140762 Forward primer 5‟-TCTCACGGCTT TTAGTTTTCAC-3‟  
Reverse primer 5‟-AGATC TCTTCTATCATA GAGTC-3‟ 
rpa1e  Salk_120368 Forward primer 5‟-TGGTATT GTGTCATCTATCA-3‟ 
Reverse primer 5‟-AACCTTACGG ATGATATCTT C-3‟ 
atm  
 
Salk_006953 Forward primer 5‟-GTTGGGCAGTTC CAAAG ATGA-3‟  
Reverse primer 5‟-TCTCTCC TTGTTTCAAGCTCTG-3‟  
atr  
 
Salk_032841 Forward primer 5‟-CAAGGGTT CCGATGTTCAAAGTG-3‟ 
Reverse primer 5‟-CAATCAGCAGGAAAAGACAAATCA-3‟  
Lb1   5'-TGG TTCACGTAGTGGGCCATCG-3' 
 
Table 2-1. List of gene-specific and T-DNA left border-specific (Lb1) primer sequences. 
 
qPCR and RT-PCR 
Expression of RNR and RPA1 was analyzed by qPCR and RT-PCR, respectively. Total 
RNA was isolated using RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD).  Total RNA was 
treated with DNase I (Qiagen, Germantown, MD, USA) to eliminate any residual genomic DNA 
according to the supplier‟s instructions. Total RNA was quantified with a NanoDrop 
spectrophotometer (ND-1000; NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE, USA). cDNA was 
synthesized from 5 μg of total RNA using GoScript Reverse Transcriptase kit (Promega, 
Madison, WI, USA) according to the manufacturer‟s protocol. Primers for amplification of 50-
120 bp PCR products were designed using A. thaliana sequences from TAIR 
(www.arabidopsis.org) and Primer Express 2.0 software (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, 




Gene AGI gene ID Primer type Primer sequence 
RNR1 At2g21790 Forward primer 5'-GCTGCTGATCGTGGATGCTA-3' 
RNR1 At2g21790 Reverse primer 5'-CGGTTTTCAGACCCTTTTTCC-3' 
RNR2A At3g23580 Forward primer 5'-TGCGTGTCTCTTGTACAGTTTGC-3' 
RNR2A At3g23580 Reverse primer 5'-CTCTGTCTCAATTTCCACTGCCT-3' 
RNR2B At5g40942 Forward primer 5'-CTCGTGCCTTCTACGGATTC-3' 
RNR2B At5g40942 Reverse primer 5'-GATGATCTCTCTCTTTGTTGTCTTTG-3' 
RNR2C/TSO2 At3g27060 Forward primer 5'-TGGGCTATGAAATGGATCGAC-3' 
RNR2C/TSO2 At3g27060 Reverse primer 5'-AAGATTGAACAAAAGCTTCCGG-3' 
EF1 At5g60390 Forward primer 5'-GGCTGGTATCTCTAAGGATGGTCA -3' 
EF1 At5g60390 Reverse primer 5'-TGGTGGCATCCATCTTGTTACA-3' 
 
Table 2-2. List of primers used for qPCR. 
 
qPCR was performed with a Stratagene MX3000P qPCR (SA Biosciences, Valencia, CA, 
USA). Each reaction contained 10 μL SYBR Green master mix reagent (Life Technologies, 
Carlsbad, CA), 40 ng cDNA and 500-700 nM of gene-specific primer in a final volume of 20 μL. 
PCR amplifications were performed using the following conditions: 95 °C for 10 minutes (hot 
start), 40 cycles of 95 °C for 15 seconds (denaturation) and 60 °C for 30 seconds 
(annealing/extension). Data were analyzed using the Stratagene MX3000P software (SA 
Biosciences, Valencia, CA, USA). All reactions were performed in duplicate. For  RT-PCR, 
cDNA were amplified using the GoTaq Green master mix kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) 
using a regular PCR. PCR products were analyzed by electrophoresis on a 1% (w/v) agarose gel.  
Histochemical staining 
PcyclinB1;1:GUS promoter/reporter detection was performed as described previously (143, 
144) with minor modifications. The GUS reporter gene produces β-glucuronidase and 
enzymatically converts 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl glucuronide (X-Gluc) into a visible blue 
product in plant tissues. Seedlings were placed in 50 mM NaPO4, pH 7.2, 0.5 mM K3Fe (CN)6, 
0.5 mM K4Fe(CN)6 and 2 mM X-Gluc (Gold Biotechnology, St. Louis, MO, USA) and then 
incubated at 37
o
C overnight. Tissues were then washed in 70% EtOH for 1 h and then directly 




Preparation of meiotic spreads 
Meiotic chromosome spreads were prepared as described in Armstrong et al., 2001 (145) 
with some modifications. Whole inflorescences were collected and placed intact in ethanol- 
glacial acetic acid (3:1) fixative in 1.5 mL eppendorf tubes. The inflorescences were fixed at 
room temperature for 12 hours by replacing fixative every 2-3 hours until the green pigment 
disappeared. The inflorescences were then stored at -20
o
c. For enzymatic digestion, individual 
inflorescences were transferred to a small plastic Perti dish, half-filled with ice cold fixative and 
divided into individual buds. The buds were then washed twice with 10 mM citrate buffer (10 
mM citric acid + 10 mM sodium citrate ph 4.5) before incubating with an enzyme mixture 
containing 1% w/v pectolyase (Cat # P-5936, Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) and 1% w/v cellulase 
(Cat # 219466, Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA, USA ) in citrate buffer for 90 minutes at 37
o
c. The 
buds were washed with ice cold water, to stop the reaction, followed by ice cold citrate buffer. 
For pollen mother cell (PMC) spreads, single buds were transferred with forceps to a drop of 
citrate buffer on microscope slides. The digested buds were tapped using the flat surface of an 
insulin needle till the bud starts to ooze out and then mashed with the same needle in a circular 
motion. Once the bud was homogenized, 10 μl 60% acetic acid was added to the slide by 
encircling the mash. The slides were then immediately placed on a heating block (42
o
c) for 20 
seconds, and re-fixed with about 90 μl ice cold 3:1 fixative. The fixative was drained away and 
the slide dried with a hair drier by switching between the hot and cold mode for about 5-10 
seconds. The slides were then visualized under confocal microscope. 
Microscopy 
GUS stained root tips were imaged with a digital camera mounted on an inverted light 
microscope (Olympus CKX41). For Propidium Iodide (PI) staining, wild-type and mutant plants 




and then stained with 5 mg/ml PI (Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA, USA) on a microscope slide for 2 
minutes. Seedlings were then mounted in water on a slide and imaged with a Zeiss LSM 510 
confocal laser-scanning microscope using the HeNe 543 nm excitation and 475–560 nm 
emission lines. To visualize meiotic chromosome spreads, slides were mounted with DAPI (2.5 
mg/ml) in Vectashield. Chromosomes were visualized using a fluorescence microscope 
(OLYMPUS BH-2). Images were captured using Qimaging Micropublisher 3.3 camera 
(Burnaby, BC, Canada) and processed with Qcapture software. 
RESULTS 
The A. thaliana RPA1 gene family is composed of three distinct groups 
In light of the multitude of RPA functions in yeasts and animals, we wanted to investigate 
similar functional roles for RPA in A. thaliana. Searching the A. thaliana genome (TAIR10), we 
identified two putative 14-kD small-subunit genes (RPA3A, At3g52630; RPA3B, At4g18590), 
two 32-kD middle-subunit genes (RPA2A/RPA2-1/ROR1, At2g24490; RPA2B, At3g02920) and 
five 70-kD large-subunit genes (RPA1A, At2g06510; RPA1B, At5g08020; RPA1C, At5g45400; 
RPA1D, At5g61000; RPA1E, At4g19130), consistent with previous studies in A. thaliana (112, 
113, 146). Since the large (70 kD) subunit family contained the most gene members and each 
appeared distinct based on their amino acid sequences (all members display >19% non-identity), 
we hypothesized that individual members of this gene family likely represent more specialized 
functional subunits. Phylogenetic analysis of the large subunit protein sequences shows three 
evolutionary distinct groups (A, B, and C) among plants (Figure 2-1). Group A contains the A. 
thaliana RPA1A, group B and group C contain RPA1B, RPA1D, and RPA1C, RPA1E, 
respectively. The branching pattern within the tree suggests that the A. thaliana RPA1D and 

















Figure 2-1. Evolutionary relationships of RPA1 proteins. Tree was inferred using the Maximum 
Likelihood method performed with MEGA5.2 software package (147).  Amino acid sequences were 
aligned using ClustalW found in MEGA5.2 and used to produce phylogenetic trees using the Jones-
Taylor-Thornton (JTT) amino acid substitution model.  Numbers next to the branches are bootstrap values 
(1000 replicates). Scale bar represents the expected number of amino acid substitutions per site. Except 
for bootstrapping and choice of model, all other program parameters were left at default settings.  
 
A. thaliana RPA1C and RPA1E have unique roles in response to DNA damage 
To genetically define individual roles of the five RPA1 family members in DNA 
metabolism, we first identified homozygous T-DNA insertion lines of each respective subunit 
gene. Two of the homozygous lines used in this study, rpa1a (SALK_017580) and rpa1b 
(SALK_088429) have previously been characterized (112, 141, 148). For RPA1C, RPA1D and 
RPA1E we identified two T-DNA alleles for each gene (rpa1c-1, SALK_085556 and rpa1c-2, 
SALK_139567; rpa1d-1, SALK_140762 and rpa1d-1, SALK_149669; rpa1e-1, SALK_120368 
and rpa1e-2, SALK_077939). Initial characterization of plants homozygous to these alleles show 
no differences during normal growth conditions or in response to DNA damaging agents (e.g. 
ionizing radiation, CPT and replication blocking agents). We chose individual lines rpa1c-1, 
rpa1d-1, and rpa1e-1 for subsequent characterization and mutant combination construction since 
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rpa1c, rpa1d and rpa1e, respectively. Reverse transcription (RT)-PCR of these lines (rpa1c, 
rpa1d, rpa1e) revealed undetectable transcript downstream of their respective T-DNA insertion 
sites (Figure 2-2), and in the case of rpa1e, there is also no detectible transcript upstream of the 
T-DNA. RT-PCR analysis of the rpa1a and rpa1b lines (SALK_017580 and SALK_088429) 
revealed results similar to rpa1c and rpa1d (upstream detected, downstream undetected), similar 
to previous studies (112, 141). In addition, protein expression of RPA1B was absent in the rpa1b 
mutant employing a rice RPA1B antibody (112). We therefore suggest that these most likely 
represent null mutant lines, although we cannot unequivocally rule out the possibility of some 
functioning partial transcripts. Interestingly, all of the single mutant lines were viable and did not 
display obvious developmental deficiencies or alterations under standard growth conditions. One 
exception, however, is reduced fertility (seed set per silique) in the rpa1a mutant, as previously 
described (141). 
To test the role(s) of RPA1 family members in response to DNA damage resulting from 
agents that block replication, we employed a root-growth assay to measure hypersensitivity to 
various replication-blocking agents. In this assay, we measure primary root growth following 
germination on, or transfer to media, containing the particular agent. An example experiment is 
shown in Figure 2-3 and this particular experiment is further described below and in the next 
section. 
As shown in Figure 2-4A and B, none of the single rpa1 mutants (rap1a, rpa1b, rpa1c, 
rpa1d and rpa1e) displayed hypersensitivity (reduction in root growth compared to WT) to the 
replication-blocking agents hydroxy urea (HU) or aphidicolin (APH). atr mutant was included in 
the assay to serve as a positive control since it is extremely hypersensitive to both HU and APH. 






Figure 2-2.  T-DNA insertion line analysis.  (A)  Diagram of RPA1C, RPA1D, and RPA1E genes and 
their respective T-DNA insertion sites.  Numbers represent nucleotide positions starting at the ATG start 
and ending at the stop codon. Thick bars represent exons. Triangles represent the site of the T-DNA 
insertion within the gene. The T-DNA insertion sites are at nucleotide positions 1857 (rpa1c), 70 
(rpa1d), and 1717 (rpa1e).  (B) Schematic diagram of a representative RPA1 cDNA and T-DNA 
insertion in the gene.  Shown are primer positions for RT-PCR amplification, resulting in three possible 
products:  P1, upstream of the T-DNA insertion; P2 spanning the T-DNA insertion, shown is the 
expected product for the WT allele; P3, downstream of the T-DNA insertion.  (C)   Products of PCR 
amplification of cDNA from the mutants.  (+) indicates a positive PCR product at the expected size and 
(-) indicates no detectable PCR product.  On the right, representative agarose gel pictures are shown for 
each line tested.  PCR sizes are approximately 400bp, 1100bp, 500 bp for RPA1C, 125 bp, 750 bp, 250 
bp for RPA1D, and 400 bp, 1000 bp, 300 bp for RPA1E. In all cases, “no-RT template” controls were 











reduced dNTP pools, while APH directly inhibits replicative DNA polymerases (e.g. pol delta 
and epsilon). Since both of these agents do not directly damage DNA, we also tested mitomycin 
C (MMC) and ultraviolet B (UV-B) light which damage DNA directly and produce replication-
blocking lesions. MMC produces inter-strand DNA crosslinks, while UV-B produces intra-strand 
DNA crosslinks between adjacent base pairs, such as cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers. Similar to 
HU and APH, none of the five single mutants displayed significant hypersensitivity to UV-B 
light or MMC (Figure 2-4C and D). However, in response to ionizing radiation (γ-radiation), 
both the rpa1c and rpa1e single mutants display a hypersensitivity response. As shown in Figure 
2-4E, rpa1c and rpa1e root growth is reduced ~60% in comparison to the WT control group at 
11 days post irradiation of seeds, while rpa1a, rpa1b and rpa1d show no significant difference in 
comparison to WT. For comparison, we included in this analysis the extremely hypersensitive 
mutant atm (33,38). Since γ-radiation induces a variety of DNA-damage lesions that primarily 
include double-strand breaks, but also DNA base damage, we further tested the double-strand 
break-inducing agent camptothecin (CPT). CPT blocks the re-ligation step of DNA 
Topoisomerase I and ultimately produces a double-strand break during DNA replication. As is 
shown in Figure 2-3B and Figure 2-4F, both the atm mutant and rpa1c mutant display strong 
hypersensitivity to CPT. Unlike γ-radiation however, the rpa1e mutant did not display significant 
hypersensitivity. Taken together, these results suggest that RPA1C plays a leading role (among 
other RPA1 family members) in the repair of double-strand breaks, and that RPA1E may play a 
role in repair of auxiliary damage specific to ionizing radiation, such as base damage or 
recruitment of DNA-end-processing complexes, for example. Because CPT specifically produces 
DSBs in the presence of ongoing DNA replication, it is possible that RPA1E is specific for DSB 

























Figure 2-3. Representative examples of the hypersensitivity assays included in this chapter. (A) 
and (B) 11-day-old wild-type (WT) and rpa1 single mutant seedlings grown on MS medium 
supplemented with 0 nM  and 15 nM camptothecin (CPT), respectively. (C) and (D) 12-day-old 
WT and rpa1 single and double mutant seedlings grown on MS medium supplemented with 0 
nM  and 15 nM CPT, respectively. In every case, only the primary root (no secondary roots) was 
measured for the assay.  
WT rpa1a rpa1b rpa1d rpa1c rpa1e atm 
WT atr rpa1c 
rpa1c  
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Figure 2-4. Hypersensitivity analysis of rpa1 single mutants.  Root-length measurements of: (A) plants 
grown in the absence or presence of 0.5 mM hydroxyurea (HU) for 11 days; (B) plants grown in the 
absence or presence of 3.0 mg/mL aphidicolin (APH) [US Biological, Swampscott, MA, USA] for 9 
days; (C) plants grown for 5 days, treated with 0.4 J/s/m
2 
ultraviolet B (UV-B) radiation for 24 hours or 
left untreated, and grown for an additional 5 days; (D) plants grown in the absence or presence of 0.5  
mg/mL mitomycin C (MMC) for 11 days; (E) seeds -irradiated (0 or 200 Gy) and grown for 10 days; (F) 
plants grown in the absence or presence of 15 nM camptothecin (CPT) for 11 days. Data are mean ± SE 
(n >30). To analyze statistical difference with in each treatment group (e.g. 0.5 mM HU) F- Test 
(ANOVA) and LSD were carried out at P ≤ 0.05. Bars with different letters indicate significant 




RPA1C, RPA1E and ATR act in parallel in response to double-strand breaks 
Since the rpa1c and rpa1e single mutants display hypersensitivity to DNA damage, we 
first wanted to test the genetic interactions of RPA1C and RPA1E with ATR, a central player in 
the DNA-damage response that is, at least in part, activated by RPA in animal models. To this 
end, we constructed rpa1c atr and rpa1e atr double mutant lines. Under standard growth 
conditions, neither of these double mutants displayed obvious abnormal development of the 
shoot (including flower development and fertility) or root length (Figure 2-5, untreated). 
However, in response to γ-radiation or CPT, the rpa1c atr double mutant displays an additive 
hypersensitivity phenotype (reduction of root growth) over either of the single mutants (Figure 2-
3D and Figure 2-5A and B). This suggests that RPA1C and ATR act in parallel during the 
response to double-strand breaks, since a consistent trend is seen in response to both CPT and 
ionizing radiation.  
The rpa1e atr double mutant however displayed hypersensitivity to CPT and γ-radiation 
similar to the atr single mutant (Figure 2-5A and B). At lower doses of CPT and γ-radiation, we 
see comparable root lengths of both atr and rpa1e atr and these differences are not significant. 
Only at higher doses do we see a significant difference between the atr and rpa1e atr mutant 
lines, but this difference is minimal in response to CPT. Since the double mutant is no more 
hypersensitive than the atr mutant, this initially suggests that either RPA1E functions within an 
ATR-dependent pathway or functions within an ATR-independent pathway while exhibiting 
genetic redundancy with RPA1C. If the latter is the case, we might expect to see a „supra-
additive‟ effect whereby elimination of both RPA1C and RPA1E creates a phenotype that is 
above and beyond addition of phenotypes. To test this, we constructed an rpa1c rpa1e double 
mutant line and determined the hypersensitivity responses to CPT and γ-radiation. As shown in 




hypersensitivity phenotype in response to CPT, but we did not observe any obvious 
developmental defects in the absence of these agents. In response to γ-radiation, we see a similar 
supra-additive pattern at the lower (50 Gy) dose, and a more additive hypersensitivity pattern at 
the higher dose (100 Gy) (Figure 2-5A). This supports a model that includes partial functional 
redundancy between RPA1C and RPA1E.  
To determine functional redundancy between RPA1A, RPA1C and RPA1E in response to 
double-strand breaks, we also generated the double mutant combinations rpa1a rpa1c and rpa1a 
rpa1e. In response to CPT treatment, rpa1a rpa1c showed similar hypersensitivity as the rpa1c 
single mutant, while the rpa1a rpa1e double mutant showed no additional sensitivity over the 
rpa1a, rpa1e single mutants and wild type (Figure 2-6). This suggests no functional redundancy 
between RPA1A and either RPA1C or RPA1E, and argues against a role for RPA1A in response 
to CPT. However, we found that the triple mutant rpa1a rpa1c rpa1e is lethal, suggesting a role 
for RPA1A in repairing low level DNA damages caused by at least endogenous agents.  
If RPA1E were acting within an ATR-pathway, we would expect that an rpa1c rpa1e atr 
triple mutant would display a hypersensitivity phenotype similar to the rpa1c atr double mutant. 
To test this, we constructed the rpa1c rpa1e atr triple mutant and find that this combination 
results in severe seedling defects that is, in most cases, lethal. Although this result will require 
additional analysis to understand why some triple mutant seedlings survive, this nevertheless 
suggests the triple mutant is hypersensitive to the relatively low levels of endogenous DNA 
damage, and therefore suggests a supra-additive interaction. Overall, these data suggest a model 
in which RPA1C, RPA1E and ATR are acting largely in independent pathways in response to 
double-strand breaks, and that genetic redundancy plays a role in the severity of individual rpa1c 











Figure 2-5. Hypersensitivity analysis of rpa1c, rpa1e and atr mutant combinations. Root-length 
measurements of: (A) 5-day-old seedlings were -irradiated (0, 50 or 100 Gy) and grown for 5 days; 
(B) plants grown in the absence or presence of 15 nM camptothecin (CPT) for 11 days; (C) plants 
grown for 5 days, treated with 0.4 J/s/m
2 
ultraviolet B (UV-B) radiation for 24 hours, 120 hours, or 
left untreated, and grown for an additional 5 days; (D) plants grown in the absence or presence of 0.25 
mg/mL mitomycin C (MMC) for 11 days; (E) plants grown in the absence or presence of 0.25 mM, 
0.5 mM hydroxyurea (HU) for 11 days; (F) plants grown in the absence or presence of 3.0 mg/mL 
aphidicolin (APH) [A.G. Scientific Inc., San Diego, CA, USA] for 9 days.  Data are mean ± SE (n 
>30). To analyze statistical difference within each treatment group (e.g. 10 nM CPT) F- Test 
(ANOVA) and LSD were carried out at P ≤ 0.05. Bars with different letters indicate significant 
difference. Bars with no letters indicate non-significant difference. 

































Figure 2-6. Interaction of rpa1a, rpa1c and rpa1e in response to camptothecin (CPT). WT and mutant 
lines were germinated on MS phytoagar containing 0.0 or 15.0 nM CPT and grown for 11 days. Data are 
mean ± SE (n >15). To analyze statistical difference with in each treatment group (e.g. 15 nM CPT) F- 
Test (ANOVA) and LSD were carried out at P ≤ 0.05. Bars with different letters indicate significant 
difference. Bars with no letters indicate non-significant difference. 
Figure 2-7. Interaction of rpa1c, rpa1e and atr in response to the replication blocking agent, 
aphidicolin (APH) [ordered from a different company, US Biological, Swampscott, MA, USA]. WT 
and mutant lines were germinated on MS phytoagar containing different doses of APH and grown for 9 
days. Data are mean ± SE (n >15). To analyze statistical difference with in each treatment group (e.g. 
2.75 µg/mL APH) F-Test (ANOVA) and LSD were carried out at P ≤ 0.05. Bars with different letters 




RPA1C and RPA1E act in parallel in response to UV-B and MMC 
We further tested the rpa1c atr, rpa1e atr and rpa1c rpa1e double mutants to agents that 
create replication-blocking bulky lesions: UV-B light and MMC. In response to chronic UV-B 
exposure over a course of 120 h (Figure 2-5C), the rpa1c atr double mutant displays less root 
growth than the (non-hypersensitive) rpa1c and (hypersensitive) atr single mutants resulting in a 
supra-additive response. In contrast, the rpa1e atr double mutant does not display additional 
hypersensitivity over the atr single mutant. Combination of rpa1c and rpa1e, however, results in 
supra-additive hypersensitivity. This is surprising since neither single mutant displays significant 
hypersensitivity. These general trends in response to UV-B is also observed in response to 
chronic exposure to MMC (Figure 2-5D). Overall, the additive phenotypes of rpa1c seen here 
with rpa1e and atr are consistent with the notion that RPA1C plays a largely unique and separate 
role, in this case in response to lesions that block DNA replication. One explanation for these 
results could be that defective repair responses in atr or rpa1e lead to double-strand breaks that 
require RPA1C for repair. 
The rpa1c mutation partially suppresses atr hypersensitivity to the replication-
blocking agents HU and APH 
As discussed above, none of the single rpa1 mutants display significant hypersensitivity 
to HU or APH, while the atr mutant displays a strong hypersensitivity response to both agents 
(149) (Figure 2-5E and F and Figure 2-7). Surprisingly, combination of rpa1c with atr results in 
less hypersensitivity to HU and APH (increased root growth) over the single atr mutant (Figure 
2-5E and F). This suppression of hypersensitivity is most pronounced at a lower concentration of 
HU (0.25 mM), but is still significant at the higher dose (0.5 mM; Figure 2-5E). Moreover, we 




versus the atr single mutant (Figure 2-8), employing PI viability staining. In response to APH, 
the root growth trend is similar, albeit less pronounced (Figure 2-5F and Figure 2-7), but still 
statistically significant. In contrast, the rpa1e atr double mutant did not display a similar 
suppression phenotype to either HU or APH, suggesting the hypersensitivity suppression of atr is 
rpa1c specific. Similar to CPT, UV-B and MMC above, the rpa1c rpa1e double mutant displays 
supra-additive hypersensitivity to both HU (0.5mM) and APH in comparison to either single 
rpa1 mutants. Again, this suggests RPA1C and RPA1E act in unique pathways, but each may 
















Figure 2-8. Propidium Iodide (PI) viability staining of hydroxyurea (HU) - treated root tips.  WT, 
rpa1c, atr, and rpa1c atr mutant lines were grown for 4 days, treated with 0.25 mM HU for 24 hours, 
then transferred to medium without HU for 24 hours.  Roots were stained with 5 mg/mL PI immediately 




In light of the suppression phenotype observed in the rpa1c atr mutant in response to HU 
and APH, increased dNTPs might be one way to circumvent slower DNA polymerases. Since the 
suppression phenotype is more pronounced in response to HU, one possibility is that RPA1C 
negatively regulates the transcription of RNR, the rate-limiting and highly regulated enzyme in 
the production of dNTPs (150, 151). Arabidopsis encodes one RNR1, regulatory subunit, and 
three paralogs of RNR2 (A-C), catalytic subunit (151). No significant (and/ or relevant) 
transcriptional differences were observed for RNR1, RNR2A, RNR2B or TSO1/RNR2C 
comparing WT, the rpa1c and atr single mutants, and the rpa1c atr double mutant (Figure 2-9). 
While this suggests that RNR transcriptional regulation is not a factor in the suppression 
phenotype for rpa1c atr, additional analyses will need to be employed to determine if post-



















Figure 2-9. Expression of RNR genes in wild-type and mutant plants subjected to hydroxyurea (HU) 
treatment. 5-day-old plants grown on MS phyotoagar plates were transferred to HU plates (0.25 mM) 
for 24 hours. Relative transcript levels were determined by quantitative real-time PCR using EF1 
transcripts as internal control. Gene expression was normalized to the WT RNR1 expression level, 
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Elimination of RPA1C and RPA1E is not sufficient to block activation of ATR-
dependent cell-cycle arrest 
RPA activates ATR-dependent responses to genomic insults through the ATR interacting 
protein ATRIP, based on current models in animals and yeasts (152, 153). In plants, an ATRIP 
ortholog has been identified and mutants in this gene display nearly identical hypersensitivity 
responses and cell-cycle defects as the atr mutant (134, 135). This suggests that plants employ a 
similar RPA-dependent mechanism to activate downstream responses of ATR in response to 
DNA damage. Since RPA1C and RPA1E likely play important roles in response to DNA 
damage, we wanted to further test if either is involved in activating cell-cycle arrest, a key aspect 
of the DNA damage response. Previous studies suggest that plant ATR and ATRIP play key 
roles in the G2/M transition (checkpoint) in response to replication blocks and double-strand 
breaks (135, 143, 149). These studies employed a PcyclinB1;1:GUS promoter/reporter fusion 
construct (144) to monitor accumulation of G2 phase cells in root meristems. Briefly, the GUS 
gene construct is transcriptionally expressed during S-phase to a maximum in G2. Inclusion of 
the CyclinB1;1 mitotic destruction box upstream of the GUS reading frame results in degradation 
of GUS reporter in M-phase. 
To test whether RPA1C or RPA1E regulates the G2/M transition similar to ATR, we 
created various single and double rpa1c, rpa1e and atr mutant combinations carrying the 
PcyclinB1;1:GUS construct. This was accomplished by crossing the original parental lines (atr, 
rpa1c, rpa1e) with an established homozygous individual  PcyclinB1;1:GUS  wild-type (Col-0) line. 
As shown in Figure 2-10A, all WT and mutant lines show a similar basal level of GUS 
expression (a few GUS positive cells within the meristematic region) when grown under 
standard conditions without γ-radiation. Upon treatment with γ-radiation, we see an 




rpa1e and the rpa1c rpa1e double mutant (Figure 2-10B). However, this accumulation is largely 
absent in the atr, rpa1c atr and rpa1e atr lines and both rpa1/atr double mutants are similar to 
the atr single mutant. This suggests that RPA1C and RPA1E are not exclusive regulators of 
ATR-dependent cell-cycle arrest in response to DNA damage and that genetic redundancy from 























RPA1A plays a leading role in meiotic recombination 
A previous study demonstrated that RPA1A is required for class I crossover formation, 
playing a role in second-end capture of homologous recombination (HR) during crossing over 
(141). However, these authors found no evidence of meiotic chromosomal fragmentation during 
metaphase I or subsequent stages in the rpa1a mutant, suggesting RPA1A is not essential for 
meiotic DSB repair. The authors also produced antibodies to A. thaliana RPA1A to show meiotic 
localization consistent with its function at later stages of prophase I. Based on the requirement of 
RPA in meiotic DSB repair in yeast, the authors further argue that additional RPA1 paralogs 
Figure 2-10. GUS detection in root tips. 5-day-old wild-type and mutant seedlings (carrying 
P
cyclinB1
:GUS) were left untreated (A), or treated with 100 Gy of gamma radiation (B).  Individual wild-
type and mutant plants were harvested after 24 hours for GUS detection in root tips.  At least 10 
individual plants from each line were harvested and stained for each treatment.  One representative root 




likely play a role early on in the recombination process. Accordingly, in order to identify the 
additional RPA1 paralogs that may be involved in the processes, we prepared a series of double 
mutants by crossing rpa1a with the other rpa1 mutants (rpa1b, rpa1c, rpa1d, and rpa1e).  
Except for rpa1a rpa1c, all double mutants show similar meiotic phenotypes to the rpa1a single 
mutant (Figure 2-11B and F), suggesting that RPA1B, RPA1D and RPA1E may not have a role 
in meiotic progression.  In comparison to the partially fertile rpa1a mutant, we find that the 
rpa1a rpa1c double mutant is infertile, producing no viable seeds (Figure 2-11B and F). In 
addition, the infertility of the rpa1a rpa1c double mutant is unique among the other double 
mutant combinations constructed during the course of this study. rpa1c rpa1e, rpa1b rpa1c, 
rpa1b rpa1e, rpa1c rpa1d, and rpa1d rpa1e are fertile and develop normal siliques (Figure 2-
11D and H). rpa1b rpa1d is partially fertile, but this is due to developmental or premeiotic 
replication defects and will be described in chapter 3. These results suggest a genetically 
redundant role for both RPA1A and RPA1C during early stages of meiosis (crossing over and 
repair of DSBs). To determine which, if any, of these two subunits plays a more predominant 
role during normal meiosis, we generated two additional heterozygous mutant combinations, 
rpa1a (+/-) rpa1c (-/-) and conversely rpa1a (-/-) rpa1c (+/-). By comparing these two 
combinations, we sought to determine the relative dominance (“gene dosage”) of each in 
promoting early meiotic repair. As shown in Figure 2-11C and G, phenotypic analysis of these 
mutant combinations show that, while rpa1a (+/-) rpa1c (-/-) is fully fertile, the rpa1a (-/-) rpa1c 
(+/-), displays reduced fertility (~92% reduction in fertility) versus the rpa1a (-/-) single mutant. 
The result suggests that RPA1A plays the primary role in meiotic DNA recombination.  
To determine meiotic integrity at the chromosomal level, we prepared chromosomal 
spreads of pollen-mother cells from WT, single and combinations of rpa1a, rpa1c mutant lines. 









Figure 2-11. Meiotic defective A. thaliana RPA1 mutant lines. (A-D) Siliques harvested from ~7 weeks 
old wild-type (WT) and RPA1 mutant plants. (E-H) Number of seeds per silique. 1a = rpa1a, 1c = 
rpa1c. The mutants have the following percentage of fertility reduction:  rpa1a : ~ 70 %, rpa1a (-/-) 
rpa1c (+/-): ~ 92%;  rpa1a  rpa1c: 100%.  rpa1a (+/-) rpa1c (-/-) has similar fertility level as WT. 
Data are mean ± SE.  To analyze statistical difference within each group F-Test (ANOVA) and LSD 
were carried out at P ≤ 0.05. Bars with different letters indicate significant difference. Bars with no 




displayed some univalents during metaphase I and resulted in missegregation of chromosomes at 
the first and second meiotic divisions as previously described (141). The rpa1c single mutant 
displayed no obvious meiotic abnormalities in all stages of meiosis I and II (not all stages are 
represented in Figure 2-12). However, in the rpa1a rpa1c double mutant, we were unable to 
identify any fully synapsed pachytene stages (>40 zygotene stages were observed) or stages that 
resembled WT metaphase. Instead, we observe highly fragmented chromosomes during anaphase 
I followed by similarly defective meiosis II stages (Figure 2-12). By comparison, the rpa1a 
rpa1c fragmentation resembles chromosome fragmentation seen previously in rad51 and atr atm 
mutants (154). While the rpa1a (+/-) rpa1c (-/-) displays normal meiotic progression, rpa1a (-/-) 
rpa1c (+/-) displays a combination of univalent and fragmented chromosomes during metaphase 
I. rpa1a (-/-) rpa1c (+/-) also displays highly fragmented chromosomes and unequal segregation 
during the subsequent stages, Anaphase I and II (Figure 2-12). These results suggest that RPA1A 
and RPA1C act cooperatively during the DNA recombination (DSB) step in meiosis, and that 
RPA1A plays a leading role in both early and late stages of meiotic crossing over. 
DISCUSSION 
In this study, we find that A. thaliana encodes five RPA1subunits (RPA1A, RPA1B, 
RPA1C, RPA1D, and RPA1E), two RPA2 subunits (RPA2A and RPA2B) and two RPA3 
subunits (RPA3A and RPA3B) consistent with previous accounts of RPA genes in A. thaliana 
(112, 113, 141). An initial examination of A. thaliana RPA1A and RPA1B T-DNA insertion 
mutant and RNAi knockdown lines suggests that elimination of RPA1A is lethal, while 
elimination of RPA1B results in hypersensitivity to DNA damaging agents (112). However, two 
subsequent studies (not including this study) isolated viable rpa1a homozygous mutants from 
this particular T-DNA line (SALK_017580). In one, rpa1a mutants displayed hypersensitivity to 
















































Figure 2-12. Meiotic stages of pollen-mother cells from WT and rpa1 plants. In WT, rpa1c, and rpa1a (+/-
) rpa1c (-/-), homologs are segregated in equal number at anaphase I (D, N, X), followed by the separation 
and segregation of sister chromatids at anaphase II (E, O, Y). In rpa1a, zygotene (F) and pachytene (G) 
stages are similar to WT, rpa1c and rpa1a (+/-) rpa1c (-/-), however, univalents (arrows) are present at the 
metaphase plate (H) leading to unequal segregation of homologous chromosomes at anaphase I (I) and 
anaphase II (J). In rpa1a rpa1c multiple fragmented chromosomes were present at metaphase plate (R) and 
at anaphase I (S) leading to abnormal anaphase II (T). In rpa1a (-/-) rpa1c (+/-), a combination of 
fragmented (AB) and  univalent (AG) chromosomes were present at metaphase plate leading abnormal 
















telomere-length homeostasis (148). In the other, the rpa1a mutant displays reduced fertility, 
manifested by defects in the later stages of meiotic recombination required for the formation of 
class I crossovers (141). To perform a more comprehensive comparison of the RPA1 family, we 
have isolated and confirmed T-DNA insertion lines of all five A. thaliana RPA1genes, including 
those published previously. With the exception of a mild fertility defect in rpa1a, all of these 
individual lines display normal development under standard conditions. Since RPA is required 
for viability in other (non-plant) systems, this suggests overlapping functions within the RPA1 
family. 
The RPA1 gene family encodes three main functional groups 
To obtain the broadest picture of RPA function in A. thaliana, we have focused here on 
the largest RPA subunit gene family, RPA1. We suggest that the RPA1family is divided into 
three main functional groups, the A group comprised of RPA1A, the B group comprised of 
RPA1B and RPA1D, and the C group that is comprised of RPA1C and RPA1E. Further, we 
hypothesize that while the primary function of the A and C group is related to DNA 
recombination and repair activities, respectively, the B group promotes genomic DNA 
replication activities (described in chapter 3). This is supported by phylogenetic analysis of 
RPA1 protein sequences and analysis of rpa1 mutant phenotypes under normal conditions and in 
response to DNA damage, as discussed below.  
First, our phylogenetic analysis of RPA1 protein sequences shows that the five A. 
thaliana RPA1 fall into two major clades with strong bootstrap support (100%/1000 replicates). 
These are the A/C clade that includes RPA1A, RPA1C and RPA1E and the B clade that includes 
RPA1B and RPA1D.  However, the A/C clade further divides into two separate clades (A and C) 
with strong bootstrap support (83%/1000 replicates). While the A clade comprises the A. 




enough to determine the ancestral plant RPA1 gene. Additional plant and algal RPA1 sequences 
from completed and well-annotated genomes will be required to address this and the evolution of 
plant RPA1 (described in chapter 4). As the branch lengths suggest, the divergence of RPA1C 
and RPA1E, and RPA1B and RPA1D in their respective groups is not likely a result of recent 
gene duplications in A. thaliana. It also suggests that additional specialization might have 
occurred in A. thaliana.  
Second, genetic analysis of single and double mutants of RPA1 gene members also suggests 
three distinct functional groups. While none of the rpa1 single mutants display obvious 
hypersensitivity to replication blocking agents such as HU or APH, or to the DNA damaging 
agents UV-B and MMC, rpa1c and rpa1e display hypersensitivity to ionizing radiation, and 
rpa1c displays additional hypersensitivity to CPT. Moreover, the rpa1c rpa1e double mutant 
displays additive or supra-additive hypersensitivity to all of the agents tested. As stated above, 
previous genetic analyses of rpa1a (148) and rpa1b (112) described hypersensitivity phenotypes 
of each to a variety of damaging and replication-blocking agents, including HU and UV-B. 
However, under our experimental conditions, we were unable to replicate these hypersensitivity 
phenotypes. It is possible that the hypersensitivity of rpa1a and rpa1b is relatively mild, and 
undetectable under the conditions we employed. Nonetheless, based on our analysis of 
hypersensitivity responses, we suggest that RPA1C and RPA1E (group C) play leading roles in 
the repair responses to DNA damage among the RPA1 gene family members. 
RPA1A (group A) primarily plays a role in meiotic recombination. Others and we found 
that rpa1a shows some univalent chromosomes at metaphase that result in partial sterility (28). 
rpa1c mutant has a normal meiosis and is fully fertile like WT plants. However, a combination 
of the partially sterile rpa1a with rpa1c results in incomplete synapsis, meiotic chromosome 




combinations, rpa1a (+/-) rpa1c (-/-) and rpa1a (-/-) rpa1c (+/-) revealed that rpa1a (+/-) rpa1c 
(-/-) is fully fertile, while rpa1a (-/-) rpa1c (+/-) displays reduced fertility versus the rpa1a single 
mutant. These results show that the rpa1c mutation in the rpa1a background is semi-dominant 
during meiotic repair, and suggest that RPA1C is either less effective at meiotic repair than is 
RPA1A, or that RPA1C is only required for repair of a small subset of meiotic DSB repair. We 
therefore propose that RPA1A plays the leading role in both early and late stages of meiotic 
crossing over, but that RPA1C can either partially or completely fulfill the role of RPA1A during 
early meiotic stages (DNA repair and initiation of recombination) in its absence. It has also been 
shown in rice that both RPA1A and RPA1C play role in progression of meiosis. While RPA1A 
is involved in meiotic and somatic DSB repair (115), RPA1C is responsible for meiotic 
crossover (155). Accordingly, comparing to their respective A. thaliana orthologs, it seems that 
the rice RPA1A and RPA1C have reversed roles. However, their function in these processes in 
rice is not clearly defined yet as they are characterized based only on the phenotype of 
knockdown mutant lines. In addition, the role of rice RPA1C in somatic DSB repair is not yet 
characterized.  
Comparing differences in transcriptional regulation among the RPA1 family, we find that the 
A. thaliana B group has a higher basal level of transcription versus the A and C group (described 
in Chapter 4). Interestingly, all members of the A and C group in A. thaliana display strong 
transcriptional upregulation in response to ionizing radiation in young seedlings (143). In 
contrast, neither RPA1B nor RPA1D display significant changes in this analysis. Obviously, 
RPA1 is known in yeasts and animals as a component of the single-stranded binding protein 
required for „normal‟ genome replication. In contrast to the A and C group, we present evidence 
that suggest the primary role of the B group is to promote normal genome replication throughout 




genetic analysis suggest distinct functional divergence among these three groups. 
Genetic interactions of RPA1C, RPA1E and ATR 
In an effort to better understand the role of RPA in DNA repair induction through ATR, 
we focused on RPA1C and RPA1E since (i) their respective mutants displayed the most obvious 
hypersensitivity, (ii) RPA1C and RPA1E show the highest transcriptional induction (iii) the 
rpa1a mutant did not display obvious hypersensitivity either as a single mutant, or additively in 
combination with rpa1c or rpa1e. Overall, we find that combination of rpa1c, rpa1e and atr 
mutants create additive (in some cases supra-additive) hypersensitivity phenotypes in response to 
DNA-damaging agents (ionizing radiation, CPT, UV-B and MMC). This is best exemplified by 
hypersensitivity responses to double-strand breaks created by CPT; the rpa1c atr double mutant 
displays increased levels of hypersensitivity over either single (hypersensitive) mutant (additive), 
while the rpa1c rpa1e double mutant displays supra-additive hypersensitivity since the rpa1e 
mutant is no more sensitive than WT. Based on the supra-additive effects we see, and the fact 
that the rpa1c rpa1e double mutant is hypersensitive to all DNA damaging and replication-
blocking (HU, APH) agents tested, it seems likely that genetic redundancy (synergy) between 
RPA1C and RPA1E is playing a role to compensate for the loss of one subunit. Therefore, our 
current working model is that the primary functions of RPA1C, RPA1E and in some cases ATR 
(for double-strand breaks), are required for separate repair pathways. 
In yeasts and mammals, ATR is activated in part through interaction of ssDNA-bound 
RPA molecules and the ATR-associated ATRIP (ScDdc2, SpRad26) subunit. This interaction has 
been shown to be important in variety of cellular responses to DNA damage, including 
regulation of the cell cycle (152). It has been previously shown that A. thaliana mutants in ATR 
and ATRIP (HUS2) display defects in cell-cycle regulation in response to DNA damage and 




neither RPA1C nor RPA1E appear to directly regulate ATR-dependent (and by extension 
ATRIP-dependent) cell-cycle responses to genomic insults. This may suggest that (i) functional 
redundancy compensates for loss of RPA1C, RPA1E or both by other active RPA1 paralogs. 
Preliminary analysis of rpa1b rpa1d double mutant suggested that the two paralogs may not be 
involved in activating ATR-dependent cell-cycle response to endogenous DNA damage 
(described in chapter 3). This leaves RPA1A as the only possible candidate RPA1 that may have 
a redundant function and compensate for the loss of both RPA1C and RPA1E.Triple mutant 
rpa1a rpa1c rpa1e is lethal, complicating the study of RPA1 role in cell-cycle responses. Future 
studies by employing other genetic (such as gene knock-down and replacement) and biochemical 
strategies are needed to better determine if/how RPA regulates these ATR-dependent responses. 
In response to DNA damage, root meristem cells undergo programmed cell death located 
primarily at root initials and their daughter cells (156-158). Elimination of either ATR or ATM 
effectively reverses this cell death in roots treated with modest amounts (i.e. 40 Gy of gamma 
radiation) of damage (158). These latter results led the study‟s authors to conclude that ATR and 
ATM promote programmed cell death in the presence of modest amounts of DNA damage 
within the root. In response to replication blocking agents (HU) however, we show that WT roots 
do not accumulate dead cells, while loss of ATR results in cell death throughout the root 
meristem (primarily the initials and their daughter cells) grown in the presence of modest levels 
of replication blocking agents (e.g. 0.25 mM HU causes <25% root growth inhibition in WT). 
Obviously, the resulting cell death most likely causes the severe hypersensitivity root phenotype. 
In the case of replication blocks from polymerase inhibition (HU and APH), it is likely that loss 
of ATR prevents the ability of the cell to restart replication following DNA polymerase stalling, 
although this has not specifically been shown in plants to date. 




less sensitivity to replication blocking agents, and less overall cell death (suppression of atr). 
One way to overcome a lack dNTP production (as is the case of cells treated with HU) would be 
to simply increase RNR activity. RNR is transcriptionally regulated in plants (151), although 
little is known about post-transcriptional regulation. Employing real-time PCR of each RNR 
catalytic and regulatory subunit genes, we do not find any evidence to suggest increased 
transcriptional regulation of any RNR subunit in rpa1c mutant lines. In addition, we find that the 
rpa1c mutant also suppresses APH hypersensitivity (albeit to a lesser, but statistically significant 
amount), a direct inhibitor of DNA polymerase that has no direct effect on cellular dNTP levels. 
Taken together, this suggests that rpa1c suppression of atr hypersensitivity to replication 
blocking agents is not a result of increases in RNR activity in the rpa1c mutant. 
Mutations in chromatin modifying factors (SET1 and CHD1) have been shown to 
suppress the HU hypersensitivity of mec1 mutants (an ATR ortholog) in Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae (159). SET1 encodes a histone H3 (K36) methyltransferase and CHD1 encodes a 
chromatin remodeling factor. Both genes appear to play roles in modification of transcribed 
regions that can affect RNA polymerase action (160-166). However, suppression of mec1 HU 
hypersensitivity by set2 and/or chd1 suggests a role for SET1 and CHD1 in negatively regulating 
DNA replication (159). As described in chapter 3, defects in RPA2A/RPA2-1 (ror1/ rpa2-1 
mutants) in A. thaliana results in altered transcriptional gene silencing (146, 167, 168). In 
addition, ror1 plants display similar defects in development (reduced growth of root and shoot) 
and cell division as we find in our rpa1b rpa1d double mutant (146), suggesting a role for 
RPA2A in genomic DNA replication. While RPA is not known to directly modify chromatin per 
se, it is possible that RPA could play a role in maintenance of chromatin structure that could 
affect progression of polymerases on DNA. By extension, it is possible RPA1C could play a role 




modification) whereby, in the absence of ATR, it could increase sensitivity to HU by further 
inhibiting DNA replication. 
Another possibility is that RPA1C promotes aspects of replication fork restart, such as 
HR, and is regulated by ATR. Stalled replication forks must be restarted in order to complete 
replication. Checkpoint related kinases, such as Mec1 and Rad53 (Chk2 ortholog) in yeast, play 
important roles in regulating restart by activating appropriate pathways to resolve fork blockage 
(169, 170). One important step in this process is to reduce the frequency of HR that could lead to 
destabilization of replication forks and generate toxic HR intermediates (169, 170). In the case of 
rpa1c suppression of atr-dependent hypersensitivity to HU and APH, we propose a possible 
model: in WT cells, ATR regulates efficient restart by promoting fork regression and reloading 
of the replication machinery (polymerase, etc.), while preventing unnecessary HR. In the case of 
depletion of dNTPs (HU) or polymerase inhibition (APH), HR-mediated repair pathways would 
generally not be required since in most cases of fork stalling, there is no lesion to be removed. In 
the absence of ATR (atr mutant), cells lose regulation of the restart mechanism and HR 
(promoted through RPA1C) is unchecked leading to lethal recombination intermediates. Thus, 
elimination of RPA1C reduces atr-induced hypersensitivity (atr rpa1c double mutant) by 
reducing the number of lethal HR intermediates. In an analogous example, unrestrained HR in 
yeast defective in the Srs2 helicase leads to increased cell death (171), and can be suppressed by 
elimination of Rad51-dependent HR pathways (172-174). This suggests that promotion of HR 
processing in the absence of required (SRS2 helicase) factors might lead to toxic HR 
intermediates. Nonetheless, considering the hypersensitivity of rpa1c mutants to double-strand 
breaks (γ-radiation and CPT), the requirement of both RPA1C and ATR in response to DNA 
lesions (UV-B and MMC) and contributing defects in meiosis suggest a critical and unique role  














As a component of the heterotrimetic RPA complex, RPA1 is essential for DNA 
replication, repair, and recombination in eukaryotic cells. In chapter 2, we have shown that 
among the five A. thaliana RPA1 paralogs, RPA1A, RPA1C, and RPA1E are primarily required 
for DNA damage repair and meiotic recombination. In this chapter, we present evidence that 
RPA1B and RPA1D promote normal genomic DNA replication. Consistent with the replication 
defect phenotypes of RPA1 mutant animal and yeast cells, T-DNA insertion A. thaliana rpa1b 
rpa1d double mutant plants display replication defect phenotypes such as slow DNA synthesis, 
DNA damage, S/G2 phase cell-cycle arrest, and cell death. In addition rpa1b rpa1d double 
mutant plants display reduced growth, early flowering, and partial fertility phenotypes that are 
similar to the phenotypes of A. thaliana replication mutants such as DNA polymerase mutants. 
These findings suggest with in the A. thaliana RPA1 gene family, RPA1B and RPA1D are 






The role of RPA in DNA replication has been characterized in detail in SV40, animals 
and yeast system. During DNA replication in eukaryotes RPA stabilizes exposed ssDNA created 
by DNA helicases (11). In addition RPA interacts with many DNA replication proteins to either 
increase their processivity or facilitate their assembly and disassembly on ssDNA. During the 
initiation phase of DNA replication, RPA interacts with pol α to increase its stability on DNA 
and stimulates its activity (175, 176). During the elongation phase, RPA coordinates a 
polymerase switch where pol α is removed from the primer-template junction and one of the 
replicative polymerases, DNA polymerase δ (pol δ) and DNA polymerase ε (pol ε) are loaded 
depending if it is leading or lagging strand (55). 
Consistent with its function in DNA replication, RPA null mutations in both animals and 
yeast are lethal (12, 16). In addition, cellular depletion of RPA results in replication stress that 
leads to slow DNA synthesis, DNA damage, S/G2 phase cell-cycle arrest, slow cell division, and 
cell lethality (13, 14, 177). As opposed to animal and yeast counterparts, the role of plant RPA in 
DNA replication has never been well characterized.  Here we show, for the first time, the 
involvement of plant (A. thaliana) RPA in plant DNA replication. Our studies further identify the 
specific paralogs of RPA1 that are primarily required for the DNA replication process, RPA1B 
and RPA1D. Single mutant rpa1b and rpa1d have no obvious DNA replication stress phenotype, 
suggesting functional redundancy at least in DNA replication. However, the rpa1b rpa1d double 
mutant shows many phenotypes that are typical for DNA replication mutants. The rpa1b rpa1d 
double mutant display slow DNA synthesis, S/G2 phase cell-cycle arrest, meristem cell damage, 
reduced root and shoot growth, early flowering time, and partial fertility. In addition, DNA 




damage repair. Our results indicate that among the five A. thaliana RPA1 proteins, RPA1B and 
RPA1D are primarily responsible for DNA replication.   
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plant materials and growth 
Plant materials and growth conditions used are as described in chapter 2. For relative 
root-growth comparisons of the rpa1b rpa1d double mutant, plants were prepared and grown as 
described chapter 2 for 4 days and transferred to new 1X MS phytoagar plates with or without 
DNA damaging agents (CPT,  MMC, HU, APH). For UV-B treatment, 4-day-old plants were 
transferred to new 1X MS phytoagar plates and exposed to 0.5 J/sec/m2 UV-B for 24 h or left 
untreated. To calculate the relative percent growth reduction of the treated plants compared to 






Flowering time measurement 
For flowering time analysis, plants were prepared and grown as described in chapter 2 for 
5 days and transferred to soil. Flowering time was measured by two methods: 1) by counting the 
number of days from the date of planting until the main shoot (bolt) had elongated to 1 cm and 2) 
by counting the number of rosette leaves when bolt is 1 cm long.  
Microscopy 
GUS and PI staining of root tips, microscope visualization, and image capturing were 
carried out as described in chapter 2. For DNA-replication assays, wild-type and mutant plants 
were grown on 1X MS phytoagar plate for 5 days and then incubated in 10 mM 5-Ethynyl-20-




Seedlings were then fixed for 30 min in 4% (w/v) formaldehyde solution in phosphate buffered 
saline (PBS) with 0.1% Triton X-100. Following 3x 10 min PBS washes, seedlings were directly 
incubated for 30 min at room temperature (RT) in EdU detection cocktail (Invitrogen, Click-iT 
EdU Alexa Fluor 488 HCS assay) followed by a 10-min rinse. Seedlings were then mounted with 
Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) on a slide and imaged with a Zeiss 
LSM 510 confocal laser-scanning microscope using the Argon laser 488-nm excitation and 478–
553nm emission lines. To visualize epidermal-cell outlines, the middle region of the third true 
leaves were dissected from 2-week-old seedlings and mounted with 100% ethanol. The abaxial 
sides of the leaves were viewed with the Zeiss LSM 510 microscope using transmitted light. 
Meiotic chromosome spreads were prepared as described in chapter 2. Slides were mounted with 
DAPI (2.5 mg/ml) in Vectashield. Chromosomes were visualized using a Zeiss LSM 510 
microscope using a mercury lamp. Images were then captured using a digital camera (SPOT 4, 
diagnostic instruments, inc., MI, USA) and processed with SPOT software. For pollen viability 
assays, pollen were collected by rubbing individual newly opened flowers on a microscope slide.  
The pollen were subsequently stained with a drop of fluorescein diacetate (FDA), (SIGMA, St. 
Louis, MO, USA) solution (1ul/1ml) in BK buffer. Pollen were then immediately visualized 
using a Zeiss LSM 510 microscope using a mercury lamp. Images were captured using a SPOT 4 








The rpa1b rpa1d double mutant has reduced root and shoot growth 
Since individual mutations in the closely related RPA1B and RPA1D genes reveals no 
obvious phenotypes throughout development, we hypothesized functional redundancy may also 
play a role in the BD group similar to the ACE group described in chapter 2. To test this, we 
constructed rpa1b rpa1d double mutant line. As is shown in Figure 3-1, both root and shoot 
growth of the double mutant is severely reduced under normal growth conditions versus WT and 
either single mutant line. Early development of the rosette is delayed and fewer leaves are 


















Figure 3-1. Phenotypes of the 
rpa1b rpa1d double mutant line. 
(A) Eleven-day-old WT and 
rpa1 mutant plants grown on MS 
phytoagar media. (B) Twenty-
six-day-old plants grown on soil. 





The reduced growth defect in the double mutant would suggest developmental defects in 
cell elongation, cell division or both. If cell elongation were defective in the double mutant, we 
would expect to see differences in cell sizes of differentiated tissues. As shown in Figure 3-2 A, 
B, E, and F, we find no clear differences in cell size of both pavement cells of leaves, and 
differentiated root cells in the elongation zone, suggesting that cell elongation is normal in the 
rpa1b rpa1d double mutant compared to WT. In addition, the meristematic region is reduced and 






























Figure 3-2. Leaf and root cell phenotypes of the 
rpa1b rpa1d double mutant. (A) Outlines of leaf 
epidermal cells in wild-type (WT) and rpa1b rpa1d 
plants. (B) Laser-scanning confocal microscope 
images of PI stained 9-days-old WT and rpa1b rpa1d 
double mutant root tips. (C) Laser-scanning confocal 
microscope images of PI stained 9-days-old WT and 
rpa1b rpa1d double mutant root tips.  Arrows 
indicate starting point of the cell elongation zone. (D) 
Laser-scanning confocal microscope images of EdU 
stained 9-days-old wild-type and rpa1b rpa1d double 
mutant root tips. Fluorescent nuclei represent actively 
incorporating (replicating) nuclei.  Bars = 50 m. (E) 
Area of the abaxial side of epidermal pavement cells. 
(F) Root cell length of differentiated cells found right 





To determine if DNA replication is defective in the root meristem, we employed an EdU 
(nucleotide analog) incorporation assay to measure cellular DNA replication levels. Interestingly, 
as shown in Figure 3-2D, we find that the number of actively replicating cells in root meristems 
is reduced by ~50% overall. EdU positive cells are located primarily within the meristematic 
region and unlike WT, incorporation largely does not extend into the elongation region. Overall, 
these data suggest that cell division is defective in the rpa1b rpa1d double mutant, and the 
resulting cell death accounts for its reduced growth. 
The rpa1b rpa1d double mutant arrest its cell-cycle at S/G2-phase 
The growth and developmental phenotype of the rpa1b rpa1d double mutant and the 
result from the EdU incorporation experiment suggested that the double mutant has a DNA 
replication/synthesis defect. Cells with defective DNA synthesis arrest their cell cycle at S/G2-
phase (13, 14). To determine if rpa1b rpa1d double mutant plants arrest their cell-cycle at S/G2-
phase, we employed the PcyclinB1;1:GUS promoter/reporter fusion construct (144) to monitor 
accumulation of S/G2- phase cells in root meristems. As descried in chapter 2, the construct is 
transcriptionally expressed during S-phase to a maximum in G2. Inclusion of the CyclinB1;1 
mitotic destruction box upstream of the GUS reading frame results in degradation of GUS 
reporter in M-phase. To test whether rpa1b rpa1d double mutants arrest their cell-cycle at S/G2-
phase we constructed the double mutant with the PcyclinB1;1:GUS construct. This was 
accomplished by crossing the original parental lines (rpa1b, rpa1d) with an established 
individual PcyclinB1;1:GUS wild-type (Col-0) line. As shown in Figure 3-3, the rpa1b rpa1d double 





















Triple mutants, rpa1b rpa1d rpa1a and rpa1b rpa1d rpa1c are lethal 
Loss of RPA1 mutation is lethal in both human and yeast cells (12, 14) indicating the 
importance of RPA in DNA replication. We have shown in A. thaliana that RPA1B and RPA1D 
are primarily required for DNA replication and their loss-of-function mutation results in 
defective growth and development. However, the mutation does not lead to complete lethality. 
This suggests that other RPA1 paralogs (RPA1A, RPA1C, RPA1E) may partially substitute 
RPA1B and RPA1D function in DNA replication. To determine the role of RPA1A, RPA1C, and 
RPA1E in DNA replication we constructed triple mutants (rpa1b rpa1d rpa1a, rpa1b rpa1d 
rpa1c, and rpa1b rpa1d rpa1e) and characterized their phenotype.  While both rpa1b rpa1d 
rpa1a and rpa1b rpa1d rpa1c are lethal, rpa1b rpa1d rpa1e shows similar phenotypes as the 
rpa1b rpa1d double mutant. The result suggests that while RPA1E may not have role in DNA 
replication, both RPA1A and RPA1C are required to partially complement the function of 
RPA1B and RPA1D in DNA replication.  
The rpa1b rpa1d double mutant has no role in progression of meiosis 
Besides having defective growth and developmental phenotype, rpa1b rpa1d double 
mutant plants also produce smaller siliques and fewer seeds (Figure 3-4), suggesting that the 
Figure 3-3. GUS stained root 
tips. 5-days-old wild-type 
and mutant seedlings (carrying 
P
cyclinB1
:GUS). At least 10 
individual plants from each line 
were harvested and stained for 
each treatment.  One 
representative root tip is shown 




double mutant may have meiotic defects. To determine if the rpa1b rpa1d double mutant has 
meiotic defects, we prepared meiotic chromosomal spreads from pollen mother cells and 
analyzed meiotic progression. As shown in Figure 3-5, there no obvious visual abnormalities of 
chromosomes during meiosis I and II in either rpa1b or rpa1d single mutants, nor the rpa1b 
rpa1d double mutant, possibly suggesting defects during pre-meiosis replication and/or post-
meiosis defects. Accordingly, we wanted to check if pollen viability is the cause of the reduced 
fertility by employing FDA pollen staining. FDA stained viable pollen grains fluoresce green 
when they are exposed to a 495 nm wavelength of light. Non-viable pollen grains appear faint 
green or brown (178). As shown in Figure 3-6, we find no difference in pollen viability between 
the rpa1b rpa1d and the WT. However, the rpa1b rpa1d has fewer pollen grains per flower than 
the WT. The result suggests that the reduced fertility of the rpa1b rpa1d may be due to reduced 
pollen production, which in turn may be caused by the reduced cell division in the mutant and its 














Figure 3-4. Fertility phenotype of the rpa1b rpa1d double mutant line. (A) Siliques harvested from ~7 
weeks old wild-type and mutant A. thaliana plants. (B) Measurements of seeds produced by individual 
siliques of wild-type and mutant plants. Data are mean ± SE (n >10). To analyze statistical difference 





















































Figure 3-5: Meiotic stages of pollen-mother cells from WT and rpa1 mutants. (A-E) Wild-type, (F-J) 
rpa1b, (K-O) rpa1d, (P-T) rpa1b rpa1d. In wild-type, homologs are segregated in equal number 
anaphase I (D, I, N, S), followed by the separation and segregation of sister chromatids at telophase (E, 
J, O, T). In rpa1b rpa1d, there were no detectable unrepaired DNA strands in anaphase 1(S). Also, in 
rpa1b rpa1d there are five tetrads present at metaphase (R) which is similar to wild-type (C) and the 
sister chromatids separated into five single chromosomes in each haploid cell in telophase (T) that is 






Figure 3-6. Phenotype of rpa1b rpa1d double mutant line.  Representative picture of FDA stained 
pollen grains collected from newly opened flowers of WT (left) and rpa1b rpa1d (right). 
 




The rpa1b rpa1d double mutant displays a range of phenotypes to various DNA 
damaging agents. 
Because RPA1B and RPA1D show overlapping functions that promote normal DNA 
replication, it is possible they may also have functional overlap in response to DNA damage. 
However, the reduced root growth seen in the double mutant in the absence of DNA damaging 
agents complicates analysis of hypersensitivity through simple comparison of root length. To test 
the rpa1b rpa1d double mutant for hypersensitivity to DNA damage, we employed relative root 
growth rates (percentage of root growth reduction) as a measure of hypersensitivity (see 
materials and methods section for description of assay). In response to UV-B and CPT, we see 
no significant hypersensitivity (Figure 3-7A, B), and a small but significant, suppression effect 
(less growth reduction or less sensitivity) in response to HU and MMC (Figure 3-7C, D). It is 
possible the suppression effect is a result of a pre activated checkpoint pathway by the 
endogenous replication stress that can increase damage tolerance to multiple DNA-damaging 
agents. However, such improved tolerance is dependent on the level of induced damage (179). 
Higher level of damage may be beyond the efficient repair capability of the pre activated check 
point pathway. Such argument may explain why we do not see improved tolerance to UV-B and 
CPT. Interestingly, rpa1b rpa1d display hypersensitivity to APH (Figure 3-7E). However, since 
DNA replication blockage by APH is through the inhibition of DNA polymerase and the 
resulting formation of ssDNA secondary structures that is mitigated, to a certain extent, by RPA, 
the result may not suggest a role for RPA1B and RPA1D in DNA repair or check-point 
activation. Overall, the result suggests RPA1B and RPA1D play only minor roles, if any, in 
DNA damage repair. These data, together with our finding that the ACE (rpa1a rpa1c rpa1e) 











































Figure 3-7. Relative (percent) growth reduction in rpa1b and rpa1d single and the double mutant 
seedlings treated with DNA damaging agents.  (A) Plants were grown for 4 days on MS phytoagar plates 
and then treated with 0.5 J/sec/m
2
 ultraviolet B (UV-B) radiation for 24 hours or left untreated. (B-E) 
Plants were grown for 4 days on MS phytoagar plates and then transferred to MS phytoagar plates with 
or without 22.5 nM camptothecin [CPT] (B), 2 ug/mL mitomycin C [MMC] (C), 2 mM hydroxyurea 
[HU] (D), and 5 ug/mL aphidicolin [APH] (E). Data are mean ± SE (n >10). To analyze statistical 





The rpa1b rpa1d double mutant flowers early 
In addition to the severe growth defect, rpa1b rpa1d double mutant also displays an early 
flowering phenotype (Figure 3-8). In A. thaliana flowering time is measured by two methods: 1) 
number of days to flowering (DF) and 2) number of rosette leaves (NRL). NRL is commonly 
used as an indicator of how early or late A. thaliana plant flowers. This is because; A. thaliana 
produce rosette leafs only until flowering (180). In addition, DF and NRL are strongly correlated 
(181). As a result, compared to a wild-type line, if a mutant line has less NRL, it is considered as 
an early flowering plant and vice versa. As shown in Figure 3-8B, rpa1b rpa1d produces only an 
average of ~ 9.5 rosette leaves while WT, rpa1b, and rpa1d produce ~16, 18, and 17 rosette 
leaves, respectively. Also, the double mutant plants flower ~7 days earlier than the WT and both 
rpa1b and rpa1d single mutants (Figure 3-8C).  
We have also isolated other mutants that further suggest the involvement of RPA1B and 
RPA1D in flowering time regulation.  As shown in Figure 3-9, mutants such as rpa1a rpa1b (ab) 
,rpa1a rpa1d (ad), rpa1d rpa1e (de), and rpa1a rpa1d rpa1e (ade) display early flowering 
phenotype. However, unlike the rpa1b rpa1d mutant, these mutants seem to have no replication 
stress.  The result also suggests that while RPA1D plays the leading role, RPA1A and RPA1E 
play some role in flowering time regulation.  
DISCUSSION 
RPA was first isolated from Hela cell extracts almost three decades ago as an essential 
component for the in-vitro simian virus 40 (SV40) DNA replication (19, 20). Soon after that 
RPA was identified to be one of the components necessary for mammalian (48) and yeast (12) 
chromosomal replication. However, as opposed to its animals and fungal homologs, the role of 


































plant RPA and its potential role in DNA replication came in 1997 by Garcia and Buck (182). The 
authors purified RPA from tobacco suspension cells and showed that it binds ssDNA and 
stimulates the in-vitro activity of a tobacco α-like DNA polymerase. However, the authors did 
not show if the purified protein supports DNA replication in plant system. In addition, since their 
purification was based on binding to a column of ssDNA cellulose followed by elution and SDS 
PAGE, the authors did not have information as to which paralog of the different subunits  
Figure 3-8. Flowering time phenotypes of rpa1b rpa1d double mutant line. (A) 31-day-old plants 
grown on soil; (B) and (C) flowering time measured by number of rosette leaves and days to 
flowering, respectively, counted when the inflorescence is 1-cm long. Data are mean ± SE (n >10). 
To analyze statistical difference   F-Test (ANOVA) and LSD were carried out at P ≤ 0.05. Bars with 





























constituted the purified RPA protein.  In another study, RPA1 (PsRPA70) and RPA2 (PsRPA32) 
were isolated from pea (Pisum sativum) and were shown to play an important role in DNA 
replication of mung bean yellow mosaic India virus (MYMIV) in a yeast model system (139). 
This study further show that RPA2 directly interacts with the viral replication origin binding 
protein, MYMIV Rep, suggesting the involvement of pea RPA in plant DNA replication. 
However, the study did not directly explore the role of pea RPA in plant system.  
Here we show for the first time that plant (A. thaliana) RPA is involved in plant DNA 
Figure 3-9. Flowering time phenotype of rpa1 single, double, and triple mutant plants. (A) 30-day-old 
plants;  (B) and (C) flowering time measured by number of rosette leaves and days to flowering, 
respectively, counted when the inflorescence is 1-cm long. WT: wild-type, 1a: rpa1a, 1b: rpa1b. 1c: 
rpa1c, 1d: rpa1d, 1e: rpa1e, ab: rpa1a rpa1b, ad: rpa1a rpa1d, de: rpa1d rpa1e, bd: rpa1b rpa1d, 
abe: rpa1a rpa1b rpa1e, ade: rpa1a rpa1d rpa1e, bce: rpa1b rpa1c rpa1e, cde: rpa1c rpa1c rpa1e, 
bde: rpa1b rpa1d rpa1e. Data are mean ± SE (n >10). To analyze statistical difference F-Test 






replication. Our studies further identify the specific paralogs of RPA1 that are primarily required 
for the process, RPA1B and RPA1D.  As shown in Figure 2-1, RPA1B and RPA1D are the 
closest paralogs (88% amino acid similarity) among the five A. thaliana RPA1 proteins. 
Consistent with their sequence similarity, they have also overlapping/similar function at least in 
plant DNA replication. Single mutants of RPA1B and RPA1D have no obvious DNA replication 
stress phenotype, suggesting functional redundancy.  However, as shown in Figure 3-1 to 3-6, 
the rpa1b rpa1d double mutant shows many phenotypes that are typical for DNA replication 
mutants. These include slow DNA synthesis, S/G2 cell-cycle arrest, meristematic cell death, 
reduced overall size, reduced fertility, and early flowering time phenotypes compared to WT or 
either of the single mutants. In A. thaliana, mutants of both DNA polymerase α (183) and ε (184) 
display similar phenotypes such as small size, reduced fertility, and early flowering. DNA pol α 
and ε are responsible for the initiation of DNA synthesis and elongation of the leading strand of 
nascent DNA, respectively. RPA1 mutations that result in DNA replication defect have slow 
DNA synthesis, S/G2 cell-cycle arrest and cell death both in animal (13, 14, 185) and yeast (12, 
101) cells. While the S-phase arrest is due to slow S-phase progression that occurs when RPA1 is 
depleted or mutated, the G2-phase arrest is due to high levels of unrepaired spontaneous DNA 
damage that is probably caused by failed replication forks followed by DNA double strand 
breaks during S-phase (13, 185).  
Since RPA is a heterotrimeric complex composed of RPA1, RPA2, and RPA3 subunits, a 
mutation in any of these subunits would likely cause a similar phenotype. Consistent with this 
hypothesis, a null mutation in the A. thaliana RPA2A/ROR1 and Soybean RPA3A genes display 
similar phenotypes as the A. thaliana rpa1b rpa1d double mutant. The rpa2a mutant in A. 
thaliana display defective cell division, reduced growth, and early flowering phenotypes (146) 




In support of this hypothesis, it was recently shown that the A. thaliana RPA2B preferentially 
forms a complex with RPA2A rather than RPA2B (23).  Soybean RPA3C mutant also displays 
stunted growth (186).  
In rice, while RPA1A is expressed in meristematic tissues and mature leafs, RPA1B has 
been shown to be expressed mainly in the meristematic cells and weakly in mature leafs (116, 
117). Moreover, RPA1B expression in rice precedes that of the DNA replication marker gene 
histone H3, indicating that it is involved in normal DNA replication and cell proliferation (116). 
Overall these results suggest that RPA1B is involved in DNA replication and its function is 
conserved in plants. 
In A. thaliana, we also find that in the absence of RPA1B and RPA1D, both RPA1A and 
RPA1C are required to function in DNA replication. Two findings are interesting here, 1) both 
RPA1A and RPA1C are needed for complementation of the replication defect in the rpa1b rpa1d 
double mutant, and 2) the complementation is only partial. Two possible reasons may be 
responsible for this. 1) Both RPA1A and RPA1C have a less efficient interaction with DNA 
replication proteins and/or long stretches of ssDNA that occurs during DNA replication. 2) Both 
RPA1A and RPA1C may not have enough protein abundance to support genomic DNA 
replication. RPA1B and RPA1D have higher expression levels than the rest of the RPA1 family 
members (described in chapter 4). It has been shown in mammalian cells that reduction in the 
cellular level of RPA1 causes DNA replication catastrophe that leads to genome instability and 
damage (5, 14, 16).  
DNA damage sensitivity 
Our results also show that RPA1B and RPA1D have no roles in DNA repair. Both single 
mutants of RPA1B and RPA1D are not sensitive to multiple DNA damaging agents (Figure 2-2 




and RPA1D do not change in response to γ-radiation (143) which is known to induce various 
types of DNA damages such as both single and double strand breaks and base oxidative damages 
(187). Nonetheless, a previous study of the T-DNA insertion mutant rpa1b suggested that rpa1b 
displays hypersensitivity to DNA-damaging agents (112). However, we couldn‟t find the same 
result in our condition.  
The double mutant  rpa1b rpa1d is not hypersensitive to damages caused by some 
damaging agents (UV-B, CPT) and less sensitive than WT and either of the single, rpa1b and 
rpa1d, mutants to damages caused by others (MMC, HU) (Figure 3-5). The reduction in 
sensitivity or improved tolerance to the DNA damages can be a result of a pre activated 
checkpoint pathway by the endogenous replication stress that can increase damage tolerance. 
Two recent studies in yeast have shown that checkpoint pathway activated by endogenous 
replication stress or by low level of external DNA damaging agent can increase damage 
tolerance to multiple DNA-damaging agents (179, 188). The studies found that replication stress 
caused by the reduction of cellular dNTPS as a result of mutation in the IXR1 gene or light HU 
treatment renders cells resistant to multiple DNA damaging agents with different mechanisms of 
action. These include: cisplatin, an intrastrand cross-linking agent; 4-nitroquinoline 1-oxide (4-
NQO), which produces several types of quinoline adducts at guanine and adenine bases as well 
as 8-oxoG; methyl methanesulfonate (MMS), an alkylating agent; and tert-butyl hydroperoxide 
(t-BHP), an oxidizing agent. The studies further suggest that a checkpoint pathway pre activated 
by the replication stress is responsible for the improved tolerance. However, such improved 
tolerance is dependent on the level of induced damage (179). Higher level of damage may be 
beyond the efficient repair capability of the pre activated check point pathway. Such argument 




be less sensitive than WT and either of the single mutants to lower dosages of UV-B and CPT. 
Future studies will be helpful in confirming this hypothesis.  
Surprisingly, rpa1b rpa1d is sensitive to APH (Figure 3-9E). This is interesting since the 
double mutant did not show sensitivity to a variety of other DNA damaging agents. However, 
this may not suggest a role for RPA1B and RPA1D in DNA repair or check-point activation. 
APH induces DNA breaks and gaps at specific loci in the genome called common chromosome 
fragile sites (CFS) by inhibiting DNA polymerases (189). CFSs are AT rich regions that have the 
potential to form secondary structures and, hence, could lead to replication fork arrest and 
chromosome breakage (190). APH further exacerbates the problem by uncoupling the replicative 
polymerases from the helicase that results in long stretches of ssDNA with the potential to form 
secondary structures in the AT-rich sequence (190). The absence of RPA1B and RPA1D could 
worsen the situation in two possible ways. First, RPA is known to stabilize replicative DNA 
polymerases on ssDNA and also increase their processivity (54, 176). Therefore, in its absence 
DNA polymerases can easily be inhibited and destabilized by APH and ssDNA secondary 
structures, resulting in replication fork stalling and CFS breakage. Second, RPAs main function 
is to bind and protect ssDNA from nucleolytic damage and secondary structure formation. 
Therefore, the absence of RPA1B and RPA1D coupled with the presence of APH could lead to 
the formation of very long and unprotected stretches of ssDNA.  As a result, it can easily form 
secondary structure and creates crisis at the replication fork, leading to breakage at CFS.  
 
Flowering time  
In addition to DNA replication defect, rpa1b rpa1d double mutant displays an early 
flowering phenotype (Figure 3-8). The early flowering time phenotype could be a response to the 




plants usually flower early (191, 192). However, RPA1B and RPA1D may also be involved in 
flowering time regulation through chromatin/histone modification (epigenetic gene silencing). 
Chromatin modification has been shown as one of the ways of regulating flowering time (193). 
For example, Core DNA replication proteins such as DNA polymerase α and ε regulate floral 
transition through epigenetic gene silencing (183, 184). In addition, a mutation in the middle 
subunit of A. thaliana RPA protein, RPA2A, causes early flowering phenotype (146, 167, 168). 
It was shown that RPA2A is involved in transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) through 
chromatin/histone modification (146, 167, 168) and it was suggested that its role in flowering 
time regulation is through this mechanism (146).   
 
Since RPA1B interacts with RPA2A (23), it is possible that RPA1B and its close paralog, 
RPA1D are also involved in TGS and thereby regulate flowering time. This mechanism is more 
likely to explain the early flowering phenotype than replication stress. This is because the other 
flowering time mutants we have isolated, rpa1a rpa1b (ab), rpa1a rpa1d (ad), rpa1d rpa1e (de), 
and rpa1a rpa1d rpa1e (ade) (Figure 3-9) seem to have no replication stress. That is, other than 
being early flowering, these mutants have no obvious growth and developmental defects and are 


















MOLECULAR EVOLUTION AND FUNCTIONAL 
DIVERSIFICATION OF REPLICATION PROTIEN A1 IN PLANTS  
 
ABSTRACT 
RPA, which is composed of three subunits (RPA1, RPA2, and RPA3), plays essential 
roles in DNA metabolism. RPA1 is the largest and the main ssDNA- binding subunit. It also 
interacts with many proteins involved in DNA replication, repair and recombination. In contrast 
to the single RPA1 subunit genes found in animals and yeast, plants typically encode multiple 
paralogs of RPA1. As described in chapter 2 and 3, phylogenetic and genetic analysis of the five 
A. thaliana RPA1 paralogs (RPA1A to RPA1E) suggested that the RPA1 gene family is 
composed of  three distinct groups (A, B, and C) with both unique and overlapping functions in 
DNA metabolism. While Group A (RPA1A) and Group C (RPA1C and E) are primarily 
responsible for meiosis and DNA repair, respectively, Group B (RPA1B and D) is responsible 
for normal DNA replication. In order to understand the evolutionary history and identify specific 
sequence variations responsible for the functional diversification of plant RPA1 genes, we 
analyzed amino acid and nucleotide sequences of RPA1 paralogs from twenty five complete 
genomes representing a wide spectrum of plants and unicellular green algea. Consistent with the 
previous analysis, the result shows that the plant RPA1 gene family is divided into three general 
groups (A, B and C), which likely arose from two progenitor groups in unicellular green algae. 
In addition, the analysis reveals that these groups have unique domains, motifs, cis-elements, 
gene expression profiles, and patterns of conservation that are consistent with proposed 






DNA metabolism (DM) genes are highly conserved in plants, animals, and fungi. 
However, important differences in DM genes in plant genomes were also observed. Plants, for 
example, have several DM gene duplications that do not occur in humans and yeast (82, 110).  
Likewise, in contrast to the single RPA1 gene found in animals and yeasts, plants have multiple 
paralogs of RPA1 genes (22, 122, 137). Paralogous genes are generated by events such as whole-
genome duplication, segmental duplication and tandem gene duplication. Unlike animals, 
genome duplication is prominent in plants (194, 195). For example A. thaliana has experienced 
at least three events of whole genome duplications (196, 197). There are three possible fates of 
genes after duplication. These are (i) nonfunctionalization/pseudogenization or loss, where one 
copy loses its function(s) by degenerative mutations, (ii) subfunctionalization, where both copies 
become partially compromised by mutation accumulation to the point at which their total 
capacity is reduced to the level of the single-copy ancestral gene, and (iii) neofunctionalization, 
where one copy acquires a novel, beneficial function and become preserved by natural selection, 
with the other copy retaining the original function (198-201). The subfunctionalization model 
also predicts that duplicate genes will share overlapping redundant functions early in the process 
of functional divergence (200).  
Using functional genetics analysis, we previously showed in chapter 2 and 3 that all of 
the five A. thaliana RPA1 paralogs are functional (137). We also reported that these paralogs 
have undergone subfunctionalization but also share different degrees of overlapping redundant 
functions. While RPA1A, RPA1C and RPA1E are predicted to play primary roles in DNA 
damage repair and meiosis, RPA1B and RPA1D are likely involved in normal DNA replication.  
In rice, even if the function of all the three RPA1 has not been characterized yet, it was shown 




single RPA3 homologue three types of RPA complexes are formed (22), suggesting a possible 
existence of subfunctionalization among the paralogs. 
In order to understand the evolutionary history and identify specific sequence variations 
responsible for the functional diversification of RPA1 throughout plants, we have analyzed the 
amino acid and nucleotide sequences, gene conservation and structural features of all available 
plant RPA1 paralogs. Consistent with the functional genetic analysis described in chapter 2 and 
3, the result reveals that plant RPA1 gene family is divided into three distinct groups (A, B and 
C): Group A (including A. thaliana RPA1A) is primarily responsible for meiotic progression. 
Group B (including A. thaliana RPA1B and RPA1D) is responsible for normal DNA replication, 
and group C (including A. thaliana RPA1C and RPA1E) is primarily responsible for DNA 
damage repair. As we show here, these groups have unique coding and regulatory sequences, 
gene and protein structure, and different level of gene conservation and expression that are 
consistent with these proposed functions, and highlight how evolution of this gene family 
occurred into specialized members. These data also provide needed sequence structure context 
for future biochemical studies of RPA function in plants. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Sequences sources 
Promoter, coding, and amino acid sequences were obtained from the National Center for 
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) and The Arabidopsis Information Resources (TAIR) 
databases. Orthologous RPA1 sequences were identified by employing NCBI BLAST searches. 
Full length A. thaliana RPA1 amino acid sequences were used for the BLAST search against the 
genome of each organism. Orthology was confirmed by employing reverse BLAST. The lowest 
e-value and maximum percent identity BLAST hit was chosen as the putative ortholog of the 





Phylogenetic analysis of RPA1 protein sequences was performed with the MEGA5 
software package (147). Amino acid sequences were aligned using ClustalW (default 
parameters) found in MEGA5. Trees were constructed using maximum likelihood method with 
Jones-Taylor-Thornton (JTT) amino acid substitution model and 1000 bootstrap replicates. 
Except from bootstrapping and choice of model, all other parameters were left at default settings.  
Gene structure and protein domains 
Introns in RPA1 genes were identified using the NCBI gene database. RPA1 protein 
domains, subdomains, and motifs were identified using the NCBI Conserved Domain Database 
[CDD] (202). 
Gene expression and Codon usage  
Level and pattern of RPA1 gene expression at various developmental stages were 
retrieved from genevestigator, an online visualization tool that summarizes results from 
thousands of high quality transcriptomic experiments typically employing cDNA microarrays 
(203). Frequency of optimal codons (FOP) were calculated based on optimal codons identified for 
A. thaliana (204) and rice (205). 
Sequence distance and natural selection 
Analysis of synonymous (dS) and nonsysnonymous (dN) substitution rates were 
performed with MEGA5 software package using the Nei-Gojobori substitution model (147). 
Natural selection (ω) was calculated by dividing dN by dS (dN/dS) 
Analysis of cis-elements in RPA1 promoter regions 
Promoter elements for all the sequences were analyzed using the PLACE (Plant Cis-




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The plant RPA1 gene family is composed of three distinct groups 
Animal and yeast RPA1 is generally encoded by a single gene (8, 9). Studies in rice and 
A. thaliana suggest three general groups of RPA1 encoding genes (22, 137, 186). In order to 
determine conservation of these groups throughout the plant kingdom, we conducted BLAST 
searches employing known RPA1 genes in A. thaliana, and constructed maximum likelihood 
phylogenetic tree from identified sequences to determine phylogenetic relationships. Full-length 
A. thaliana RPA1 amino acid sequences were employed for BLAST searches against the 
complete genome of individual plant and algae species found in the NCBI database. Orthology 
was further confirmed by reverse BLAST. The lowest e-value and maximum percent identity 
sequence identified was chosen as the putative ortholog of the respective A. thaliana RPA1 
protein (Appendix A and B). RPA1 has four conserved domains; DBD-F, DBD-A, DBD-B, and 
DBD-C. Some of the putative RPA1 orthologs have either a DBD-F or a DBD-C deletion. 
Human RPA1 containing a DBD-F deletion retains replication activity, while a DBD-C deletion 
is non-functional (14, 28). To be as inclusive as possible while eliminating potential psuedogenes 
or unrelated groups, we included those putative sequences that do not contain a DBD-F domain 
sequence in our analysis (Figure 4-1 and 4-3).     
As shown in Figure 4-1, phylogenetic analysis of RPA1 from all identified plant-related 
sequences confirms the plant RPA1 family is generally divided into three distinct groups 
composed of RPA1A (A group), RPA1B (B group), and RPA1C (C group). RPA1D and RPA1E, 
which are found only in the Brassicaceae family, are members of the B and C group, 
respectively. Within each major clade (for example, RPA1B) each taxa are arranged in a sub-


























Figure 4-1. Evolutionary 
relationships of RPA1 proteins. The 
evolutionary history was inferred 
using the Maximum-Likelihood 
method performed with MEGA5.2 
software package.  Amino acid 
sequences were aligned using 
ClustalW and used to produce 
phylogenetic trees using the Jones-
Taylor-Thornton (JTT) amino acid 
substitution model.  Numbers next 
to the branches are bootstrap values 
(1000 replicates). Branches that 
show less than 70 % bootstrap 
support were collapsed. Some RPA1 
sequences denoted by asterisk (*) 
[sorghum RPA1C-3, P. patens 
RPA1B, and V. cateri RPA1B] 
contain DBD-F deletion. Yeast 
RPA1 is used as an outgroup to root 
the tree. Except from bootstrapping 
and choice of model, all other 








 RPA1A S.lycopersicum (Tomato)
 RPA1A V.vinifera (Grape)
 RPA1A C.sativus (Cucumber)
 RPA1A T.cacao (Cacao)
 RPA1A R.communis (Castor oil plant)
 RPA1A P.trichocarpa (California poplar)
 RPA1A M.truncatula (Barel clover)
 RPA1A G.max (Soybean)
 RPA1A F.vesca (Strawberry)
 RPA1A P.persica (Peach)
 RPA1A A.thaliana (Brassica species)
 RPA1A A.lyrata (Brassica species)
 RPA1A C.rubella (Brassica species)
 RPA1A Z.mays (Maize)
 RPA1A S.bicolor (Sorghum)
 RPA1A S.italica (Millet)
 RPA1A O.sativa (Rice)
 RPA1A.1 B.distachyon (Grass species)
 RPA1A.2 B.distachyon (Grass species)
 RPA1A.1 S.moellendorffii (Lycophyte species)
 RPA1A.2 S.moellendorffii (Lycophyte species)
 RPA1A.1 P.patens (Moss species)
 RPA1A.2 P.patens (Moss species)
 RPA1C M.truncatula (Barel clover)
 RPA1C G.max (Soybean)
 RPA1C A.thaliana (Brassica species)
 RPA1C A.lyrata (Brassica species)
 RPA1C C.rubella (Brassica species)
 RPA1E A.thaliana (Brassica species)
 RPA1E A.lyrata (Brassica species)
 RPA1E C.rubella (Brassica species)
 RPA1C F.vesca (Strawberry)
 RPA1C P.persica (Peach)
 RPA1C S.lycopersicum (Tomato)
 RPA1C C.sativus (Cucumber)
 RPA1C V.vinifera (Grape)
 RPA1C T.cacao (Cacao)
 RPA1C R.communis (Castor oil plant)
 RPA1C P.trichocarpa (California poplar)
 RPA1C.2 S.bicolor (Sorghum)
 RPA1C O.sativa (Rice)
 RPA1C B.distachyon (Grass species)
 RPA1C Z.mays (Maize)
 RPA1C.1 S.bicolor (Sorghum)
 RPA1C.1 S.italica (Millet)
 RPA1C.2 S.italica (Millet)
 RPA1C.3 S.bicolor (Sorghum)
 RPA1C.4 S.bicolor (Sorghum)
 RPA1A C.subellipsoidea (Algea species)
 RPA1E O.lucimarinus (Algea species)
 RPA1C V.carteri (Algea species)
 RPA1B P.trichocarpa (California poplar)
 RPA1B R.communis (Castor oil plant)
 RPA1B V.vinifera (Grape)
 RPA1B S.lycopersicum (Tomato)
 RPA1B T.cacao (Cacao)
 RPA1B.2 G.max (Soybean)
 RPA1B.1 G.max (Soybean)
 RPA1B C.sativus (Cucumber)
 RPA1B P.persica (Peach)
 RPA1B F.vesca (Strawberry)
 RPA1D A.thaliana (Brassica species)
 RPA1D A.lyrata (Brassica species)
 RPA1D C.rubella (Brassica species)
 RPA1B A.thaliana (Brassica species)
 RPA1B A.lyrata (Brassica species)
 RPA1B C.rubella (Brassica species)
 RPA1B B.distachyon (Grass species)
 RPA1B O.sativa (Rice)
 RPA1B S.italica (Millet)
 RPA1B.1 Z.mays (Maize)
 RPA1B.2 Z.mays (Maize)
 RPA1B S.bicolor (Sorghum)
 RPA1B P.patens (Moss species)
 RPA1B.2 S.moellendorffii (Lycophyte species)
 RPA1B.1 S.moellendorffii (Lycophyte species)
 RPA1B O.lucimarinus (Algea species)
 RPA1B C.subellipsoidea (Algea species)
 RPA1B V.carteri (Algea species)


























































and unicellular green algae (V. carteri, O. lucinarinus and C. subellipsoida) (Figure 4-1, 4-2). 
The common ancestor of RPA1B of dicots and monocots appears diverged from a RPA1B-like 
progenitor of primitive plants. This ancestral RPA1B group in primitive plants appears to have 
diverged from RPA1B-like progenitor unicellular green algae (Figure 4-1, 4-2). The evolutionary 
history for RPA1A and RPA1C appears different from RPA1B. The common ancestor of 
RPA1A of dicots and monocots appears diverged from RPA1A of primitive plants and RPA1C 
of dicots. In turn, RPA1A of primitive plants and RPA1C of dicots likely diverged from the 
common ancestor leading to the RPA1C of monocots which itself appears to have diverged from 















Figure 4-2. Summary of evolutionary relationships of RPA1 proteins. The tree is constructed 
based on original tree that is constructed using the Maximum-Likelihood method performed with 
MEGA5.2 software package (Figure 4-1). The yeast (S. cerevisiae) RPA1 is used as an out-group 
to root the tree. 
 
 RPA1A           Dicots     
RPA1A           Monocots 
RPA1C           Dicots 
RPA1A           Moss & Lycophyte 
RPA1C           Monocots 
 RPA1A/C      Unicellular green algae 
 RPA1B           Dicots     
RPA1B           Monocots 
RPA1B           Moss & Lycophyte 
 RPA1B           Unicellular green algae 




As described earlier, most of the plants we analyzed except the Brassicaceae family have 
three types of RPA1 (RPA1A, RPA1B and RPA1C) (Figure 4-1, Appendix A). However, some 
plants contain additional copies of each type. Soybean (Glycin max) and maize (Zea mays) have 
two RPA1B-like sequences; sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) and millet (Setaria italica) have four 
and two RPA1C-like sequences, respectively. Members of the Brassicaceae family (A. thaliana, 
A. lyrata and Capsella rubella) have two additional RPA1 types, RPA1D and RPA1E. In terms 
of both sequence and functional similarity RPA1D and RPA1E are close paralogs of RPA1B and 
RPA1C, respectively (Figure 4-1; (137)), suggesting these are duplications of RPA1B and 
RPA1C that occurred only in the Brassicaceae family. Unlike other plants, barrel clover 
(Medicago truncatula) has only two types of RPA1 (RPA1A and RPA1C) and it does not appear 
to have an obvious RPA1B. Given the importance of RPA1B in DNA replication (137) and the 
fact that other member of the Fabaceae family (Soybean) has RPA1B, it is possible that lack of 
this sequence is due to sequencing/annotation errors. Alternatively, barrel clover may actually 
lack RPA1B since the RPA1A-like sequence from barrel clover contains a subdomain that is 
mostly found only in the N-terminal domain of RPA1B group (see discussion of subdomains 
below). If so, this might suggest that MtRPA1A evolved to perform dual functions in both 
meiosis and replication.  
 From our analysis we find that primitive plant genomes generally contain two types of 
RPA1 sequences, RPA1A and RPA1B. However, only P. patens and S. mollendorffii from this 
group have a completed genome sequence (207). Additional genome sequencing of more species 
would be needed to determine if RPA1C is present in primitive plants.  
Interestingly the RPA1A/C-like progenitor sequences of, unicellular green algae are more 




primitive plants (Figure 4-1, 4-2). This suggests that the plant RPA1A and RPA1C groups have 
evolved significantly since divergence from its counterpart in unicellular algae. Therefore, to 
determine the early evolutionary relationship of RPA1 proteins, we searched for RPA1 orthologs 
from two additional algal completed genomes (employing the method described above) to 
construct a maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree focused on algal RPA1 sequences. 
Interestingly, all five unicellular green algae that represent five different genera have two types 
of RPA1 sequences, an RPA1B-like group common to all the algae representatives in this study, 
and an RPA1A/C-like group (Figure 4-3; Appendix B).  This suggests that the first duplication 
event of RPA1 that led to diversification in plants likely occurred during the evolution of green 
algae. This is further supported by the fact that red algae generally contain only a single RPA1-
like sequence (Appendix C).We propose below a model (Figure 4-9) for the expansion of RPA1 
from algae to higher plants based upon the phylogenetic relationships and sequence groups 













Figure 4-3. Evolutionary relationships of unicellular green algae RPA1 proteins. The evolutionary history 
was inferred using the Maximum Likelihood method performed with MEGA5.2 software package.  
Amino acid sequences were aligned using ClustalW and used to produce phylogenetic trees using the 
Jones-Taylor-Thornton (JTT) amino acid substitution model.  Some RPA1 sequences denoted by asterisk 
(*) [C. reinhardtii RPA1A, M. pussila RPA1B, and V. cateri RPA1B] contain DBD-F deletion. Numbers 
next to the branches are bootstrap values (1000 replicates). Scale represents number of amino acid 
substitutions per site. Except from bootstrapping and choice of model, all other parameters were left at 
default settings.  
RPA1E  O. lucimarinus 
RPA1A  C.  subellipsoidea 
RPA1C  M. pusilla 
RPA1B  C. reinhardtii 
RPA1B  V. cateri 
RPA1B  C.  subellipsoidea 
RPA1B  M. pusilla 
RPA1B  O. lucimarinus 
RPA1A  C. reinhardtii 















Structure and domains of plant RPA1 proteins 
Eukaryotic RPA1 contains four highly-conserved domains termed the N-terminal domain 
or DNA Binding Domain F (DBD-F), two structurally similar central DNA Binding Domains 
(DBD-A and DBD-B), and a C-terminal domain or DNA Binding Domain C (DBD-C) (8, 208) 
(Figure 4-4). Studies in yeasts and animals suggest that the N-terminal domain (DBD-F) is 
primarily involved in protein-protein interactions, the middle domains (DBD-A and DBD-B) 
function in ssDNA binding, while the C-terminal domain (DBD-C) is involved in DNA damage 
recognition during nucleotide excision repair and subunit interaction (8, 10, 209).  
To characterize conservation of these domains throughout plant RPA1 sequences as well 
as relate known functional characteristics to domain structure, we compared all A. thaliana 
RPA1 sequence domain structure to human and yeast RPA1, as summarized in Figure 4-4. We 
employed the NCBI Conserved Domain Database [CDD] (202) to identify RPA1 structure, 
domains, and sub-domains. All sequences contain these four conserved domains (DBD-F, DBD-
A, DBD-B, DBD-C). However, we find that each group contains unique subdomains or motifs 
that may contribute to functional differences. In the following sections we describe these 
subdomains and motifs in detail. With very few exceptions (Sorghum RPA1C and P. patens 
RPA1B contain DBD-F deletion), the general structure, domains, subdomains and motifs of the 
three groups of A. thaliana RPA1 proteins are conserved in throughout all the plants examined 








Figure 4-4. Schematic diagram of the structure and functional domains of RPA1 proteins. At, A. 
thaliana thaliana; Sc, Saccharomyces cerevisiae; Hs, Homo sapiens. Blue inset boxes represent Generic 
Binding Surface I. Pink inset boxes represent Binding Surface I (Basic Cleft). Yellow inset boxes 
represent C5 (in At RPA1B, D), C6 (in At RPA1A, C, E), and C4 (in Sc RPA1and Hs RPA1) - type zinc-
finger motifs. Green inset boxes represent CCHC-type zinc-finger motif. Bars above At RPA1C and At 


























RPA1B group is unique among other RPA1 sequences through loss of the Binding 
Surface I domain. 
DBD-F of human RPA1 contains a subdomain called “Binding Surface I” (BS-I) or basic 
cleft (Figure 4-4, pink inset box) (202, 210). BS-I of human RPA1 interacts with multiple 
proteins involved in DNA damage response such as ATRIP, RAD9, MRE11, and p53 (211, 212). 




RPA1 protein have been shown to cause defects in DNA repair, DNA recombination and DNA 
damage check point activation, but not DNA replication (14, 101, 126). Five highly conserved 
amino acid residues constitute the protein interaction sites of BS-I (202). Position 1 is generally a 
polar residue (N/Q/S/T), position 2, 3, and 5 are basic (R/K), and position 4 is hydrophobic 
(L/V/I) (Figure 4-5A). In all plants analyzed here, except for sorghum RPA1C-3, sequences 
phylogenetically predicted to fall into the RPA1A and RPA1C groups generally display these 
same conserved features as found in animal and fungal RPA1  (Figure 4-5B & C). One notable 
exception among plant sequences is at position 1 where the conserved polar residue (N/Q/S/T) is 
replaced by a negatively charged residue (D/E). Interestingly, the predicted plant RPA1B group 
members do not display the conserved features of BS-I in most or all five positions, being 
replaced by chemically non-similar residues (Figure 4-5D). For instance, RPA1B sequences 
generally contain a negatively charged amino acid (D) at position 1 instead of a conserved polar 
residue. In addition, position 3 in most RPA1B sequences contains a polar residue, while 
position 5 contains a negatively charged residue (E/D), instead of the conserved basic residues 
(R/K). Similarly, the hydrophobic residue found at position 4 (L/V/I) is in most cases replaced 
by a polar residue (T/S). These data suggest that plant RPA1B evolved into a more specialized 
member of the RPA1 family through loss of this domain (BS-I) to interact primarily with DNA 
replication-oriented pathways. This is also consistent with genetic data that suggest RPA1B is 
primarily involved in normal DNA replication activities, but not DNA repair related activities in 
plants (137). In unicellular green algae only two of the five RPA1A/C-like progenitor sequences 
(O. lucimarinus RPA1E and M. pussila RPA1C) contain BS-I. The other sequences have either 
an N-terminal (DBD-F) deletion (C. reinhardtii RPA1C) and thus do not contain BS-I, or have 











                                                
     # #          # #              # 
      RPA1 H.sapiens     8 GAIAAI.[10].ILQVINIRPI.[ 7].RYRLLMSDG.[32].FIVNTLK.[2].RRVVILMELEVLK  103 
      RPA1 X.tropicalis      9 GAISAI.[ 9].TLQVINIRSI.[ 7].RYRLLMSDG.[32].FIVNNLK.[2].RRVIIVMEMDVLK  103 
      RPA1 D.rerio     8 GAIESL.[ 9].ILQCVNIRKI.[ 7].RFRVMMSDG.[32].SVTNVLK.[2].RRVVVILDIEVLK  102 
      RPA1 D.melanogaster        9 GVIARI.[ 9].VLQILAIKKI.[ 7].RYRILISDG.[32].YVTSLVG.[5].RRVLIISELTVVN  106 
      RPA1 S.cerevisiae       9 GDFHSI.[13].VYQVYNTRKS.[ 7].KNLIMISDG.[31].AEPAIVR.[3].KYVLLVDDFELVQ  107 
      RPA1 S.pombe       8 GALR-I.[13].ILQVLTVKEL.[10].RYRVVLSDS.[31].FTVNVMK.[1].RKILIVLGLNVLT  107 
      RPA1 N.crassa       8 GALDAM.[13].ILQCLQIKTL.[11].RFRIVLSDL.[31].YQAQCLK.[1].KNILIVLDLEVIQ  108 
      RPA1 U.maydis    9 GAIAQM.[14].VCQILSIKKI.[12].RYRIILSDG.[31].FASNSVQ.[1].RRILILLDLDVVH  111 
 
  
                                                 # #          # #              # 
      RPA1    H.sapiens    9 AIAAIM.[7].KPILQVINIRPI.[ 7].RYRLLMSDG.[28].QIHRFI.[7].RRVVILMELEVLK  103 
      RPA1A   A.thaliana    9 AITAIH.[6].KPLLQVLEIKMI.[ 9].RYRFLISDG.[27].QLIDYI.[6].RKLIVVLNMETIV  102 
      RPA1A   A.lyrata      9 AITAIN.[6].KPLLQVLEIKMI.[ 9].RYRFLISDG.[27].QLIDYI.[6].RKLIVVLNMETIV  102 
      RPA1A   C.rubella    9 AITAIN.[6].KPLLQVLDIKMI.[ 9].RYRFLISDG.[27].QLIDYI.[6].RKVIVVLNMETLV  102 
      RPA1A   Tomato     9 AISAIN.[6].KPVVQVLDIKLI.[ 5].RYRLTLSDS.[27].QLIEYI.[6].RKIIVVLNMETII   98 
      RPA1A   Strawberry    9 AVPIIN.[6].KPLMQVTDVKLI.[ 4].RYRLLLSDG.[27].QLTEYI.[6].RKIIVALNMETIV   97 
      RPA1A   Cucumber      9 AISAIV.[6].KPLVQVLDIKLI.[ 5].RYSLLISDA.[27].QLIDYV.[6].RKIIVVLCLETII   98 
      RPA1A   Soybean            9 AIPAII.[6].KPLVQVLDVALV.[ 9].RYRLLLSDA.[27].QLLDYI.[6].RKIIVILNMETIM  102 
      RPA1A   Barel clover   9 AIPAIT.[6].KPLVQVISITLL.[11].KYYLKLSDG.[27].KLLDYV.[6].RKIIIVHKMETIV  104 
      RPA1A   Castor oil plant    9 AISMIN.[6].KPLVQVVDIKQI.[ 5].RYRFLISDS.[27].QLIDYI.[6].RKIIVVLNLETII   98 
      RPA1A   Grape     9 AIAAIN.[6].KPLVQVLDIKLI.[ 5].RYRFLLSDA.[27].QLIDYI.[6].RKIIVVLNMETII   98 
      RPA1A   Cacao     9 AIASIN.[6].KPLVQVVDIKLI.[ 5].RYRFLLSDS.[27].QLIDYV.[6].RRIIVVLNMETII   98 
      RPA1A   California popular  9 AIAMIN.[6].KPLVQVLDIKQM.[ 4].RFRLLVSDS.[27].QLIDYI.[6].RKIIVVLNLETII   97 
      RPA1A   Peach    10 AIAAIS.[6].KPLVQVIDIKLL.[ 5].RYRFIVSDA.[27].QLTDYI.[6].HKIIVVLNMETII   98 
      RPA1A   Maize    10 AVAAAM.[6].KPVVQVVDLRSI.[10].RFRAIISDG.[27].QLLDYI.[6].RKAIVILNMEVLV  104 
      RPA1A   Sorghum           10 AVAAAM.[6].KPVVQVVDLRSI.[ 8].RFRAIISDG.[27].QLLDYI.[6].RKAIVILNLEVLA  105 
      RPA1A   Millet    10 AVTATL.[6].KPVVQVVDLRSI.[10].RFRAIISDG.[27].QLLDYI.[6].RRAMVILNMEVLV  107 
      RPA1A   Rice    10 GVAAAL.[6].KPVLQIVELRGV.[11].RFRAVVSDG.[27].QLSEYV.[6].RRIIVILNLEVLV  105 
      RPA1A-1 B.distachyon   10 AVEAVL.[6].RPIVQVLDVRCV.[ 5].RWRGNVSDG.[27].QLDEYV.[6].RRIIVVLNMTVLR   99 
      RPA1A-2 B.distachyon   10 AVAAVL.[6].RPVVQVVDLRRA.[ 3].RWRACVSDG.[27].QLDDYV.[6].RRIVVVLNMTVLR   99 
      RPA1A-1 S.moellendorffii   10 AIVALL.[6].RPIVQVLDVKQI.[ 8].RYRLVLSDG.[27].KLQEYI.[6].RKIVIVLNLDVLA  102 
      RPA1A-2 S.moellendorffii   10 AIVALL.[6].RPIVQVLDVKQI.[ 8].RYRLVLSDG.[27].KLQEYI.[6].RKIVIVLNLDVLV  102 
      RPA1A-1 P.patens           9 AIVALN.[6].RPVLQIVDVRQI.[ 8].RFRLVLSDG.[27].QLLEYI.[6].RKIIIVLNMEIVE  101 
      RPA1A-2 P.patens            9 AIVALN.[6].RPVLQIVDIRQI.[ 8].RFRLVLSDG.[27].QLLEYI.[6].RKIIIVLNMEIVE  101 
 
 
                                      # #          # #       # 
      RPA1    H.sapiens    5 LSEGAI.[12].PILQVINIRPI.[ 7].RYRLLMSDG.[27].VCQIHR.[9].RRVVILMELEVLK  104 
      RPA1C   A.thaliana    5 LTEGVV.[15].PVLQVTELKLI.[12].RYKFLLSDG.[26].VIRLTH.[8].RRIVVIMQLEVIV  110 
      RPA1C   A.lyrata       5 LTAGAI.[15].PVLQVTELKMI.[ 3].RYKFLLSDG.[26].IVRLTH.[8].RRIVIIMQLEVIV  101 
      RPA1C   C.rubella    5 LTTGAI.[15].PVLQVTELKLI.[11].RYKVSLSDG.[26].ILRVTQ.[8].RRIVIISNLEIIV  109 
      RPA1C   Tomato     6 LTEGAV.[14].PVLQITDVRLV.[10].RYRLLLSDG.[26].IIQMNE.[8].RVIIIIIELDILV  108 
      RPA1C   Strawberry    5 LTEGAV.[13].PVLQVTDLRQI.[10].RYRLNLSDG.[26].IVCLTE.[8].RRIIIIVSLDVLV  106 
      RPA1C   Cucumber     10 LTEGAV.[14].PILQVIDLKLV.[ 9].RFRLLVSDG.[26].IVRLRQ.[8].RLIIIVIELDVIE  111 
      RPA1C   Soybean     5 LTQSAI.[12].PVLQVIELKLV.[ 9].RYRLVLSDG.[26].VVRLTQ.[8].RKIIIIVDLDVVL  105 
      RPA1C   Barel clover    5 LTQGAI.[10].PVLQVIDLKLV.[ 9].RYRVVLSDG.[26].IVKLSQ.[8].RKIIIIVDLDVIM  103 
      RPA1C   Castor oil plant    6 LSEGAI.[14].PTLQVTELKQV.[ 9].RFRLILSDG.[26].VVQLIQ.[8].RMLLGSRSCIGCE  107 
      RPA1C   Grape     5 LTEGAI.[14].PVLQVADIRLV.[10].RFRILLSDG.[26].VVQLTQ.[8].RMIIIIIDLDVIL  107 
      RPA1C   Cacao     5 LTGGAV.[14].PVLQVIELKEV.[18].RFRLLLSDG.[26].IVQLTQ.[8].RMIVIIIELEVII  116 
      RPA1C   California popular  3 LTEGAI.[14].PTLQVTDLKQV.[ 9].RFRLVLSDG.[26].IVQLNQ.[8].RMIIIILELALVA  104 
      RPA1C   Peach     5 LTEGAI.[14].PILQVLDVRMV.[14].RYRVLISDG.[26].IVCLKQ.[8].----ALPGNAQSI  107 
      RPA1C   Maize     5 LTPGAV.[14].PVLQVVDVRMV.[ 9].RFRMVLSDG.[26].IVHLLE.[8].RRIIIVIKLDVLQ  106 
      RPA1C-1 Sorghum      5 LTTGAV.[14].PVLQVVDVRIV.[10].RFRMLLSDG.[26].IVHLHE.[8].RRIIIIIKLDVLQ  107 
      RPA1C-2 Sorghum     8 LTPGAV.[14].PVLQVLEVRRV.[20].RYRLILSDG.[26].IVHLNE.[8].KRIIIIVKIEILQ  120 
      RPA1C-4 Sorghum   47 LSTGAL.[10].PVLQLADAPQM.[ 9].RYRVALSDG.[27].VIRVLE.[8].QRIIIVIQLEILQ  145 
      RPA1C-1 Millet    7 LTPGGV.[13].PVLQVVDVRRV.[11].RYRMVLSDG.[26].IIHLQE.[8].RRIIIIIKLEVLQ  110 
      RPA1C-2 Millet    9 LSHGAV.[12].PVLQVADARHV.[12].RYRIDLSDG.[25].VVRVLD.[8].RRTITVIQLQILQ  110 
      RPA1C   Rice     5 LTPGAV.[14].PVLQVVDVRPV.[13].RFRMMLSDG.[26].VVQLTD.[8].KRIIIVVKLDVLQ  110 




Figure 4-5. Amino acid alignment of Binding Surface I (BS-I). Hash marks show the position of the 
conserved residues.  (A) Sequences from RPA1of animals and fungi (Appendix D); (B) sequences from 
RPA1A of plants; (C) sequences from RPA1C and RPA1E of plants;  (D, next page) sequences from 
RPA1B and RPA1D of plants. Numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of omitted amino acids. 

























RPA1B sequences contain a conserved N-terminal domain (DBD-F) nucleic acid 
binding surface termed Generic Binding Surface I  
OB-fold domains are known for their ssDNA-binding activity. However, no clear 
conservation of amino acid residues that directly interact with nucleic acids has been identified 
among the domains (46). For example, except for two aromatic residues that stack with DNA 
bases, there is no conservation among the rest of the 6-9 amino acids that are predicted to contact 
ssDNA and are found in the two main ssDNA-binding OB fold domains (DBD-A and DBD-B) 
of human RPA1 (213). Nevertheless, alignments of multiple OB fold domains reveal a pattern of 
hydrophobic residues, mostly flanked by polar or charged residues, in alternating amino acid 
positions that are conserved for short stretches of sequence around the site of ssDNA-binding 
(46). These patterns are generally referred to as Generic Binding Surface I (GBS-I), and are 




      # #         # #          # 
      RPA1    H.sapiens    5 LSEGAIAA.[13].QVINIRPI.[7].RYRLLMSDGL.[33].VNTLKD-GR     RVVILMELEVL  106 
       RPA1B   A.thaliana   5 VTQDGIAT.[18].QVVDLKPA.[2].RYTFSANDGK.[32].VNDIPGKSE.[1].KYMLITKCEAV  107 
       RPA1B   A.lyrata    5 VTQDGIAT.[18].QVVDLKPV.[2].RYTFNANDGN.[32].VNDIPGKSE.[1].KYMLITKCEAV  107 
      RPA1B   C.rubella    8 VTQDGIAT.[18].QVVDLKAV.[2].RYTFSANDGK.[32].VNDIPGKSE.[1].KYMLITKCEAV  110 
       RPA1B   Tomato    7 VTPDAIST.[18].QVVDLKPT.[2].RYMFSANDGK.[32].LNDIPTKNE     KYLIVTKCEAV  105 
       RPA1B   Strawberry    6 PTPDAIST.[18].QILDLRRN.[2].RYMFTASDGK.[32].VNDIPGKPE     KCMIVIKCEMV  106 
       RPA1B   Cucumber    5 PTAGGISK.[18].QVIDLKAT.[2].RYMFTASDGV.[32].LNDIPNKSE     KYLIVTKCEVV  105 
       RPA1B-1 Soybean           6 VTPDAVST.[18].QVLDLKAT.[2].KYMFTANDGK.[32].VNDIPNKSD     KYLLAIKCEAV  106 
       RPA1B-2 Soybean            6 VTPDAVSM.[18].QVLDLKAT.[2].KYMFTANDGK.[32].VNVIPNKSD     KYLIVTKCEPV  106 
       RPA1B   Castor oil plant   5 VSPDAIAA.[18].QITNLEPK.[2].SYGFDANDGK.[32].VNEIPSKSE     NYLIITKCEVV  105 
       RPA1B   Grape     5 ITPNGIST.[18].QVIDLTPI.[2].RYKFTANDGK.[32].LNDIPSKQE     KYLIVTKCEAV  105 
      RPA1B   Cacao           61 VTRDAIST.[18].QVLDLKLT.[2].RYTFNASDGN.[32].LNDIPNKSE     KYLIVKKCETV  161 
       RPA1B   California popular 9 VSPDGISK.[18].QVTNLEPK.[2].SYGFDASDGK.[32].VNEIPSKSE     KFLIITKCEVV  109 
       RPA1B   Peach     6 PTPDAIST.[18].QVLDLGPR.[2].TYKFTASDGK.[32].VNEIPGMSE     NYVLVKQCEVV  106 
      RPA1B-1 Maize    7 VTPGAVSY.[18].QVLDLKSI.[4].RFSFTATDGN.[32].CNSVKGNAD     KVLIVVKCETV  109 
       RPA1B-2 Maize    7 VTPVAVSH.[18].QVLDLKSV.[4].RFSFTATDGK.[32].CNVVKGKDD     KVLVVIKCELV  109 
       RPA1B   Sorghum       7 VTPGAVSH.[18].QVLDLKSI.[4].RFSFMATDGK.[32].CNAVNGNNG     KVLIVIKCELV  109 
       RPA1B   Millet            7 VTPGAVSH.[18].QVVDLKSI.[2].RFGFMASDGK.[31].CNAVGGNND.[1].KALIITKCEVV  108 
       RPA1B   Rice            9 VTPGAVAF.[20].QVVDLKPI.[2].RFTFLASDGK.[32].CNTIGEKQE     KVLIITKLEVV  111 
       RPA1B   B.distachyon       6 VTPDALAI.[18].QVVDLKPL.[4].RFTFMASDGK.[32].CNDIPKTLS     KCLIITKCEVV  108 
 
       RPA1D   A.thaliana   5 VTPDAIST.[18].QVVDLKPI.[2].RYTFSANDGK.[32].VNDISSKST     KYFLVTKCEAV  106 
      RPA1D   A.lyrata      5 VTPDAIST.[18].QVVDLKPI.[2].RYTFSANDGK.[32].VNDISSKST     KYFLVNKCEAV  106 
       RPA1D   C.rubella  54 VTAGAIST.[18].QVVDLKPI.[2].RYTFSANDGK.[32].VNDISSKAT     KYFLVTKCEAV  155 
D 
Figure 4-5 continued. Amino acid alignment of Binding Surface I (BS-I). Hash marks show the 
position of the conserved residues.  (D) Sequences from RPA1B and RPA1D of plants. Numbers in 





Analysis of plant RPA1 sequences employing NCBI CDD reveals that an additional 
GBS-I domain is present in DBD-F of RPA1B group sequences (Figure 4-4 [blue inset box]; 
Figure 4-6A) (202). This domain displays the classic pattern of hydrophobic residues flanked by 
polar or charged residues found in all other GBS-I domains, although the conservation of amino 
acid identity is unique among this particular domain in plant DBD-F. Interestingly, some plant 
RPA1A- and RPA1C-like sequences also contain this GBS-I in DBD-F (Figure 4-6C) and these 
special cases are discussed below. In unicellular green algae only three of the five RPA1B-like 
sequences (RPA1B of O. lucimarinus, C. reinhardtii, and C. subellipsoida) contain GBS-I. The 
other two sequences (RPA1B of M. pussila and V. cateri) do not contain GBS-I as they have a 
truncated N-terminal domain (DBD-F). Interestingly, however, RPA1A of C. subellipsoida does 
contain a GBS-I domain in DBD-F. In general, this domain structure is unique to plant and algae, 
and not found in animals and fungi.  
Human RPA binds to ssDNA in two modes. The first mode has an occluded size of 8-10 
nucleotides (214) and accomplished by the two major ssDNA-binding domains, DBD-A and 
DBD-B (127, 215). The second binding mode has an occluded binding size of ~30 nucleotides 
(216, 217)  and involves DBD-A, -B, and -C of RPA1 and DBD-D of RPA2 (218, 219). DBD-F 
has a weak ssDNA-binding affinity (212, 220), likely because of the lack of GBS-I, and is not 
involved in either binding modes (219). The ability of RPA binding to short nucleotides (8-10 nt) 
is required for its DNA repair function, but not for DNA replication (127). Conversely, it is 
proposed that the ability of RPA to bind to long stretches of ssDNA (~30 nt) is required for its 
function in DNA replication than in DNA repair, as there is extensive DNA unwinding and 
exposure of long ssDNA intermediates during DNA replication versus DNA repair (127). 




ssDNA-binding (as it has GBS-I) so that together with other DBDs (DBD-A, DBD-B, DBD-C 
and DBD-D in RPA2) it may result in an occluded size of more than 30 nucleotides. This 
predicted ssDNA-binding property of RPA1B group coupled with its lack of BS-I further suggest 
that RPA1B in plants is primarily responsible for DNA replication activities versus DNA repair 






The presence of GBS-I in DBD-F of barrel clover and Brachypodium distachyon 
RPA1A-like sequences, and millet and sorghum RPA1C-like sequences (Figure 4-6C) suggests 
these sequences could participate in DNA replication activities. For example, since we were 
unable to identify a predicted RPA1B sequence in barrel clover, it is possible the RPA1A-like 
sequence might have gained the GBS-I sub domain to function in place of RPA1B.  B. 
A 
                                                                                                        ###          #### #     ### #               #       ###          ### 
RPA1B   A. thaliana  26 PEIVVQVVDLKP.[3].RYTFSANDGKMKIKAMLPATLTSDIISGKIQNLGLIRLLEYTVNDIP.[4].EKYMLITKCEAV  103 
RPA1B   A. lyrata   26 PEIVVQVVDLKP.[3].RYTFNANDGNMKMKAMLPATLTCEIISGKIQNLGLVRLLDYTVNDIP.[4].EKYMLITKCEAV  103 
RPA1B   C. rubella   29 PQIVVQVVDLKA.[3].RYTFSANDGKTKIKAMLPASLTSDIISGKIQSLGLIRLLDYTVNDIP.[4].EKYMLITKCEAV  106 
RPA1B   Tomato   26 PEIIVQVVDLKP.[3].RYMFSANDGKMKIKGILQSSLSSEVISGSIQNLGLIRVIDYTLNDIP.[3].EKYLIVTKCEAV  102 
RPA1B   Cucumber   26 PDVVVQVIDLKA.[3].RYMFTASDGVMKLKAILPSNLTSDVISGNIQNLGLIRILDYSLNDIP.[3].EKYLIVTKCEVV  102 
RPA1B   Strawberry   27 PEIVVQILDLRR.[3].RYMFTASDGKMKLKGILNSDMSSMVDSGDFQNLSLVRILEYTVNDIP.[3].EKCMIVIKCEMV  103 
RPA1B-1 Soybean   27 PDIVVQVLDLKA.[3].KYMFTANDGKTKLKAMIPSDMRSQVLSGAIQNLGLIRVLDYTVNDIP.[3].DKYLLAIKCEAV  103 
RPA1B-2 Soybean   27 PEIVVQVLDLKA.[3].KYMFTANDGKTKLKAMISSDMCSQVLSGAIQNLGLIRVLDYTVNVIP.[3].DKYLIVTKCEPV  103 
RPA1B   Castor oil plant  26 PEIIVQITNLEP.[3].SYGFDANDGKRKIKAIFNSRLSTEIISGNIQNLGLIRILDYTVNEIP.[3].ENYLIITKCEVV  102 
RPA1B   Grape   26 PEIIVQVIDLTP.[3].RYKFTANDGKMKLKAMFPSSFSSEINSGNIQNLGLIQVIDYTLNDIP.[3].EKYLIVTKCEAV  102 
RPA1B   Cacao   82 LEIVVQVLDLKL.[3].RYTFNASDGNMKLRAIFPSNVSSEITSGSIQNKGLVKILDYTLNDIP.[3].EKYLIVKKCETV  158 
RPA1B   California popular  30 PEIILQVTNLEP.[3].SYGFDASDGKMKIKAIFSSRLSSEILSGNIQNLCLIRVLDYTVNEIP.[3].EKFLIITKCEVV  106 
RPA1B   Peach   27 PDIVIQVLDLGP.[3].TYKFTASDGKMKLKGMFSSQLASQITSGNIQNLGLVRILDYAVNEIP.[3].ENYVLVKQCEVV  103 
RPA1B-1 Maize   28 SDLVVQVLDLKS.[5].RFSFTATDGNDKIKAMLPTYFASEVHSGNLKNFGLIRILDYTCNSVK.[3].DKVLIVVKCETV  106 
RPA1B-2 Maize   28 TDLVVQVLDLKS.[5].RFSFTATDGKDKIKAMLPTNFGSEVRSGNLKNLGLIRIIDYTCNVVK.[3].DKVLVVIKCELV  106 
RPA1B   Sorghum   28 PDLVVQVLDLKS.[5].RFSFMATDGKDKIKAMFPTSFASEVRSGNLKNLGLIRILDYTCNAVN.[3].GKVLIVIKCELV  106 
RPA1B   Millet   28 PELVVQVVDLKS.[3].RFGFMASDGKDKIKAMLPTQFAAEVRSGNLQNLGLIRILDYTCNAVG.[4].NKALIITKCEVV  105 
RPA1B   Rice   32 PEIVLQVVDLKP.[3].RFTFLASDGKDKIKTMLLTQLAPEVRSGNIQNLGVIRVLDYTCNTIG.[3].EKVLIITKLEVV  108 
RPA1B   B. distachyon  27 PEIVVQVVDLKP.[6].RFTFMASDGKAKMKAMLPTNFASEVNSGNLQNLGLVRILHYTCNDIP.[3].SKCLIITKCEVV  106 
RPA1D   A. thaliana  26 SEIVVQVVDLKP.[3].RYTFSANDGKTKVKAMFTASLTPEIISGKIQNLGLIRLIDFTVNDIS.[3].TKYFLVTKCEAV  102 
RPA1D   A. lyrata   26 PEIVVQVVDLKP.[3].RYTFSANDGKTRVKAMFTPTLTPEIISGKIQNLGLIRLIDFTVNDIS.[3].TKYFLVNKCEAV  102 
RPA1D   C. rubella   75 PEIVVQVVDLKP.[3].RYTFSANDGKTKLKAMFTASLTPEIISGKIQNLGLIRLIDFTVNDIS.[3].TKYFLVTKCEAV  151 
 
B (GBS-I in DBD-C of Hs RPA1) 
         ###          #### #     ### #               #      ###          ### 
RPA1    H. sapiens    463 SSVATVVYLRK.[42].LSVNIADFQENQWVTCFQESA.[26].QNANFRSFIFRVRVKVETYNDESRIKATVMDVKPVD  598 
 
C                                                                                                  ###           #### #          ### #                #       ###        ### 
RPA1A   M. truncatula   20 MKPLVQVISITL.[10].KYYLKLSDG.[0].VYSHSATIAAQLND.[4].GRVKEGSIVKLLDYVCPT.[3].RKIIIVH   96 
RPA1A-1 B. distachyon   21 ARPIVQVLDVRC.[ 6].RWRGNVSDG.[0].VNTVPALFAGQLSA.[4].GAVRGGTILQLDEYVINN.[5].RRIIVVL   95 
RPA1A-2 B. distachyon   21 ARPVVQVVDLRR.[ 4].RWRACVSDG.[0].LTSCSAMLAERLGD.[4].GVVRCGSIVQLDDYVLSD.[2].RRIVVVL   90 
RPA1C-2 S. italica      25 LRPVLQVADARH.[13].RYRIDLSDG.[0].VHSQPGTLAASLNR.[4].GTLRRGSVVRVLDFVCDY.[1].RRTITVI  102 
RPA1C-4 S. bicolor      61 TRPVLQLADAPQ.[10].RYRVALSDG.[1].ARLQPGMLAASLNH.[4].GALRRGTVIRVLEYFAGF.[3].QRIIIVI  138 
Figure 4-6. Amino acid Alignment of CDD predicted Generic Binding Surface I (GBS-I). Hash 
marks indicate the position of the conserved residues. Yellow highlighted columns show hydrophobic 
residues. Blue columns highlighted show polar and charged residues. Numbers in parenthesis indicate 
the number of omitted amino acids. (A) GBS-I found in DBD-F of RPA1B and RPA1D; (B) GBS-I 
found in DBD-C of human RPA1, shown for comparison; (C) GBS-I found in DBD-F of exceptional 
RPA1A and RPA1C. Sequences were aligned by ClustalW hosted in MEGA5. 




distachyon has two RPA1A (RPA1A-1 and RPA1A-2); perhaps allowing the paralogs to 
accumulate small gradual mutations and thereby gain new domains and functions as purifying 
selection is weaker on duplicated genes (221). This same explanation can be argued for RPA1C-
2 and RPA1C-4 of millet and sorghum, respectively. 
Plant RPA1 sequences contain unique zinc-finger motif with in the DBD-C C-
terminal domain. 
RPA1 sequences from yeast and animals contain a C4-type (C-X2-C-X13-C-X2-C) zinc-
finger motif (ZFM) within the DBD-C (8). This motif is required for DNA replication (222-224), 
DNA damage recognition (209), and for proper structural formation of RPA complexes (222). 
Employing NCBI CDD Protein domain analysis we find that indeed all plant RPA1 sequences 
also contain ZFM sequences. However, RPA1A and RPA1C contain a C6-type (C-X3-C-X8-C-
X13-C-X2-C-X6-C) ZFM, while RPA1B contains a C5-type (C-X2-C-X13-C-X2-C-X6-C) 
ZFM. Conservation of these domains among all plant species analyzed is high, with only a few 
exceptions seen in sorghum RPA1C-3 and RPA1C-4, rice RPA1C, and in the Lycophyte S. 
moellendorffii RPA1B-like sequences (Figure 4-7). RPA1A/C-like progenitor sequences of 
unicellular green algae contain a C-4 type ZFM (Appendix E1).  However in M. pussila RPA1C 
and O. lucimarinus RPA1E, the fourth residue of the conserved motif is histidine (H) instead of 
cysteine (C). Interestingly, RPA1B-like sequences of unicellular green algae do not contain a 
conserved C4-type ZFM in DBD-C (Appendix E2).  
ZFMs are known for their role in protein-DNA and protein-protein interactions (225, 226). 
The human RPA1 ZFM interacts with both normal and damaged ssDNA with low and high 







A                                                  #    #             #  # 
Homo sapiens    463 SSVATVVYLRKENCMYQACPTQDCNKKVIDQQNGLYRCEKCDTEF.[17].ENQWVTCF 532 
Xenopus laevis   454 TSVATIVYLRKENCLYQACPSQDCNKKVIDQQNGLFRCEKCNKEF.[17].ENQWITCF 523 
Danio rerio    448 SCIATIVYIRKENCLYQACPSKDCNKKVVDQQNGMFRCEKCDKEF.[17].DNQWVTCF 517 
Drosophila melanogaster  446 QCKAVVHIVKQENAFYRACPQSDCNKKVVDEGNDQFRCEKCNALF.[17].SNRWVSSF 515 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae  468 SVKAAISFLKVDNFAYPACSNENCNKKVLEQPDGTWRCEKCDTNN.[17].NQLWLTLF 537 
Schizosaccharomyces pombe 459 SLKGTIVYIRKKNVSYPACPAADCNKKVFDQG-GSWRCEKCNKEY.[17].GQLWLNVF 527 
Neurospora crassa   455 ALKATVVFIKQDNFAYPGCRSEGCNRKVTDMGDGTWRCEKCQINH.[17].GQLWLSCF 524 
Ustilago maydis   472 NVRATVVYIKQENLYYTACASEGCNKKVNLDHENNWRCEKCDRSY.[17].GQMWLSGF 541 
   
B               
RPA1A A.thaliana   489 TISFIKTDSFCYTACPLMIGDKQCNKKV.[ 4].TNRWLCDRCNQESDECDYRYLLQVQ 545 
RPA1A   A.lyrata   489 TISFIKTDSFCYTACPLMIGDKQCNKKV.[ 4].TNRWLCDRCNQESDECDYRYLLQVQ 545 
RPA1A   C.rubella   489 TVSFIKTDSFCYTACPLMIGDKQCNKKV.[ 4].TNRWLCDRCNQESDECEYRYLLQVQ 545 
RPA1A   Tomato    475 TITFIKTDTFCYTACPLMIGDRQCNKKV.[ 4].NSKWQCDRCNQEFEECDYRYLLQAQ 531 
RPA1A   Strawberry  517 TISFIKTDSFCYTACPLMIGDRQCSKKV.[ 4].DR-WQCDRCNQEFEECDYRYLLQAQ 572 
RPA1A Cucumber  469 TISFIKTDSFCYTACPLMIGDRQCNKKV.[ 4].NSKWVCDRCNQEFEDCDYRYLLQAQ 525 
RPA1A   Soybean   482 AILFIKTDTFCYTACPLMIGDRQCNKKV.[ 4].NTRWQCDRCNQEFEECDYRYLLQVQ 538 
RPA1A   Barel clover  419 TISFMKTDVFCYTACPVMIGDRRCNKKV.[15].NTRWKCDTCNQEFDVCEYRYILQAQ 486 
RPA1A   Castor oil plant 515 RITFVKTDTFCYTACPLMIGDRQCNKKV.[ 4].NSRWQCDRCNQEFDECDYRYLLQVQ 571 
RPA1A   Grape   469 TISFIKTDTFCYAACPLMIGDRQCNKKV.[ 4].NTRWQCDRCNQEFEDCDYRYLLQAQ 525 
RPA1A   Cacao   469 TVVFIKTDNFCYTACPLMIGDRQCNKKV.[ 4].NKRWLCDRCNQEFEECEYRYLLQVQ 525 
RPA1A   California popular 515 SVSFIKTDTFCYTACPLMIGDRQCNKKV.[ 4].NSRWQCDRCNQEFDDCDYRYLLQVQ 571 
RPA1A Peach   499 TISFIKTDSFCYTACPLMIGDRQCNKKV.[ 4].NRGWQCDRCDQEFEECDYRYLLQAQ 555 
RPA1A   Maize   504 AISFIKTDSFCYTACPNVIGDRQCGKKV.[ 4].SGNWLCDKCNQEFPECDYRYLLQLN 560 
RPA1A   Sorghum   500 TVTFIKTDPFCYTACPNVVGDRQCGKKV.[ 4].SGNWLCDKCNQEFPECDYRYLLQLN 556 
RPA1A   Millet   499 TVVFFKTDSFCYTACPNVIGERQCNKKV.[ 4].SGNWLCDKCNQEFPECDYRYLLQLQ 555 
RPA1A   Rice   502 TVIFFKNESFFYTACPNMIGDRQCNKKV.[ 4].NGNWTCDKCDREFEECDYRYLLQFQ 558 
RPA1A-1 B.distachyon  475 SVIFFKNENFCYTSCPNKEGDRQCNKKV.[ 4].SGLWYCDKCNREFTECDYRYLLQLQ 531 
RPA1A-2 B.distachyon  491 SIIFFKNENFCYTACPNKEGDRQCNKKV.[ 4].SGLWFCDKCNREFTECDYRYLLQLQ 547 
RPA1A-1 S.moellendorffii 489 TIHFIKTDSFCYTACPLQIGDRQCSKKV.[ 4].DGTWRCERCDRTVPECDYRYMLSIQ 545 
RPA1A-2 S.moellendorffii 565 TIHFIKTDSFCYTACPLQIGDRQCSKKV.[ 4].DGTWRCERCDRTVPECDYRYMLSIQ 621 
RPA1A-1 P.patens   488 TVFYIKPENFCYSACPLEVNGKQCMKKV.[ 4].DGTWRCDRCDRSVPECDYRYLLSIQ 544 
RPA1A-2 P.patens   482 TVFYIKPENFCYPACPLEVNGKQCMKKV.[ 4].DGTWRCDRCDRSVPECDYRYLLSIQ 538 
   
C                                            #   #         #                   #  #      #  
RPA1C A.thaliana   588 TISFMKVENFCYTACPIMNGD-RPCS.[ 0].KKVTNNGDGTWRCEKCDKCVDECDYRY  639 
RPA1C A.lyrata   553 TISFMKVENFCYTACPIMNGD-RPCS.[ 0].KKVTNNGDGTWRCEKCDKCVDECDYRY  604 
RPA1C C.rubella   577 TISFMKVENFCYTACPNMNGD-RPCS.[ 0].KKVTNNGDGTWRCEKCDKCVDECDYRY  628 
RPA1C Tomato    547 TVTFIKVDNFCYTACPLMIGD-RQCN.[ 0].KKVTNNGDGKWRCDRCDQTVDECEYRY  598 
RPA1C Strawberry   567 TVTFIKSDNCFYPACPLKTGD-RQCN.[ 0].KKVINDGDGTWRCERCDQSVQQCDYRY  618 
RPA1C Cucumber   556 TVSFIKVDSFCYTACPIMIGD-RQCS.[ 0].KKVTNNGDGKWRCDRCDQSVDECDYRY  607 
RPA1C Soybean   540 AVSHIKVDNFCYPGCPLKIGD-RQCN.[ 0].KKVTNNADGTWHCERCNQSIDTCDFRY  591 
RPA1C Barel clover   558 NVVFFKYDNFYYTACPNMIGD-RKCN.[ 0].KKVTDNGDKTWHCERCDTSLS-CDYRY  609 
RPA1C Castor oil plant  573 TVIYIKADNFCYTACPIMAGD-RPCS.[ 0].KKVTNNGDGKWRCEKCDQSMDECDYRY  624 
RPA1C Grape    560 TVSFIKVDNFCYTACPIMIGD-RQCN.[ 0].KKVTNNGDGKWRCERCDQSVDDCDYRY  611 
RPA1C Cacao    601 TIAYIKLDNFCYIACPIMNGD-RPCN.[ 0].KKVTNNGDGKWWCEKCDRSVDECDYRY  652 
RPA1C California popular 548 TVIYVKSDNFCYTACPIMSGE-RPCN.[ 0].KKVTNNGDGKWRCEKCDQSVDECDYRY  599 
RPA1C Peach    517 TVSFIKVDSFCYSACPLMNGD-RQCS.[ 0].KKVTNNGDGKWRCDRCDQSMEECDYRY  568 
RPA1C Maize    561 AISHLIADNFCYPACTIDVNG-RMCN.[ 0].KKVTDNGDGTWRCDKCDQSLPNCEYRY  612 
RPA1C-1 Sorghum   600 AISHLTTDNFCYPACTLEVNG-KVCN.[ 0].KKVINNGDGTWQCDKCDKSLPNCEYRY  651 
RPA1C-2 Sorghum   571 AISHVQTESFCYPACPLIFNE-KPCN.[ 0].KKVIDSGDGIWFCERCDKSSGSCEYRY  622 
RPA1C-3 Sorghum   442 AISHLKTDNFCYPACTMEVNG-RLCN.[ 0].KKVMNNGDGTWQCDKCNKSLPNFEYRY  493 
RPA1C-4 Sorghum   657 VLSHVGADNFCYQACTLELNG-KRCC.[14].RKPITVIDAIRALKTVIDAIRALKTVI  722 
RPA1C-1 Millet    699 TVSHLNTDNFCYPACTMEVNG-RQCN.[ 0].KKVINNGDGTWHCDRCDQSLPNCEYRY  750 
RPA1C-2 Millet    981 VISYVAVDKFCYPACTLELDG-KRCN.[ 0].RKVTSSGDGTWYCDRCNQCSEKCEYRY 1032 
RPA1C Rice    598 AISHVTTESFCYPACPKLLPVGRQCN.[ 0].KKAINNGDGMWHCDRCDESFQNPEYRY  650 
RPA1C B. distachyon   566 SIFHIANDPFCYPACTMQVNG-RQCN.[ 0].KKVTNNGDGMWYCDKCEQSSPNCEYRY  617 
 
RPA1E A.thaliana   518 TILYLKFDNFCYTACPIMNGD-RPCS.[ 0].KKVTDNGDGTWRCEKCDKSVDECDYRY  569 
RPA1E   A.lyrata   525 TIIYMKVENFCYTACPIMNGD-RPCS.[ 0].KKVTDNGDGTWRCEKCDKSVDECDYRY  576 
RPA1E   C.rubella   609 TIIYTKFDNFCYTACPIMNGD-RPCS.[ 0].KKVTSNGDGTWTCEKCDKSVDECDYRY  660 
#   #        #               #  #      # 
 
Figure 4-7. Amino acid alignment of the zinc-finger motif (ZFM) found in RPA1 DBD-C. Hash marks 
and yellow highlighted columns show the position of the conserved Cysteine (C) residue. Blue 
highlighted residues are non-conserved amino acids.Numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of 
omitted amino acids. Sequences from RPA1of animals and fungi (A), RPA1A of plants (B), RPA1C and 
RPA1E of plants (C), RPA1B and RPA1D of plants (D, see next page). Sequences were aligned by 








However, additional functions of the ZFM are essential for DNA replication. Human RPA1 that 
contains a mutation in either the two cysteine amino acids of the ZFM, or a complete deletion of 
the motif, retains ssDNA binding activity, heterotrimeric complex formation, and DNA repair 
promoting activities, but does not support DNA replication (222-224). It has been suggested that 
the ZFM could play a role in the loading of polymerase δ at replication forks during the 
elongation step of DNA replication (223). Therefore the replication defect may be due to a 
failure to load polymerase δ. It can also be due to improper heterotrimeric complex formation 
that could alter its interactions with replication proteins, as the ZFM generally affects the 
structure of the RPA complex (224, 227, 228). In plants, it is possible that the different types of 
ZFMs in the RPA1A/1C and RPA1B group may contribute to the functional specificity of these 
proteins in DNA metabolism through direct and specific protein-DNA and/or protein-protein 
D                                                   #  #             #  #      # 
RPA1B    A.thaliana   449 STRAYISFIKPDQTMWYRACKTCNKKVTEAMDSGYWCESCQKKDQECSLRYIMAVKVSD 507 
RPA1B    A.lyrata   449 SIRAYISFIKPDQTMWYRACKTCNKKVTEAMDSGYWCEGCQKKDQECSLRYIMAVKVSD 507 
RPA1B    C.rubella   452 STRAYISFIKPDQTMWYRACKTCNKKVTEAMDSGYWCEGCQKKDQECSLRYIMAVKVSD 510 
RPA1B    Tomato   460 SLKAYISFIKPDQTMWYRACKTCNKKVTEAFGSGYWCEGCQKNDAECSLRYIMALRVSD 518 
RPA1B    Strawberry   455 SVKAYIGPIKSDQTLWYRACKVCNKKVTEGDG-GYWCEGCQKIAEECSLRYILLARAMD 512 
RPA1B-1  Cucumber   449 SIRAYVSFIKPDQTMWYRACKTCNKKVTEAIGSGYWCDNCQKNDEECSLRYIMVVRVSD 507 
RPA1B-2  Cucumber   406 SIRAYVSFIKPDQTMWYRACKTCNKKVTEAIGSGYWCDNCQKNDEECSLRYIMVVRVSD 464 
RPA1B-1  Soybean   467 SLRGHITFIKPDQAMWYRACKTCNKKVTESFGSGYWCDGCQKSDEQCSLRYIMVAKVSD 525 
RPA1B-2  Soybean    466 SLRGHISFIKPDQAMWYRACKTCNKKVTESVGSGYLCDGCQKSDEQCSLRYIMVAKVSD 524 
RPA1B    Castor oil plant  468 SIRAYISFIKPDQSMWYRACKTCNKKVTEAIGGGYWCEGCQKNDAECSLRYIMVVKVSD 526 
RPA1B    Grape   470 SIRAYISFIKPDQTMWYRACKTCNKKVTDAIGSGYWCEGCQKNDDECSLRYIMVVKVSD 528 
RPA1B    Cacao   522 SIKAFISLIRPEQAMWYRACKSCNKKVTEAVGSGYWCEGCQKNDEECSLRYIMVSKISD 580 
RPA1B    California popular  449 SIRAYISFIKPDQTMWYRACKTCNKKVTDALGGGYWCEGCQKNDAECSLRYIMVVKVSD 507 
RPA1B    Peach   454 SVKAFISSIRPDQALWYRACKTCNKKVTEAIGSGYWCEACQKNDEECSLRYILVARVTD 512 
RPA1B-1  Maize   470 SLYAIISHIKPDQNMWYRACTTCNKKVTEAFGSGYWCEGCQKNYSECSLRYIMVIKLSD 528 
RPA1B-2  Maize   465 SLYATISHIKPDQNMWYRACKTCNKKVTETFGSGYWCEGCQKNDSECSLRYIMVIKVSD 523 
RPA1B    Sorghum   470 SLNAIISHIKPDQNMWYRACKTCNKKVTEAFGSGYWCEGCQKNDSECSLRYIMVLKISD 528 
RPA1B    Millet   470 SLNAIISHIKPDQNMWYRACKTCNKKVTEAVGGGYWCEGCNKNDAECSLRYIMVIKVSD 528 
RPA1B    Rice    477 SLNAYISLIKPDQTMWYRACKTCNKKVTEAIGSGYWCEGCQKNDAECSLRYIMVIKVSD 535 
RPA1B    B.distachyon   482 SLNAYISHIKPDQTMWYRACKTCNKKVTEAVGSGYWCEGCQKNYEECMLRYIMAIKVSD 540 
RPA1B-1  S.moellendorffii  414 TVRACISYIKPDQTMWYTACSTCNRKVSEDSSR-FWCEACQRHFDTASRRYIMLAKLTD 471 
RPA1B-2  S.moellendorffii  414 TVRACISYIKPDQTMWYTACSTCNRKVSEDSSR-FWCEACQRHFDTASRRYIMLAKLTD 471 
RPA1B    P.patens   300 NVRAYISFIKPDQAMWYLACQTCNRKVVEQSSSSYWCEGCQNHYDKCSRRYIMQAKLSD 358 
   
RPA1D    A.thaliana  473 STRAYISFIKPDQTMWYQACKTCNKKVTEALDSGYWCEGCQRKYEECSLRYIMAVKVTD 531 
RPA1D    A.lyrata  475 STRAYISFIKPDQTMWYQACKTCNKKVTEALDSGYWCEGCQKKYEECSLRYIMAVKVTD 533 
RPA1D    C.rubella  524 STRAYVSFIKPDQTMWYQACKTCNKKVTEALDSGYWCEGCQKKYEECSLRYIMAVKVTD 582 
Figure 4-7 continued. Amino acid alignment of the zinc-finger motif (ZFM) found in RPA1 DBD-C. 
Hash marks and yellow highlighted columns show the position of the conserved Cysteine (C) residue. 
Blue highlighted residues are non-conserved amino acids.  Numbers in parenthesis indicate the number 
of omitted amino acids. (D) Sequences from RPA1B and RPA1D of plants. Sequences were aligned by 




interactions. The ZFMs may also contribute to the formation of different types of RPA 
heterotrimeric complexes. In support of this, A. thaliana RPA1A preferentially forms a complex 
with RPA2B, RPA1B preferentially forms a complex with RPA2A (23). Also in rice, each of the 
three RPA1 subunits preferentially forms a complex with a specific RPA2 subunit (22). 
RPA1C group has a C-terminal extension region that contains a glycine/serine-rich 
domain interspersed by a CCHC-type ZFM. 
In contrast to other RPA1 sequences examined here, plant RPA1C- like sequences 
(including RPA1E in Brassicaceae family) contain a unique C-terminal extension region that 
contains an average amino acid sequence length of ~176 in RPA1C and ~119 in RPA1E-like 
sequences (Figure 4-4; Appendix F). CLUSTAL (147)  alignments of these C-terminal 
extensions (beginning at the end of the putative DBD-C domain in each case to the end of the 
predicted sequence), NCBI CDD domain searches, and manual comparisons were employed to 
identify common sequence domains or regions. Common among all of these sequences is the 
presence of at least one zinc-knuckle CCHC-type (CX2CX4HX4C) ZFM. All Brassicaceae 
members display one ZFM in RPA1C, and one ZFM in RPA1E C-terminal extensions, are 
roughly at the same position within the alignments (both C-terminal only, and the full-length 
sequence alignments), and share high sequence identity. Interestingly, in plants that do not have 
the RPA1C/RPA1E paradigm (non-Brassicaceae), the RPA1C sequence(s) contain multiple 
ZFM that fall into two clusters (termed here C1 and C2) each with unique sequence identity 
(Figure 4-8 A). In most cases (tomato, cucumber, and maize for example) there are two unique 
ZFM separated by ~30 amino acids (C1 followed by C2).  In other cases, such as rice for 
example, there is a C1 followed by multiple (three in this case) C2s. The fact that there are two 




acquisition of ZFM-like sequences from two independent sources (genes) in the ancestral gene,  
or (2) were duplicated from the same ancestral gene but evolved early into two unique ZFM 
sequences. In the case of Brassicaceae, a likely scenario is that the ancestral RPA1C that gave 
rise to current RPA1C and RPA1E contained both C1 and C2, but in each case lost C2. In 
unicellular green algae only one of the RPA1A/C progenitor sequences (M. pussila RPA1C) 
contains CCHC-type ZFM in the C-terminal extension region. The other sequences do not either 
contain C-terminal extension region (O. lucimarinus RPA1E) or contain C-terminal extension 
region that does not have CCHC-ZFM (V. cateri RPA1C). 
 This analysis also revealed that the C-terminal extension regions in RPA1C sequences 
are glycine- and serine-rich (Figure 4-8 B & C; Appendix F). Glycine-rich regions are found in 
RNA-Binding Proteins (RBPs) and they may be enriched by additional polar (hydrophilic) 
residues, such as serine, arginine, asparagine, glutamine, and tyrosine. However, the function of 
these additional polar residues is poorly understood (229).  
Glycine-rich domains interspersed by CCHC-type ZFMs are found in RNA-binding plant 
proteins involved in post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression under various stress 
conditions (230-234).  Therefore, it is possible that RPA1C may also bind to RNA and play role 
in post-transcriptional regulation. Furthermore, CCHC-type ZFM are predicted to interact with 
both normal GT-rich ssDNA (230, 235, 236) and damaged ssDNA [e.g., A. thaliana DDB2 
(237), yeast RAD18 (238), and human PARP-1 (239)]. This suggests that besides binding to 
RNA and ssDNA and thereby playing regulatory roles, the CCHC-type zinc-finger motif may 
also play a role in DNA damage recognition. This is supported by the finding from our genetic 
analysis that the RPA1C group is involved in various kinds of DNA damage repair (137). 




























RPA1C   A.thaliana         810 SCNVCRSNSHVSANCP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 825 
RPA1C   A.lyrata         775 SCNACGSNSHVSANCP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 790 
RPA1C   C.rubella         799 SCNACGSNGHVSANCP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 814 
RPA1C   Tomato         812 SCNSCGGTGHSASNCP.[29].----------------------ECYKCHQYGHWARDCP-------------------------------------------- 872 
RPA1C   Strawberry        794 SCNICGGTSHNSLNCP.[22].----------------------ECYKCHQPGHWASDCP-------------------------------------------- 847 
RPA1C   Cucumber        785 YCNSCGGSGHSSTNCP.[28].----------------------ECFKCHQTGHWARDCP-------------------------------------------- 844 
RPA1C   Soybean        767 SCTNCGVSGHSSALCP.[30].ECYKCHQSGHYARDCP.[20].ECFKCHQTGHWARDCP-------------------------------------------- 864 
RPA1C   Barel clover       784 SCSNCGGSDHSSAQCL.[26].KCYKCQQPGHWASNCP.[17].NCYKCNQPGHWANNCP-------------------------------------------- 874 
RPA1C   Castor oil plant   800 SCISCGATSHSSANCP.[29].----------------------ECYKCHQVGHWARDCP- ------------------------------------------ 860 
RPA1C   Grape        792 SCNSCGGTGHSSSNCP.[29].----------------------ECYKCHQFGHWARDCP-------------------------------------------- 852 
RPA1C   Cacao        824 FCNSCGVTGHSSTNCP.[29].----------------------ECYKCHQSGHWAKDCP-------------------------------------------- 884 
RPA1C   California popular 780 SCNSCGATSHSSANCP.[24].----------------------ECYKCHQVGHWARDCP-------------------------------------------- 835 
RPA1C   Peach        749 SCNSCGDAGHSSMNCP.[29].----------------------DCYKCHQPGHWARDCP-------------------------------------------- 809 
RPA1C   Maize         787 TCVSCGSSGHNVQNCP.[24].----------------------LCFKCNQPGHFANSCP-------------------------------------------- 842 
RPA1C-1 Sorghum         825 TCMSCGSSGHNAQNCP.[27].----------------------PCFKCNQIGHFADSCP-------------------------------------------- 883 
RPA1C-2 Sorghum        814 --------------------------------------------PCFKCHQPGHWSKECP-------------------------------------------- 829 
RPA1C-3 Sorghum        647 --------------------------------------------ACFKCNQPGHWSKDCL-------------------------------------------- 662 
RPA1C-1 Millet            924 TCMGCGSSGHNAQSCP.[30].----------------------RCFRCNQPGHFANACP-------------------------------------------- 982 
RPA1C-2 Millet            1192 --------------------------------------------LCFRCNRPGHWAKDCF-------------------------------------------- 1207 
RPA1C   Rice           815 TCSICGANGHSAQICH.[29].----------------------ECYKCKQPGHYARDCP.[ 7].ECFKCKQPGHFSRDCP.[ 7].ECFKCKQPGHFARDCP 921 
RPA1C   B.distachyon       785 TCSVCGSNGHNAQNCP.[31].----------------------LCFKCNQPGHFSRDCP.[18].LCFKCNQPGHYSRDCP.[17].LCFKCNQPGHYARDCP 914 
  
RPA1E A.thaliana         734 SCNVCGNSGHVSAKCP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 749 
RPA1E A.lyrata           752 SCNVCGNSGHVSANCP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 767 
RPA1E C.rubella          830 SCNVCGNSGHVSANCP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 845 
A 
Figure 4-8. CCHC-type ZFM and amino acid composition of the C-terminal extension region. (A) 
Amino acid alignment of the CCHC-type ZMF found in the C-terminal extension region of RPA1C 
and RPA1E. Yellow highlighted columns show the position of the conserved Cysteine (C) and 
Histidine (H) residues. Numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of omitted amino acids. 
Sequences were aligned by ClustalW hosted in MEGA5. (A) and (B) Average amino acid 
composition of the C-terminal extension region of RPA1C and RPA1E, respectively. 20 RPA1C 
and 3 RPA1E plant sequences were used for the analysis (Appendix D). Analysis was conducted 
























ZFM may give a strong damaged ssDNA-binding affinity and specificity to RPA1C, and thereby 
makes it more efficient for DNA repair (e.g. nucleotide excision repair) versus the other of plant 
RPA1 groups, RPA1A and RPA1B. 
In summary, the protein structure analysis result is consistent with genetic and 
phylogenetic data that plant RPA1 proteins fall into three distinct groups with unique functions 
(RPA1A, RPA1B, and RPA1C). Based on these data we propose that duplication of RPA1 in 
unicellular green algae led to two main progenitor groups in primitive plants, and later diverged 














The RPA1B group has higher levels of gene expression. 
Depending on their functional specificity and biochemical role, genes in general and 
duplicated genes in particular can have different temporal, spatial, and levels of gene expression 
RPA1B-like in algae RPA1A/C-like in algae 
RPA1B in plants RPA1C in plants RPA1A in plants 
Ancestral RPA1 
RPA1A in plants RPA1B in plants 
(Brassicaceae) 




Gain of C-term. tail 
Non-retention  
of C-term. tail 
Loss of BS-I and  
Gain of GBS-I 
Retention of  
C-term. tail 
Figure 4-9. Proposed model of RPA1 evolution in plants and algae. Gray boxes from right to left 
are DBD-F and DBD-C, respectively, dark boxes from right to left are DBD-A and DBD- B, 
respectively, red boxes are Binding Surface I (BS-I), blue boxes are Generic Binding Surface I 
(GBS-I), yellow boxes are C4/C5/C6 – type zinc-finger motifs (ZFM), green boxes are CCHC-type 





(240-242). As described in chapter 2 and 3, genetic analysis of A. thaliana rpa1 mutants suggests 
specialized functions for each individual RPA1 subunits. Based on this we predict unique gene 
expression patterns of RPA1 genes that are consistent with their proposed functions. For 
example, we might expect to see higher basal expression of individual RPA1 members if they 
participate in „housekeeping‟ type functions, such as normal DNA replication activity. To this 
end, we examined expression patterns and levels of the A. thaliana, soybean, rice, and P. patens 
RPA1 paralogs (Figure 4-9) from Genevestigator, an online gene expression visualization tool 
that summarizes results from thousands of high quality transcriptomic experiments, typically 
employing cDNA microarrays (203). In general the RPA1B group displays higher basal 
expression levels in most developmental stages in comparison with the RPA1A and RPA1C 
groups of all four included plant species (Figure 4-10).  In contrast, members of the RPA1C 
group and to a lesser extent the RPA1A group are induced by DNA damage (143). The higher 
overall level of gene expression of the RPA1B group suggests a requirement throughout the 
developmental growth of the plant, and is consistent with the proposed function of RPA1B in 
normal DNA replication functions (137).  
The RPA1B group has higher intron frequency 
In a wide range of eukaryotic organisms, presence of introns is associated with higher 
gene expression level (243-247). Similarly, highly expressed genes in both A. thaliana and rice 
have higher number of introns (number of introns per kilobase of coding sequence) than weakly 
expressed genes (248). Since RPA1B group has higher expression profile than both RPA1A and 
RPA1C group, we wanted to determine if it has more number of introns too. Accordingly, we 
collected data on number of introns from the NCBI gene database. As shown in Figure 4-11, 












Figure 4-10. Level and pattern of RPA1 expression at different developmental stages. (A) A. thaliana; 
(1) Germinated seed, (2) Seedling, (3) Young rosette leaf, (4) Developing rosette leaf, (5) Bolting, (6) 
Young flower, (7) Developed flower, (8) Flowers and siliques, (9) Mature siliques, (10) Senescence. (B) 
Soybean; (1) Germination, (2) Main shoot growth, (3) Flowering, (4) Fruit formation, (5) Bean 
development, (C) Rice; (1) Germination, (2) Seedling, (3) Tillering stage, (4) Stem elongation stage, (5) 
Booting stage, (6) Heading stage, (7) Flowering stage, (8) Milk stage, (9) Dough stage. (D) 
Psychomitrela patens; (1) Germination [protenema development], (2) Gametophore growth, (3) 




group RPA1A, or group RPA1C. However, in unicellular green algae, there is no clear pattern of 
intron frequency between the B-like group and A/C-like group (Appendix B). How introns 
enhance gene expression is not entirely clear. However, it has been predicted that the process of 
their removal by the spliceosome affects every step of gene expression from transcription to 
translation. Transcript level, polyadenylation, mRNA export, mRNA localization, mRNA 
stability, and translational efficiency can all be affected by the process of intron splicing (249, 
250). Accordingly, the higher level of RPA1B group transcript accumulation (Figure 4-9) might 
be due to its higher number of introns. The role of introns in enhancing RPA1 expression may 
not be specific to plant. For example, human RPA1 has a high expression profile (8). This may 
not be surprising as animals including humans have only one RPA1 that is involved in all types 
of DNA metabolism and thus required in large amount. Interestingly, the number introns in the 
human RPA1 gene is 16 (Appendix D), and is almost twice the average number of introns (7.8 
introns per gene) in the human genome (251). Therefore, it is likely that its higher expression is a 
result of its high number of intron content. However, in both plant and animal case, we are not 
ruling out the possibility of other factors such as strong promoter that may be responsible for the 









Figure 4-11. Number of introns in 
plant RPA1 genes. Twenty plants are 
included in the analysis (Appendix 
A). Data are mean ± SE. To analyze 
statistical difference F-test (ANOVA) 
and LSD were carried out at P ≤ 
0.05. Bars with different letters 





The RPA1B group has higher optimal codon usage 
Alternative codons are used with unequal frequency. Preference to certain codons 
(optimal codons) is mostly determined by tRNA abundance and gene expression level (252, 
253). Highly expressed genes in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes have increased frequency of 
codons that match abundant tRNAs (204, 252, 254). It has been suggested that this codon bias 
reflects a selective pressure to enhance translational efficiency for highly expressed genes (204, 
254-256). Since the RPA1B group displays higher overall gene expression levels versus RPA1A 
and RPA1C, we further hypothesized RPA1 genes may reflect this through a bias in optimal 
codon usage. In order to test this we calculated the frequency of optimal codons (FOP) for A. 
thaliana and rice RPA1 genes, since these species have the most complete data set of  
developmental stages from Genevestigator (203) and optimal codons for highly expressed genes 
have been identified in these organisms (204, 205). FOP is calculated as the number of 
occurrences of optimal codons divided by the total number of codons (252). As shown in Figure 
4-12, we find that the RPA1B group has the highest number of optimal codons (FOP = 0.54) 
followed by RPA1A (FOP = 0.45) and RPA1C (FOP = 0.41). FOP values for the A. thaliana RPA1D 
(0.45) and RPA1E (0.42) are not included in the F-test as they are only found in A. thaliana. This 
suggests that RPA1B group is likely under the control of translational selection due to a demand 











Figure 4-12. Frequency of optimal codon 
(FOP) values for RPA1 genes of A. thaliana 
and rice. Data are mean±SE. To analyze 
statistical difference F-test (ANOVA) and 
LSD were carried out at P ≤ 0.05. Bars with 





RPA1B and RPA1A groups are more conserved than RPA1C group. 
Highly expressed genes are usually under high degree of selective constraint and thus 
display more degree of conservation (257, 258). As described above, plant RPA1 groups have 
unique expression pattern (Figure 4-10). Accordingly, we hypothesize unique sequence 
conservation of RPA1 subunits that is consistent with their expression level. To test this, we 
analyzed and compared the type and degree of natural selection applied on each RPA1 group. 
Natural selection is measured by the ratio of non-synonymous (dN) and synonymous (dS) 
nucleotide substitution rates (ω or dN/dS) and its value ranges from zero (0) to infinity (∞). 
While a value of <1 is a sign of purifying selection (where sequence conservation is preferred), a 
value of >1 is a sign of positive selection (where change in sequence is preferred). We carried 
out the analysis by dividing plants in two groups. (1) The Brassicacea group (A. thaliana and A. 
lyrata); RPA1 from this group is analyzed separately because it has five paralogs, and  (2) Other 
dicot group that contains only three RPA1 paralogs (Tomato, Cucumber, Strawberry, Castor oil 
plant, Grape, Cacao, Peach, and California Poplar). Plants that have only two RPA1 paralogs or 
more than three, as a result of lineage specific duplication, were not included in the analysis, 
since these cases would affect sequence conservation and selection, and comparison of orthologs 
would give unreliable comparisons.  dN and dS analyses employed RPA1 coding sequence 
comparison to a common “outgroup” orthologous RPA1 (pair-wise comparison). To this end, 
RPA1 of C. rubella and rice were used as an “outgroup” to the first and second group, 
respectively.  
 All RPA1 are under purifying selection, as they all have ω values <1 (Figure 4-13; 
Appendix G). However, the degree of selection pressure or conservation is stronger on RPA1B 




consistent with the high transcript accumulation of RPA1B group versus the RPA1A/C group 
(Figure 4-9). However, gene expression alone does not explain the sequence conservation 
difference seen among the groups as, for example, there is no clear expression difference 
between the RPA1A group and RPA1C group (Figure 4-10). In this case, functional differences 
may play a role. While RPA1A is primarily responsible for the highly conserved meiotic DNA 
recombination process, RPA1C likely functions in many types of DNA repair pathways and 
interacts with various proteins found in each pathway.  Proteins involved in many biochemical 
pathways that employ various interaction partners tend to be more conserved (259). However, 
since some repair pathways and associated proteins are relatively less conserved across plants 
(82), lineage specific co evolution of RPA1C may result in less conservation of the protein 
across species.  















A. thaliana RPA1 paralogs contain unique cis-acting element composition associated 
with biological function. 
As we have described in chapter 2 and 3, A. thaliana rpa1 mutants suggest unique roles 
for RPA1 family members. Additionally, RPA1 members display unique gene expression 
A B 
Figure 4-13. Estimates of codon-based natural selection in RPA1 paralogs. (A) ω values for A. thaliana 
and A. lyrata RPA1 genes. (B) ω values for  RPA1 genes of  eight plants (Tomato, Cucumber, 
Strawberry, Castor oil plant, Grape, Cacao, Peach, and California Poplar). dN and dS analyses were 
conducted with MEGA5 using the Nei-Gojobori model.  Data are mean ± SE. To analyze statistical 
difference F-test (ANOVA) and LSD were carried out at P ≤ 0.05. Bars with different letters indicate 




patterns consistent with their proposed function in meiosis, DNA replication and repair, as 
discussed above. Accordingly, we hypothesize that respective RPA1 paralog members should 
display cis-acting elements that regulate their spatial, temporal and induced expression pattern 
consistent with their proposed activity. To identify the cis-acting regulatory elements found in 
the promoters of A. thaliana RPA1 paralogs, sequences were analyzed using PLACE (Plant cis-
acting regulatory DNA elements) database (206). For this analysis we used two sets of promoter 
sequences. The first set includes predicted promoter sequences upstream of transcriptional start 
site for each paralogs retrieved from TAIR (The Arabidopsis Information Resource) database.  
Since the predicted promoter sequence of each paralog is different in length, we also analyzed a 
second set with an equal length (1794 bp) of promoter sequence for each paralog (Table 4-1).  
This is based on the predicted promoter sequence length of RPA1A that contains the largest 
promoter region of the group. As expected, we find the different paralogs have unique 
composition of cis-acting elements that is related to their biological function and expression 
pattern (Table 4-1). A complete list of the cis-acting elements along with their description is 
presented in Appendix H.  
As is summarized in Table 4-1, RPA1A promoter sequences are enriched in cis- elements 
related to reproductive phase transition, flower and senescence versus other RPA1B and RPA1C 
group members.  In addition, these sequences appear enriched in pollen-related cis-acting 
elements versus other groups, but only when limited to predicted promoter sequences (Table 1), 
These data are consistent with a proposed leading role for RPA1A during meiosis, and coincides 
with RPA1A expression up-regulation immediately after reproductive phase transition, and 
during flowering and pollen formation stage (Figure 5A).  Interestingly, RPA1A promoter 




developmental stage (senescence) transcriptional up-regulation (Figure 5A), suggesting a 
potential role for RPA1A in regulation of senescence.  
Cis-elements related to DNA synthesis and cell cycle regulation were only identified in 
the promoters of RPA1B and RPA1D, consistent with their proposed primary role in DNA 
replication (137).  
Both RPA1C and RPA1E display enrichment of cis-elements related to seed development 
and germination and abiotic stress (Table 4-1). Obviously, Abiotic stress encompasses a wide 
spectrum of insults to tissues (260, 261), but includes agents that damage DNA, such as UV light 
or ionizing radiation for example. As described in chapter 2, RPA1C and RPA1E are predicted to 
play a leading role in DNA repair activities (137) and are induced by ionizing radiation (143), 
suggesting perhaps many of these abiotic stress-related elements are directly involved in the 
transcriptional response to DNA damage. Interestingly, DNA repair pathways are known to have 
role in regulation of seed quality and longevity by repairing DNA damages accumulated during 
storage and imbibition (262-267). The observed enrichment of seed related cis-elements in the 
promoters of both RPA1C and RPA1E suggests that RPA may play an important role in seed 
quality and longevity. 
Interestingly, RPA1D appears to be enriched with cis-elements related to biotic stress 
responses. This is contrary to our expectation that RPA1C and RPA1E, not RPAD1, may be more 
enriched with such type of cis-elements. This is because biotic stress induces host DNA damage 
(268) that is repaired by DNA repair pathways (269). However, although less enriched than 
RPA1D, both RPA1C and RPA1E contain similar elements, and thus may still be involved in 
repair of DNA damage caused by biotic stresses. Overall, the result suggests that RPA1D may 
























Table 4-1.  Cis-acting regulatory elements in A. thaliana RPA1 promoter sequence. Numbers indicate the 
total number of cis-elements in the respective category. Bold numbers indicate the highest number of cis-
elements in each category. Each category has two rows filled with numbers. The numbers in the upper 
row are based on promoter sequences of varying length (RPA1A = 1794 bp, RPA1C = 873 bp, RPA1E = 
571 bp, RPA1B = 372 bp, RPA1D = 1174 bp) as obtained from TAIR data base.  The numbers in the 
lower row are based on optimized promoter sequence length (equal length, 1794 bp, for each RPA1). 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Plant RPA1 gene family encodes three functional groups 
Functional genetic, phylogenetic, protein domain and regulatory sequence analyses of 
RPA1 proteins from a large group of plants suggested that plant RPA1 family is divided into 
three distinct functional groups (A, B and C).  
Our genetic analysis of the A. thaliana RPA1 family reveal that group A, which includes 
RPA1A, is primarily responsible for meiotic recombination. Group B, which includes RPA1B 
and RPA1D, is involved normal DNA replication. Group C, which includes RPA1C and RPA1E, 
is primarily responsible for DNA damage repair.  
Searching the genome of twenty plants that includes dicots, monocots, annual, and 
perennial indicates that most plants have three types of RPA1 proteins (RPA1A, RPA1B, and 
 
Category of cis-elements 
Number of cis-elements in A. thaliana RPA1 genes 
promoter 
RPA1A RPA1B RPA1D RPA1C RPA1E 
Reproductive phase transition 
and flower related 
16 0 4 1 1 
16 3 4 12 3 
Pollen related 21 7 13 8 7 
21 25 27 21 28 
Cell cycle and DNA synthesis 
related 
0 3 1 0 0 
0 5 3 0 0 
Senescence related 5 0 0 0 3 
5 0 0 0 3 
Seed related 33 1 28 25 10 
33 34 38 47 46 
Abiotic stress related 43 1 20 24 16 
43 27 42 57 75 
Biotic stress related 16 8 24 7 11 




RPA1C). This finding is further supported by a phylogenetic analysis that confirmed the result. 
Analysis of early evolutionary relationship among the three groups of RPA1 using algal RPA1 
proteins suggests that the RPA1B group might be the ancestral sequence that was duplicated and 
evolved into the current multiple types of algal and plant RPA1 genes.  
Consistent with the genetic and phylogenetic analysis, protein domain, subdomain and 
motif analyses have also revealed that plant RPA1protiens are divided into three groups. Unlike 
RPA1A and RPA1C, RPA1B protein lacks a conserved subdomain (BS-I) in the basic cleft of 
DBD-F that is needed for binding proteins involved in DNA repair, recombination and check 
point activation. Conversely, RPA1B group has a predicted nucleic acid binding surface (GBS-I) 
in the DBD-F that may help it bind to long stretches of ssDNA during DNA replication. In 
contrast, both RPA1A and RPA1C do not contain GBS-I in their DBD-F. These results further 
support the proposed function of RPA1C and RPA1A group in DNA repair and recombination. It 
is also in agreement with the predicted role of RPA1B group in DNA replication rather than in 
DNA repair. 
Analysis of the ZFM inside DBD-C reveals that while RPA1A and RPA1C have a C-6 
type ZFM, RPA1B has a C-5 ZFM. In human RPA, this motif has been shown to play roles in 
DNA damage recognition and proper subunit interaction. Accordingly, we predict that the 
different types of ZFM may contribute to the specific roles of these proteins in DNA metabolism 
by affecting both protein-DNA and protein-protein interactions.  
RPA1C group has a unique C-terminal extension region. This region contains a CCHC- 
type ZFM that has not been described previously. Besides having a role in regulation of gene 
expression, CCHC-type ZFM is also known to play a role in DNA damage repair in plants, 




involved in DNA damage repair.   
RPA1B group has a higher gene expression profile that is suggestive of its role in DNA 
replication. This is based on the assumption that higher amount of RPA proteins are needed for 
genome wide eukaryotic DNA replication than both DNA repair and recombination that 
normally occur in a much lower scale. Furthermore, RPA1B group has higher intron frequency 
and more optimal codon usage. Both are characteristics of highly expressed genes and further 
support the experimental findings that the transcript level of RPA1B group accumulates in higher 
quantity.   
In addition, we find that both RPA1A and RPA1B group are more conserved than 
RPA1C group. The difference in the level of conservation between the A/B and C group might 
be due to the type of DNA metabolism they are involved in. DNA recombination and replication 
in which RPA1A and RPA1B are primarily responsible for, respectively, are likely more 
conserved than DNA repair, for which the RPA1C group is primarily in charge. 
Furthermore, the three groups of RPA1 also have unique composition of cis-acting 
regulatory elements that is consistent with their biological roles. A. thaliana RPA1A has the 
greater number of cis-elements related to reproductive phase transition, flower, and pollen 
formation which is related to its primary function in meiosis. RPA1B is the only group that 
contains cis-elements related to DNA synthesis and cell cycle regulation. This is quite in 
agreement with its primary role in DNA replication. RPA1C group has the greater number of cis-
elements related to seed development and germination and abiotic stress, suggesting its primary 
role in repair of DNA damage introduced during seed imbibition, germination, and abiotic stress. 
In conclusion, plants have three types of RPA1 that have specialized function in DNA 




gene family occurred into specialized members. In addition, the unique nucleotide and amino 
acid sequence identified in each type of RPA1 will allow for improved prediction of RPA1 












































































Plant species RPA1 NCBI 
protein  
sequence ID   













NP_178690.1  RPA1A 100% 0.0 2 At RPA1A* 
NP_196419.1   RPA1B 100% 0.0 9 At RPA1B* 
NP_199353.1   RPA1C 100% 0.0 1 At RPA1C* 
NP_200908.1   RPA1D 100% 0.0 10 At RPA1D* 
NP_567576.2   RPA1E 100% 0.0 1 At RPA1E* 
       
Arabidopsis lyrata XP_002883738.1 RPA1A 97% 0.0 2 Al RPA1A 
XP_002871302.1 RPA1B 96% 0.0 9 Al RPA1B 
XP_002890942.1 RPA1C 84% 0.0 2 Al RPA1C 
XP_002866409.1 RPA1D 95% 0.0 10 Al RPA1D 
XP_002867952.1 RPA1E 87% 0.0 1 Al RPA1E 
       
Caspella rubella 
 
EOA30084.1 RPA1A 94% 0.0 2 Cr RPA1A 
EOA20180.1 RPA1B 94% 0.0 9 Cr RPA1B 
EOA14703.1 RPA1C 81% 0.0 2 Cr RPA1C 
EOA13017.1 RPA1D 94% 0.0 10 Cr RPA1D 
EOA15986.1 RPA1E 83% 0.0 1 Cr RPA1E 




XP_004239312.1 RPA1A 69% 0.0 1 Sl RPA1A 
XP_004236053.1 RPA1B 73% 0.0 11 Sl RPA1B 
XP_004245920.1 RPA1C 50% 0.0 1 Sl RPA1C 




XP_003599848.1 RPA1A 63% 0.0 6 Mt RPA1A 
XP_003612608.1 RPA1C 
50% 0.0 
6 Mt RPA1C 
       
Vitis vinifera 
(Grape) 
XP_002278273.1 RPA1A 73% 0.0 1 Vv RPA1A 
XP_002283959.1 RPA1B 71% 0.0 11 Vv RPA1B 
XP_002264009.1 RPA1C 55% 0.0 1 Vv RPA1C 
       
Theobroma cacao 
(Cacao) 
XP_007012690.1 RPA1A 70% 0.0 1 Ts RPA1A 
XP_007037579.1 RPA1B 67% 0.0 11 Ts RPA1B 
XP_007040824.1 RPA1C 55% 0.0 1 Tc RPA1C 
 











Plant species RPA1 NCBI 
protein  
sequence ID   












XP_004287611.1 RPA1A 66% 0.0 1 Fv RPA1A 
XP_004301112.1 RPA1B 67% 0.0 11 Fv RPA1B 
XP_004301636.1 RPA1C 48% 0.0 1 Fv RPA1C 
       
Cucumis sativus 
(Cucumber) 
XP_004141065.1 RPA1A 68% 0.0 2 Cs RPA1A 
XP_004138198.1 RPA1B 70% 0.0 11 Cs RPA1B 
XP_004146122.1 RPA1C 55% 0.0 1 Cs RPA1C 
       
Glycin max 
(Soybean) 
XP_003546476.1 RPA1A 68% 0.0 1 Gm RPA1A 
XP_003524615.1 RPA1B 68% 0.0 11 Gm RPA1B-1 
XP_006600581.1 RPA1B 68% 0.0 12 Gm RPA1B-2 
XP_003533460.1 RPA1C 50% 0.0 1 Gm RPA1C 
       
Ricinus communis 
(Castor oil plant) 
XP_002514062.1 RPA1A 69% 0.0 1 Rc RPA1A 
XP_002514651.1 RPA1B 70% 0.0 11 Rc RPA1B 
XP_002519884.1 RPA1C 52% 0.0 3 Rc RPA1C 
       
Populus 
trichocarpa 
XP_006372003.1  RPA1A 67% 0.0 1 Pt RPA1A 
XP_006374397.1  RPA1B 72% 0.0 12 Pt RPA1B 
XP_002304377.1 RPA1C 61 0.0 1 Pt RPA1C 
       
Prunus persica 
(Peach) 
XP_007201934.1 RPA1A 67% 0.0 1 Pp RPA1A 
XP_007210879.1 RPA1B 70% 0.0 11 Pp RPA1B 
XP_007211093.1 RPA1C 50% 0.0 1 Pp RPA1C 
       
Zea mays (corn)  NP_001169500.1 RPA1A 58% 0.0 1 Zm RPA1A 
NP_001141474.1 RPA1B 62% 0.0 11 Zm RPA1B-1 
NP_001147118.1 RPA1B 62% 0.0 11 Zm RPA1B-2 
NP_001151792.1 RPA1C 41% 0.0 1 Zm RPA1C 
       
Sorghum bicolar 
(Sorghum) 
XP_002454649.1 RPA1A 58% 0.0 1 Sb RPA1A 
XP_002468278.1 RPA1B 63% 0.0 11 Sb RPA1B 
XP_002439140.1 RPA1C 44% 0.0 1 Sb RPA1C-1 
XP_002452128.1 RPA1C 39% 0.0 1 Sb RPA1C-2 
XP_002439139.1 RPA1C 43% 7e-174 0 Sb RPA1C-3 
XP_002439138.1 RPA1C 48% 7e-144 5 Sb RPA1C-4 
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XP_004954095.1 RPA1A 59% 0.0 1 Si RPA1A 
XP_004985197.1 RPA1B 63% 0.0 11 Si RPA1B 
XP_004960524.1 RPA1C 45% 0.0 1 Si RPA1C-1 
XP_004963448.1 RPA1C 40% 0.0 7 Si RPA1C-2 
       
Oryza sativa 
(Rice) 
NP_001048287.1 RPA1A 59% 0.0 1 Os RPA1A* 
NP_001049369.1 RPA1B 65% 0.0 11 Os RPA1B* 
NP_001054445.1 RPA1C 42% 0.0 1 Os RPA1C* 




XP_003570523.1 RPA1A 57% 0.0 1 Bd RPA1A-1 
XP_003558501.1 RPA1A 55% 0.0 1 Bd RPA1A-2 
XP_003561889.1 RPA1B 64% 0.0 11 Bd RPA1B 
XP_003569087.1 RPA1C 43% 0.0 1 Bd RPA1C 




XP_002968459.1 RPA1A 52% 0.0 2 Sm RPA1A-1 
XP_002970633.1 RPA1A 47% 0.0 2 Sm RPA1A-2 
XP_002981625.1 RPA1B 52% 0.0 11 Sm RPA1B-1 
XP_002963163.1 RPA1B 52% 0.0 11 Sm RPA1B-2 
       
Physcomitrella 
patens  
XP_001777498.1 RPA1A 56% 0.0 4 Pp RPA1A-1 
XP_001775481.1 RPA1A 54% 0.0 4 Pp RPA1A-2 
XP_001779367.1 RPA1B 52% 1e-176 8 Pp RPA1B 
























XP_001422250.1 RPA1B 36% 2e-210 2 Ol RPA1B 
XP_001421229.1 RPA1E 32% 1e-110 1 Ol RPA1E 
       
Micromonas 
pusilla 
XP_003064598.1 RPA1B 35% 1e-100 3 Mp RPA1B 
XP_003057576.1 RPA1C 31% 1e-126 2 Mp RPA1C 
       
Volvox cateri 
 
XP_002952179.1 RPA1B 31% 1e-68 10 Vc RPA1B 
XP_002949682.1 RPA1C 42% 6e-122 13 Vc RPA1C 
       
Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii  
XP_001698157.1 RPA1B 26% 2e-65 14 Cr RPA1B 
XP_001703773.1 RPA1A 42% 2e-124 12 Cr RPA1A 
       
Coccomyxa 
subellipsoida 
XP_005644552.1 RPA1B 34% 4e-97 8 Cs RPA1B 
XP_005644980.1 RPA1A 35% 1e-132 11 Cs RPA1A 








Species Type NCBI  RPA1   
protein ID  
Similarity  






Cyanidioschyzon merolae Unicellular  
red algae 
XP_005535335.1  RPA1A 30% 3e-88 
Galdieria sulphuraria Unicellular   
red algae 
XP_005702788.1  RPA1A 33% 3e-99 
Chondrus crispus Multicellular  
red algae  
XP_005712204.1  RPA1A 30% 2e-87 
Ectocarpus siliculosus Multicellular  
brown algae 
CBJ31747.1  RPA1C 37% 7e-86 































Similarity to the 






Homo sapiens NP_002936.1 RPA1E 35%  3e-119 16 
Xenopus tropicalis NP_001015732.1 RPA1A 35%  2e-177 16 
Danio rerio NP_956105.2 RPA1A 34% 7e-113 16 
Drosophila  
melanogaster 
NP_524274.1 RPA1A 33%  8e-103  3 
Saccharomyces  
cerevisiae 
NP_009404.1 RPA1C 31% 1e-93 0 
Schizosaccharomyces  
pombe 
NP_595092.1 RPA1E 31% 8e-107 1 
Neurospora crassa XP_961333.1 RPA1E 31% 8e-101 3 
Ustilago maydis XP_011388213.1 RPA1E 32% 8e-106 0 







APPENDIX E: zinc-finger motif found in the DBD-C of algae RPA1  
 
 
Hash marks and yellow highlighted columns in Appendix E1 show the position of the conserved Cysteine (C) residues in 
RPA1A/RPAC-like sequences. Green highlighted residues in Appendix E2 show non-conserved Cysteine (C) amino acids found in 
the DBD-C region, where ZFM is located, of RPA1B-like sequences.  Numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of omitted amino 










E1                                                                                     
RPA1A C. reinhardtii   312 NVSAVLD.[ 8].VVYPSCPHDFNGRPCQKKMMDVGGGN----WNCDRCQ-FSTENPAWRYLVSLSACD 377 
RPA1A C. subellipsoidea  493 QIVCTIT.[ 6].IAYPACTLQYNGKQCNKKVTDSGGGDGPNRWWCERCS-AACE-AEYRYMLNLNIED 559 
RPA1C M. pusilla   516 QCRCHVT.[ 8].CFYPACPLRNGERMCQKKLRYDEAMG---TWNCERHAGEHVPNCEWRYIINMTVAD 583 
RPA1C V. cateri   537 TVSAVVD.[13].VVYPSCPHDFNGRPCQKKMMDIGGGN----WNCERCN-YSTENPAWRYLVSMSACD 607 
RPA1E O. lucimarinus   492 SCCGIIK.[ 8].NFYPACPLLNGERTCQKKLRKDDSTG---EWKCERHAGEKIEAADWRYMFSMVCMD 559 
 
E2  
RPA1B C. reinhardtii   494 QNVTACVAMINNDDKNIFYLANPE--NGRKVVDQGGGRFWSEADSKVVEKPEHRYLLSVRLADHTGETN 560 
RPA1B C. subellipsoidea  322 HTVIATVANID-SQQSLYYEACPD--NNRKVVKQGEGW-FCEYDQQTYMAMVRRYVMLANCVDASGDCL 386 
RPA1B M. pusilla   388 GILGCATVVLVKPDQPMYYCACPEEGNNKKVVEESPGKWYCEATQKTYDSCRRRYILRLKVSDHAGGGW 456 
RPA1B V. cateri   349 QAVTAYIAMVN-SELQMYYLANPE--NGRKVVDQGGGR-WAEADGRVVERPEHRYVLSVKLADHTGEAV 413 
RPA1B O. lucimarinus   422 AWV-CAHTVMCKPDQTMYYTATPEEGNNKKVIE-SDGKWYCEANGQTYDTCERRYIMRFKAQDSSEGAW 488 












Highlighted columns show the most abundant amino acids (Glycine and Serine). Analysis was conducted using MEGA5 
 
 Percentage of amino acids (aa) Total 
# of  
aa 
Species A C D E F G H I K L M N P Q R S T V W Y 
A. thaliana  8.8 2.6 4.4 2.6 2.6 14.0 1.8 1.8 1.8 4.4 2.6 7.9 4.4 5.3 6.1 14.0 5.3 5.3 0.0 4.4 114.0 
A. lyrata  8.5 2.5 3.4 2.5 0.8 15.3 0.8 3.4 0.8 4.2 2.5 10.2 5.1 5.1 5.9 14.4 5.1 4.2 0.0 5.1 118.0 
C. rubella  7.9 2.6 2.6 5.3 1.8 15.8 1.8 2.6 0.9 3.5 2.6 7.0 5.3 5.3 6.1 13.2 5.3 5.3 0.0 5.3 114.0 
Tomato 6.3 2.3 3.3 4.7 5.0 14.3 2.0 3.3 4.0 4.7 3.7 7.3 4.0 8.0 4.0 10.6 5.3 3.0 0.7 3.7 301.0 
Strawberry 8.8 4.4 1.3 1.3 0.6 13.1 3.8 3.8 2.5 3.1 1.3 8.8 7.5 4.4 2.5 16.9 3.1 7.5 0.6 5.0 160.0 
Cucumber 5.8 3.9 1.3 3.2 3.9 14.3 2.6 2.6 1.9 2.6 1.3 9.1 8.4 3.9 4.5 16.2 7.1 2.6 0.6 3.9 154.0 
Soybean 8.6 3.0 3.0 5.6 4.3 12.5 3.0 4.3 5.3 4.0 2.0 5.6 4.3 5.3 3.6 11.2 4.6 4.3 0.7 5.0 303.0 
Castor oil plant 8.7 4.4 1.6 4.9 3.3 13.1 3.3 4.9 2.2 4.4 0.5 8.2 5.5 4.4 3.3 15.3 3.8 2.7 1.1 4.4 183.0 
Grape 5.3 3.5 1.8 1.8 3.5 18.7 2.9 1.2 2.3 2.9 1.8 7.6 5.8 4.7 3.5 17.0 5.8 5.3 0.6 4.1 171.0 
Cacao 6.7 4.9 5.5 3.1 3.1 14.1 3.1 3.7 3.1 2.5 2.5 4.3 4.3 4.3 6.1 13.5 6.7 3.1 0.6 4.9 163.0 
California poplar 7.1 4.5 1.3 1.3 3.2 16.8 3.2 1.3 3.2 1.9 3.2 9.0 6.5 6.5 2.6 15.5 3.9 4.5 0.6 3.9 155.0 
 Peach 5.6 2.2 3.7 6.3 3.7 13.0 1.9 2.6 5.2 4.8 2.6 7.4 4.5 4.5 4.5 10.0 5.9 7.1 0.7 3.7 269.0 
 Maize 12.5 3.6 1.2 1.2 1.2 13.1 1.2 0.6 0.6 4.2 0.6 7.7 7.1 11.3 4.2 11.9 7.7 4.2 0.0 6.0 168.0 
RPA1C-1 Sorghum 11.3 3.2 1.6 1.1 1.6 14.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 3.2 2.2 7.0 7.0 12.4 3.8 14.0 6.5 1.6 0.0 6.5 186.0 
RPA1C.2 Sorghum 9.1 3.6 3.6 1.8 3.6 20.0 1.8 2.7 2.7 1.8 1.8 7.3 6.4 8.2 5.5 10.9 3.6 1.8 0.9 2.7 110.0 
Sorghum RPA1C-3 10.8 5.4 5.4 1.4 2.7 10.8 2.7 4.1 5.4 6.8 0.0 4.1 4.1 5.4 2.7 13.5 4.1 5.4 2.7 2.7 74.0 
Millet RPA1C-1  10.5 4.3 3.1 6.2 2.7 11.7 1.2 2.3 2.7 5.8 3.1 5.1 3.9 7.4 4.7 8.9 5.8 4.3 0.4 5.8 257.0 
Millet RPA1C-2  8.5 4.9 8.5 1.2 3.7 11.0 1.2 3.7 3.7 9.8 3.7 2.4 7.3 2.4 6.1 11.0 3.7 2.4 2.4 2.4 82.0 
Rice 9.5 6.0 4.0 2.0 3.5 15.4 3.5 2.0 3.5 3.5 2.5 6.0 5.5 8.0 3.0 10.4 5.5 3.0 0.0 3.5 201.0 
B. distachyon  13.6 5.0 3.7 0.8 3.7 12.0 2.9 0.8 1.2 3.7 1.7 9.1 6.6 5.8 3.7 12.8 5.0 3.7 0.0 4.1 242.0 







































 Percentage of amino acids (aa) Total 
# of  
aa Species A C D E F G H I K L M N P Q R S T V W Y 
A. thaliana  5.2 2.6 4.3 1.7 0.9 19.0 4.3 1.7 2.6 3.4 0.9 6.0 5.2 6.0 6.0 12.9 6.9 5.2 0.0 5.2 116.0 
A. lyrata  6.5 2.4 4.1 1.6 0.8 17.9 4.9 2.4 0.0 1.6 1.6 6.5 4.1 5.7 4.9 19.5 6.5 4.1 0.0 4.9 123.0 
C. rubella  6.7 2.5 3.4 2.5 0.8 17.6 4.2 2.5 0.8 2.5 0.8 7.6 5.9 5.0 5.9 16.8 4.2 4.2 0.0 5.9 119.0 
Average 6.1 2.5 3.9 2.0 0.8 18.2 4.5 2.2 1.1 2.5 1.1 6.7 5.0 5.6 5.6 16.4 5.9 4.5 0.0 5.3 119.3 
 116 
 
APPENDIX G: Estimates of codon-based natural selection in RPA1 
paralogs 
The number of non-synonymous (dN) and synonymous (dS) differences per non-synonymous 
and synonymous site, respectively, between sequences were calculated by making pairwise 
alignment of each RPA1 with the respective RPA1 coding sequence of C. rubella (A) and rice 




 RPA1A RPA1B RPA1D RPA1C RPA1E 
 At Al At Al At Al At Al At Al 
dN  0.031 0.029 0.028 0.030 0.023 0.023 0.090 0.090 0.084 0.085 
dS 0.231 0.218 0.204 0.201 0.249 0.231 0.259 0.245 0.221 0.175 













dN 0.240 0.245 0.272 0.251 0.228 0.269 0.239 0.268 
dS 0.756 0.725 0.688 0.741 0.732 0.713 0.729 0.707 
dN/dS 0.326 0.338 0.395 0.339 0.311 0.378 0.329 0.379 
         
 
RPA1B 
dN 0.183 0.221 0.237 0.214 0.201 0.202 0.212 0.210 
dS 0.795 0.809 0.697 0.830 0.763 0.794 0.745 0.720 
dN/dS 0.230 0.273 0.340 0.257 0.263 0.254 0.285 0.292 
         
 
RPA1C 
dN 0.395 0.379 0.382 0.392 0.367 0.376 0.385 0.388 
dS 0.749 0.767 0.711 0.752 0.735 0.748 0.721 0.754 











Cis-acting regulatory elements in the A. thaliana RPA1 promoter sequences. Numbers indicate frequency of the 
respective element occurrence in the promoter of each gene. Each cis-element has two rows filled with numbers. 
The numbers in the upper row are based on promoter sequences of varying length (RPA1A= 1794 bp, RPA1C= 
873 bp, RPA1E= 571 bp, RPA1B= 372 bp, RPA1D= 1174 bp) as obtained from TAIR data base.  The numbers in 




















14  1   1 0 4 Motif found both in promoters 
of rolD.The plant oncogene 
rolD stimulates the 
reproductive phase transition 
in plants 
14 8 2 3 4 
CARGATCO
NSENSUS 
0 0 0 0 0 "CArG consensus" sequence 
found in the promoter of A. 
thaliana SOC1 which is the 
MADS-box flowering time 
gene. 
0 2 0 0 0 
WUSATAg 2 0 0 0 0 Target sequence of WUS in 
the intron of AGAMOUS gene 
in A. thaliana.  AGAMOUS 
gene is related to floral organ 
identity. 
2 2 1 0 0 
Total number of 
cis-elements 
 16 1 1 0 4  
16 12 3 3 4 





GTGANTG10 10 2 6 3 4 "GTGA motif" found in the 
promoter of the tobacco late 
pollen gene g10. 
10 9 16 12 11 
POLLEN1LE
LAT52 
11 6 1 4 8 One of two co-dependent 
regulatory elements 
responsible for pollen specific 
activation of tomato lat52 
gene. 
11 12 12 13 15 
POLLEN2LE
LAT52 
0 0 0 0 1 One of two co-dependent 
regulatory elements 
responsible for pollen specific 
activation of tomato lat52 
gene. 
0 0 0 0 1 
Total number of 
cis-elements 
 21 8 7 7 13  
21 21 28 25 27 
APPENDIX H: List of cis-regulatory elements 










0 0 0 2 1 "E2F consensus sequence" of 
all different E2F-DP-binding 
motifs found in plants. 
E2F is a group of genes that 
codifies a family of 
transcription factors (TF) in 
higher eukaryotes. They are 
involved in the cell cycle 
regulation and synthesis of 
DNA. 
0 0 0 2 1 
MYBCOREA
TCYCB1 
0 0 0 0 0 "Myb core" found in the 
promoter of A. thaliana cyclin 
B1:1 gene. 
0 0 0 2 2 
TE2F2NTPCN
A 
0 0 0 1 0 "te2f-2" found in the promoter 
of tobacco PCNA gene. 
Binding site of Os E2F1 and 
Os E2F2. Involved in 
transcriptional activation in 
actively dividing cells and 
tissue. 
0 0 0 1 0 
Total number of 
cis-elements 
 0 0 0 3 1  
0 0 0 5 3 





ERELEE4 3 0 3 0 0 "ERE (ethylene responsive 
element)" of tomato E4 and 
carnation GST1 genes; GST1 
is related to senescence. 
3 0 3 0 0 
LECPLEACS2 2 0 0 0 0 Core element in LeCp (tomato 
Cys protease) binding cis-
element) in LeAcs2 gene. 
LeAcs2 gene codes for an 
enzyme that catalyzes the 
synthesis of 1-
Aminocyclopropane-1-
carboxylic acid (ACC), a 
precursor for ethylene. 
2 0 0 0 0 
Total number of 
cis-elements 
 5 0 3 0 0  
5 0 3 0 0 











0 1 0 0 1 "prolamin box" or P-box; 
Binds with P-box binding 
factor (PBF). The prolamin 
box is found in promoters of 
many cereal seed storage 
protein genes. 
0 1 0 0 1 
-300ELEME 
NT 
3 5 0 1 2 Present upstream of the 
promoter from the B-hordein 
gene of  barley and the alpha-
gliadin, gamma-gliadin, and 
low molecular weight glutenin 
genes of wheat. These proteins 
are groups of polymeric 
storage proteins.  
 
 




















0 0 0 0 1 Conserved in many storage-
protein gene promoters.  0 0 1 0 1 
AACACORE
OSGLUB1 
0 0 0 0 0 Core of AACA motifs found 
in rice glutelin genes. Involved 
in controlling the endosperm-
specific expression. 
0 0 1 0 0 
ACGTABOX 0 2 0 0 0 "A-box" according to the 
nomenclature of ACGT 
elements by Foster et al. 
Found in ocs gene.  Binding 
site for the rice bZIP 
transcriptional activator RITA-
1 that is highly expressed 
during seed development. Also 
called "G motif" by Toyofuku 
et al. (1998). G motif is 
responsible for sugar 
repression. 
0 2 0 0 0 
ACGTCBOX 0 2 0 0 0 "C-box" according to the 
nomenclature of One of ACGT 
elements.  RITA-1 binding 
site. 
0 0 2 0 0 
AMYBOX2 0 0 0 0 0 "amylase box"; "amylase 
element"; Conserved sequence 
found in 5'upstream region of 
alpha-amylase gene of rice, 
wheat, barley; 
0 0 0 1 0 
CANBNNAP
A 
0 1 0 0 1 Core of "(CA)n element" in 
storage protein genes in 
Brasica napus(B.n.). Embryo- 
and endosperm-specific 
transcription of napin (storage 
protein) gene, napA. 
0 2 1 1 1 
CEREGLUBO
X3PSLEGA 
0 0 0 0 0 "Cereal glutenin box" in pea 
(P.s.) legumin gene (legA). 
Sequence homologous to the 
cereal glutenin gene control 
elements. 
0 1 0 0 0 
CGACGOSA
MY3 
1 3 0 0 0 "CGACG element" found in 
the GC-rich regions of the rice 
(O.s.) Amy3D and Amy3E 
amylase genes.  
1 3 5 1 0 
EBOXBNNAP
A 
12 2 4 0 4 E-box of napA storage-protein 
gene of Brassica napus. This 
sequence is also known as 
RRE (R response element). 
12 14 20 20 10 
GCN4OSGLU
B1 
0 0 1 0 0 "GCN4 motif" found in GluB-


























0 1 0 0 0 Sequence found in 5' upstream 
region of napin (2S albumin) 
gene in Brassica napus . 
Interact with a protein present 
in crude nuclear extracts from 
developing   Brassica napus 
seeds.  
0 1 1 0 0 
PROLAMINB
OXOSGLUB1 
0 1 0 0 0 "Prolamine box" found in the 
rice GluB-1 gene promoter.  
 
0 0 0 2 0 
PROXBBNN
APA 
0 0 0 0 1 "prox B (proximal portion of 
B-box) found in napA gene of 
Brassica napus.  Required for 
seed specific expression and 
ABA responsiveness. 
0 0 0 0 1 
RYREPEATB
NNAPA 
1 0 0 0 
 
0 "RY repeat" found in RY/G 
box (the complex containing 
the two RY repeats and the G-
box) of napA gene in Brassica 
napus . Required for seed 
specific expression 
1 0 0 0 
 
0 
SEF1MOTIF 1 0 0 0 0 "SEF1 (soybean embryo factor 
1)" binding motif. Sequence 
found in 5'-upstream region of 
soybean beta-conglicinin 
(7Sglobulin) gene.  
1 0 0 0 0 
SEF3MOTIFG
M 
2 0 1 0 0 "SEF3 binding site". Soybean  
consensus sequence found in 
the 5' upstream region of beta-
conglycinin (7S globulin) 
gene.  
2 1 2 1 0 
SEF4MOTIFG
M7S 
10 3 0 0 8 "SEF4 binding site"; Soybean  
consensus sequence found in 
5'upstream region of beta-
conglycinin (7S globulin) gene 
(Gmg17.1). 
10 4 0 0 10 
SP8BFIBSP8B
IB 
1 0 0 0 1 One of SPBF binding site 
(SP8b). Found in gSPO-B1 
(sporamin) and gB-Amy (beta-
amylase) gene.  
1 1 0 0 0 
TATCCAOSA
MY 
0 0 1 0 1 "TATCCA" element found in 
alpha-amylase promoters of 
rice binding sites of 
OsMYBS1, OsMYBS2 and 
OsMYBS3 which mediate 
sugar and hormone regulation 
of alpha-amylase gene 
expression. 




0 0 0 0 0 "TATCCAY motif" found in 





















1 2 0 0 0 "TGACGT motif" found in the 
Vigna mungo alpha-Amylase 
(Amy) gene promoter. 
Required for high level 
expression of alpha-Amylase 
in the cotyledons of the 
germinated seeds. 
1 2 1 0 0 
WBBOXPCW
RKY1 
0 1 1 0 3 "WB box". WRKY proteins 
bind specifically to the DNA 
sequence motif 
(T)(T)TGAC(C/T), which is 
known as the W box. Found in 
amylase gene in sweet potato, 
alpha-Amy2 genes in wheat, 
barley, and wild oat, PR1 gene 
in parsley, and a transcription 
factor gene in A. thaliana. 
 
0 2 3 1 3 
WBOXHVISO
1 
1 1 2 0 5 SUSIBA2 bind to W-box 
element in barley iso1 
(encoding isoamylase1) 
promoter. 
1 6 4 4 8 
Total number of 
cis-elements 
 33 25 10 1 28  
33 47 46 34 38 












0 1 2 0 2 ABRE-like sequence required 
for etiolation-induced 
expression of erd1 (early 
responsive to dehydration) in 
A. thaliana. 
0 1 2 0 2 
ABRERATCA
L 
0 0 0 0 1 "ABRE-related sequence" or 
"Repeated sequence motifs" 
identified in the upstream 
regions of 162 Ca(2+)-
responsive upregulated genes. 
0 0 1 0 1 
ACGTABRE
MOTIFA2OS
EM        
0 0 1 0 0 Experimentally determined 
sequence requirement of 
ACGT-core of motif A in 
ABRE of the rice gene, 
OSEM. DRE and ABRE are 
interdependent in the ABA-
responsive expression of the 
rd29A in A. thaliana. 
0 0 1 0 0 
ACGTATERD
1 
6 12 4 0 6 ACGT sequence required for 
etiolation-induced expression 
of erd1 (early responsive to 
dehydration) in A. thaliana. 
6 14 8 0 8 
CBFHV 3 1 0 0 0 Binding site of barley CBF1, 
and also of barley CBF2. 
CBF= C-repeat (CRT) binding 
factors. CBFs are also known 
as dehydration-responsive 
element (DRE) binding 
proteins (DREBs). 
















CCAATBOX1 6 2 0 0 2 "CCAAT box" found in the 
promoter of heat shock protein  
genes. "CCAAT box" act 
cooperatively with HSEs to 
increase the hs promoter 
activity. 
6 4 1 2 3 
CRTDREHVC
BF2 
2 0 0 0 0 Preferred sequence for AP2 
transcriptional activator 
HvCBF2 of barley. DNA 
binding is regulated by 
temperature. 
2 0 0 0 0 
CURECOREC
R 
4 2 2 0 6 GTAC is the core of a CuRE 
(copper-response element) 
found in Cyc6 and Cpx1 genes 
in Chlamydomonas. Also 
involved in oxygen-response 
(Oxygene deficiency) of these 
genes.  
4 8 6 0 10 
DPBFCORED
CDC3 
1 0 2 1 1 A novel class of bZIP 
transcription factors, DPBF-1 
and 2 (Dc3 promoter-binding 
factor-1 and 2) binding core 
sequence. Related ABA 
response. 
1 2 4 3 2 
DRE1COREZ
MRAB17 
0 0 0 0 0 "DRE1" core found in maize 
(Z.M.) rab17 gene promoter. 
Related to ABA and drought 
response. 
0 1 0 0 0 
DRE2COREZ
MRAB17 
1 1 0 0 0 "DRE2" core found in maize 
(Z.M.) rab17 gene promoter. 
Related to ABA and drought 
response. 
1 1 1 0 0 
DRECRTCOR
EAT 
1 1 0 0 0 Core motif of DRE/CRT 
(dehydration-responsive 
element/C-repeat) cis-acting 
element found in many genes 
in A. thaliana and in rice. 
1 1 1 0 0 
LTRE1HVBL
T49 
0 0 1 0 0 "LTRE-1" (low-temperature-
responsive element) in barley 
blt4.9 gene promoter 
0 0 2 0 0 
LTRECOREA
TCOR15 
1 2 0 0 0 Core of low temperature 
responsive element (LTRE) of 
cor15a gene in A. thaliana  
 
1 2 1 0 0 
MYB2AT 1 0 0 0 2 Binding site for  At MYB2.   
At MYB2 is involved in 
regulation of genes that are 
responsive to water stress in A. 
thaliana. 
1 0 0 0 1 
MYBATRD22 1 0 0 0 0 Binding site for MYB           
(At MYB2) in dehydration-
responsive gene, rd22.  
 
 






















MYBCORE 1 0 0 0 0 Binding site for all animal 
MYB and at least two plant 
MYB proteins, At MYB1 and  
At MYB2, both isolated from 
A. thaliana. ATMYB2 is 
involved in regulation of genes 
that are responsive to water 
stress in A. thaliana. 
1 4 3 0 3 
MYCATERD1 2 0 0 0 0 MYC recognition sequence 
necessary for expression of 
erd1 (early responsive to 
dehydration) in dehydrated A. 
thaliana. 
2 0 22 0 1 
MYCATRD22                  1 0 0 0 0 Binding site for MYC 
(rd22BP1) in A. thaliana 
dehydration-resposive gene, 
rd22. 
1 0 1 0 1 
MYCCONSE
NSUSAT 
12 0 4 0 0 MYC recognition site found in 
the promoters of the 
dehydration-responsive gene 
rd22 and many other genes in 
A. thaliana. 
12 14 20 20 10 
PREATPROD
H 
0 1 0 0 0 "PRE (Pro- or hypoosmolarity-
responsive element) found in 
the promoter region of  proline 
dehydrogenase (ProDH) gene 
in A. thaliana. 
0 1 0 0 0 
SBOXATRBC
S 
0 0 0 0 0 "S-box" conserved in several 
rbcS promoters in A. thaliana. 
ABI4 binding site. "Important 
for the sugar and ABA 
responsiveness of CMA5. 
0 1 0 0 0 
UPRMOTIFIA
T 
0 1 0 0 0 "Motif I" in the conserved 
UPR (unfolded protein 
response) cis-acting element in 
A. thaliana genes coding for 
SAR1B, HSP-90, SBR-like, 
Ca-ATPase 4, CNX1, PDI, etc. 
0 1 0 0 0 
Total number of 
cis-elements  
 43 24 16 1 20  
43 57 75 27 42 










1 0 0 0 0 AG-motif found in the 
promoter of Nt Myb2 gene.   
Nt Myb2 is a regulator of the 
tobacco retrotransposon Tto1 
and the defense-related gene 
phenylalanine ammonia lyase 
(PAL), which are induced by 
various stress such as 
wounding or elicitor treatment. 
1 0 0 1 0 
BIHD1OS 2 0 2 2 2 Binding site of Os BIHD1, a 
rice BELL homeodomain  
transcription factor in disease 
resistance responses. 
 































3 0 0 0 1 
 
 
Consensus of the putative 
"core" sequences of box-L-like 
sequences in carrot.  By 
binding to this motif DcMYB1 
acts as a transcriptional 
activator of DcPAL1 in 
response to Elicitor, UV-B and 
dilution treatment. 
3 0 0 0 1 
ELRECOREP
CRP1 
0 0 0 0 1 ElRE (Elicitor Responsive 
Element) core of parsley PR1 
genes. Consensus sequence of 
elements W1 and W2 of 
parsley PR1-1 and PR1-2 
promoters. 
0 1 5 0 1 
GCCCORE 0 0 0 0 1 Core of GCC-box found in 
many pathogen-responsive 
genes such as PDF1.2, Thi2.1, 
and PR4. 
0 0 0 0 1 
GT1GMSCA
M4 
6 2 2 2 5 "GT-1 motif" found in the 
promoter of soybean (Glycine 
max) CaM isoform, SCaM-4. 
Plays a role in pathogen- and 
salt-induced SCaM-4 gene 
expression. 
6 2 7 5 9 
HEXAT 0 1 0 0 0 "Hex motif". Binding site of A. 
thaliana (A.t.) bZIP protein 
TGA1 and G box binding 
factor GBF1. 
0 1 0 0 0 
MYB1LEPR 0 1 0 0 0 Tomato Pti4(ERF) regulates 
defence-related gene 
expression via GCC box and 
non-GCC box cis elements 
(Myb1(GTTAGTT)and G box 
(CACGTG). 
0 1 0 0 0 
SEBFCONSS
TPR10A 
1 0 0 0 0 Binding site of the potato 
silencing element binding 
factor (SEBF) gene found in 
promoter of pathogenesis-
related gene (PR-10a). 
1 1 0 2 0 
T/GBOXATPI
N2 
0 0 0 0 0 "T/G-box" found in tomato 
proteinase inhibitor II (pin2) 
and leucine aminopeptidase 
(LAP) genes. Involved in 
jasmonate (JA) induction of 
these genes. 
0 0 0 0 1 
TCA1MOTIF 0 0 1 0 0 TCA-1 (tobacco nuclear 
protein 1) binding site. Related 
to salicylic acid-inducible 
expression of many genes. 
0 1 1 1 0 
WBOXATNP
R1 
2 2 3 2 
 
8 "W-box" found in promoter of 
A. thaliana. NPR1 gene. They 
were recognized specifically 
by salicylic acid (SA)-induced 
WRKY DNA binding proteins. 
 














0 0 1 1 0 "W box" identified in the 
tobacco class I basic chitinase 
gene CHN48. Nt WRKY1, 
NtWRKY2 and NtWRKY4 
bound to W box. Nt WRKYs 
possibly involved in elicitor-
respsonsive transcription of 
defense genes in tobacco. 
0 1 1 3 0 
WBOXNTER
F3 
1 1 2 1 6 "W box" found in the promoter 
region of a transcriptional 
repressor ERF3 gene in 
tobacco. May be involved in 
activation of ERF3 gene by 
wounding. 
1 7 5 6 9 
Total number of 
cis-elements 
 16 7 11 8 24  
16 25 29 30 36 
        
Light related AT1BOX 1 0 0 0 0 "AT-1 box (AT-rich element)" 
found in the promoter region 
of the genes for tobacco     
(N.p.) chlorophyll a/b binding 
protein (cab) and small subunit 
of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate 
carboxylase(rbcS).  
















BOXCPSAS1 0 1 0 0 0 Box C in pea (P.s.) asparagine 
synthetase (AS1) gene. AS1 is 
negatively regulated by light. 0 1 0 0 3 
BOXIINTPAT
PB 
2 0 0 0 2 "Box II" found in the tobacco 
(N.t.) plastid atpB gene 
promoter. Conserved in 
several NCII (nonconsensus 
type II) promoters of plastid 
genes. 
2 0 2 2 2 
BOXIIPCCHS 0 0 1 0 0 Core of "Box II/G box" found 
in the parsley (P.c.) chs genes. 
Essential for light regulation. 
0 0 1 0 0 
CCA1ATLHC
B1 
3 1 0 1 1 CCA1 binding site. CCA1 
protein (myb-related 
transcription factor) interact 
with two imperfect repeats of 
AAMAATCT in Lhcb1*3 
gene of A. thaliana Related to 
regulation by phytochrome. 
 
3 1 0 2 3 
CDA1ATCAB
2 
0 0 0 0 0 CDA-1 (CAB2 DET1-
associated factor 1) binding 
site in DtRE (dark response 
element) of chlorophyll a/b-
binding protein2 (CAB2) gene 
in A. thaliana.  
0 0 0 1 0 
GATABOX 8 2 1 4 13 "GATA box”; Required for 
high level, light regulated, and 
tissue specific expression. 
Conserved in the promoter of 
all LHCII type I Cab genes. 





13 9 6 4 16 Consensus GT-1 binding site 
in many light-regulated genes. 13 18 20 16 22 
GT1CORE 2 1 0 0 0 Critical for GT-1 binding to 
box II of rbcS. 2 2 0 0 0 
HDZIP2ATAT
HB2 
1 0 0 0 0 Binding site of the A. thaliana 
homeobox gene (ATHB-2) 
found in its own promoter. 
ATHB-2 is regulated by light 
signals which function as a 
negative autoregulator of its 
own gene. 
1 0 0 0 0 
IBOX 0 0 0 0 0 "I box”; Conserved sequence 
upstream of light-regulated 
genes. 
0 0 0 1 0 
IBOXCORE 3 1 1 1 5 "I box"; Conserved sequence 
upstream of light-regulated 
genes. 
3 5 8 7 7 
INRNTPSAD
B 
6 3 2 0 4 "Inr (initiator)" elements found 
in the tobacco psaDb gene 
promoter without TATA 
boxes. Light-responsive 
transcription of psaDb depends 
on Inr, but not TATA box. 
















LRENPCABE 0 0 1 0 0 "LRE"; A positive light 
regulatory element in tobacco 
CAB (cab-E) gene. 
0 0 1 0 0 
PRECONSCR
HSP70A 
1 1 0 1 1 Consensus sequence of PRE 
(plastid response element) in 
the promoters of HSP70A in 
Chlamydomonas. Involved in 
induction of HSP70A gene by 
both MgProto and light. 
1 2 4 2 1 
REALPHALG
LHCB21 
10 0 0 1 0 "REalpha" found in Lemna 
gibba Lhcb21 gene promoter. 
The DNA binding activity is 
high in etiolated plants but 
much lower in green plants; 
Required for phytochrome 
regulation. 
10 0 0 3 0 
REBETALGL
HCB21 
0 0 0 0 0 "REbeta" found in Lemna 
gibba Lhcb21 gene promoter; 
Required for phytochrome 
regulation. 
0 0 0 1 0 
RBCSCONSE
NSUS 
1 1 0 0 0 rbcS (RuBisCO)general 
consensus sequence. 
Influences the level of gene 
expression and involved in 
light regulated gene 
expression. 
1 1 0 0 0 
SORLREP3A
T 
0 0 0 1 0 One of sequences Over-
Represented in Light-repressed 




0 0 0 1 0 
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 SORLIP1AT 1 2 2 0 0 One of "Sequences Over-
Represented in Light-Induced 




1 1 3 0 0 
SORLIP2AT 4 1 2 0 2 One of "Sequences Over-
Represented in Light-Induced 




4 1 2 0 2 
SV40COREE
NHAN 
1 0 0 0 0 "SV40 core enhancer"; similar 
sequences found in rbcS 
genes. 
1 0 0 0 0 
TBOXATGAP
B 
1 3 0 0 2 "Tbox" found in the A. 
thaliana. GAPB gene 
promoter. Mutations in the 
"Tbox" resulted in reductions 
of light-activated gene 
transcription. 
1 3 1 1 4 
        
Total number of 
cis-elements  
 58 26 16 13 46   
58 54 62 55 64 





















2 0 0 0 0 "CAREs (CAACTC regulatory 
elements)" found in the 
promoter region of a cystein 
proteinase (REP-1) gene in 
rice. CAREs are gibberellin 
responsive elements. 
2 0 0 0 0 
CARGCW8G
AT 
2 4 0 0 4 A variant of CArG motif, with 
a longer A/T-rich core. 
Binding site for AGL15 
(AGAMOUS-like 15). AGL15 
regulates gibberellin 
metabolism. 
2 6 0 0 4 
CARGNCAT 0 0 0 0 2 Non canonical CArG motif 
(CC-Wx8-GG) found in the 
promoter region of DTA1. A 
relevant cis element for the 
response to AGL15. AGL15 
regulates gibberellin 
metabolism.  
0 0 0 0 2 
GARE2OSRE
P1 
1 0 0 0 0 "Gibberellin-responsive 
element (GARE)" found in the 
promoter region of a cystein 
proteinase gene in rice. 
1 0 0 0 0 
GAREAT 1 0 0 0 0 GARE (Gibberellin-responsive 




0 0 0 0 1 "Pyrimidine box" found in the 
barley EPB-1 (cysteine 
proteinase) gene promoter. 
Required for gibberellic acid 
induction. 





Y1A      
4 0 1 0 0 Pyrimidine box found in rice 
alpha-amylase (RAmy1A) 
gene. Gibberellin-respons cis-
element of GARE and 
pyrimidine box are 
partially involved in sugar 
repression. 
4 0 3 0 1 
WRKY71OS 6 4 4 3 9 "A core of TGAC-containing 
W-box" of, e.g., Amy32b 
promoter. Binding site of rice 
WRKY71, a transcriptional 
repressor of the gibberellin 
signaling pathway. 
6 14 9 14 13 
Total number of 
cis-elements 
 16 8 5 3 16  





ARFAT 1 0 0 0 0 ARF (auxin response factor) 
binding site found in the 
promoters of primary/early 
auxin response genes of A. 
thaliana.  
1 2 0 2 0 
AUXRETGA1
GMGH3 
1 0 0 0 0 "TGA-box #1" in putative 
auxin-resonsive element 
(AUXRE) of soybean GH3 
promoter. 
1 0 0 0 0 
CACGCAAT
GMGH3 
0 0 0 0 1 Sequence found in D4 element 
in Soybean GH3 gene 
promoter. Confers auxin 
inducibility. 
2 0 0 2 2 
CATATGGM
SAUR 
2 0 0 0 2 Sequence found in NDE 
element in soybean. SAUR 
(Small Auxin-Up RNA) 15A 
gene promoter; Involved in 
auxin responsiveness.  
2 0 0 2 2 
NTBBF1ARR
OLB 
2 0 1 0 0 NtBBF1binding site in 
Agrobacterium rhizogenes 
rolB gene. Required for tissue-
specific expression and auxin 
induction. 
2 0 3 1 1 
Total number of 
cis-elements 
 6 0 1 0 3  





ARR1AT 29 14 11 4 18 "ARR1-binding element" 
found in A. thaliana. ARR1 is 
a response Regulator and 
involved in cytokinin 
response. 
29 26 27 22 29 
CPBCSPOR 2 2 0 1 0 Critical for Cytokinin-
enhanced Protein Binding in 
vitro; found in the promoter of 
the cucumber POR (NADPH-
protochlorophyllide reductase) 
gene. 
2 2 1 1 1 
Total number of 
cis-elements 
 31 16 11 5 18  
 
 









ACGTTBOX 0 0 0 0 2 "T-Box" Motif, related to 
development 0 2 0 0 2 
ASF1MOTIFC
AMV 
3 3 0 0 1 Found in many promoters and 
are involved in transcriptional 
activation of several genes by 
auxin and/or salicylic acid; 
May be relevant to light 
regulation, growth and 
development 
3 3 1 2 1 
ATHB2ATCO
NSENSUS 
0 0 0 0 0 Recognition sequence of A. 
thaliana Athb-2 protein.  
Growth and development 
0 0 4 0 0 
DOFCOREZ
M 
27 13 9 9 18 Core site required for binding 
of Dof proteins in maize 
 
27 26 31 33 30 
MARTBOX 4 0 2 0 2 "T-Box"; Motif found in SAR 
(scaffold attachment region; or 
matrix attachment region, 
MAR). Related to 
development. 
4 0 4 0 6 
MYB1AT 6 0 0 2 2 MYB recognition site found in 
the promoters of the 
dehydration-responsive gene 
rd22 and many other genes in 
A. thaliana. 
6 3 0 5 4 
MYB2CONSE
NSUSAT 
1 2 0 0 4 MYB recognition site found in 
the promoters of the 
dehydration-responsive gene 
rd22 and many other genes in 
A. thaliana. 
1 2 0 0 3 
MYBPLANT 3 0 0 0 0 Plant MYB binding site; 
Consensus sequence related to 
box P in promoters of 
phenylpropanoid biosynthetic 
genes such as PAL, CHS,CHI, 
DFR, CL, Bz1.The 
AmMYB308 and AmMYB330 
transcription factors from 
Antirrhinum majus regulate 
phenylpropanoid and lignin 
biosynthesis in transgenic 
tobacco. 
3 0 0 1 0 
MYBST1 0 0 1 0 0 Core motif of MybSt1 (a 
potato MYB homolog) binding 
site 
0 1 2 4 2 
PALBOXAPC 0 0 0 0 1 Box A; Consensus; One of 
three putative cis-acting 
elements (boxes P, A, and L) 
of phenylalanine ammonia-
lyase. These elements appear 
to be necessary but not 
sufficient for elicitor-or light-
mediated PAL gene activation. 
  





0 0 0 0 1 "QAR (quantitative activator 
region)" in promoter region of 
Brassica napus extA extensin 
gene.  Extensins are a family 
of flexuous, rodlike, 
hydroxyproline-rich 
glycoproteins (HRGPs) of the 
plant cell wall. 
0 0 0 0 1 
RAV1AAT 11 0 1 1 4 Binding consensus sequence 
of A. thaliana transcription 
factor, RAV1. 
11 4 4 4 6 
RAV1BAT 0 1 0 1 0 Binding consensus sequence 
of an A. thaliana transcription 
factor, RAV1. 
0 1 0 1 0 
XYLAT 0 0 1 0 0 Cis-element identified among 
the promoters of the "core 
xylem gene set". 0 0 1 0 0 
Total number of 
cis-elements 
 55 19 14 13 35  
55 42 47 50 56 
        
Nodule related NODCON1G
M 
1 3 1 2 3 One of two putative nodulin 
consensus sequences; See also 
NODCON2GM 
1 5 5 4 3 
NODCON2G
M 
12 1 0 3 3 One of two putative nodulin 
consensus sequences; See also 
NODCON1GM. 
12 3 4 7 7 
OSE1ROOTN
ODULE 
1 3 1 2 3 One of the consensus sequence 
motifs of organ-specific 
elements (OSE) characteristic 
of the promoters activated in 
infected cells of root nodules. 
See also  
OSE2ROOTNODULE  
1 5 5 4 3 
OSE2ROOTN
ODULE 
12 1 0 3 3 One of the consensus sequence 
motifs of organ-specific 
elements (OSE) characteristic 
of the promoters activated in 
infected cells of root nodules. 
See also 
OSE1ROOTNODULE. 
12 3 4 8 7 
Total number of 
cis-elements 
 26 8 2 10 12  
 26 16 18 23 20 





4 1 1 1 6 One of 16 motifs found in 
silico in promoters of 13 
anaerobic genes involved in 
the fermentative pathway  
4 2 3 3 6 
ANAERO2CO
NSENSUS 
0 0 0 1 0 One of 16 motifs found in 
silico in promoters of 13 
anaerobic genes involved in 
the fermentative pathway. 
0                  0 0 1 0 
ANAERO3CO
NSENSUS 
0 0 0 1 0 One of 16 motifs found in 
silico in promoters of 13 
anaerobic genes involved in 
the fermentative pathway. 





0 1 0 0 0 One of 16 motifs found in 
silico in promoters of 13 
anaerobic genes involved in 
the fermentative pathway. 
0        1 0 0 0 
Total number of 
cis-elements 
 4 2 1 3 6  
 4 3 3 5 6 







SREATMSD 0 0 1 0 1 "sugar-repressive element 
(SRE)" found in 272 of the 
1592 down-regulated genes 
after main stem decapitation in 
A. thaliana. It  might regulate 
expression of some genes 
during initiation of axillary 
bud outgrowth in A. thaliana 
0 1 1 3 1 
UP1ATMSD 1 0 2 0 1 "Up1" motif found in 162 of 
the 1184 up-regulated genes 
after main stem decapitation in 
A. thaliana. It might regulate 
expression of some genes 
during initiation of axillary 
bud outgrowth in A. thaliana. 
1 0 2 0 1 
UP2ATMSD 1 0 0 0 0 
 
"Up2" motif found in 193 of 
the 1184 up-regulated genes 
after main stem decapitation in 
A. thaliana. It might regulate 
expression of some genes 
during initiation of axillary 
bud outgrowth in A. thaliana. 
1 0 0 0 0 
Total number of 
cis-elements 
 2 0 3 0 2  
2 1 3 3 2 








3 0 0 1 0 -10 promoter element 
3 0 1 1 0 
CAATBOX1 25 8 8 1 19 "CAAT promoter consensus 
sequence" found in legA gene 
of pea. KW   CAAT; legA; 
seed; 
25 21 32 19 20 
TATABOX2 0 2 0 0 3 "TATA box"; TATA box 
found in the 5'upstream region 
of pea legA gene and sporamin 
A of sweet potato. 
0 2 1 0 4 
TATABOX3 3 1 0 0 1 "TATA box"; TATA box 
found in the 5'upstream region 
of sweet potato sporamin A 
gene. 
3 0 0 0 0 
TATABOX4                   3 6 1 0 2 "TATA box"; TATA box 
found in the 5'upstream region 
of sweet potato sporamin A 
gene. 
3 1 0 0 4 
TATABOX5 1 0 2 1 4 "TATA box"; TATA box 
found in the 5'upstream region 
of pea glutamine synthetase 
gene. 
 





0 1 0 0 2 "TATA-like motif"; A TATA-
like sequence found in 
Phaseolus vulgaris tRNALeu 
gene promoter. 
0 1 0 0 3 
TATABOXOS
PAL 
1 0 0 0 1 Binding site for Os TBP2, 
found in the promoter of rice 
pal gene encoding 
phenylalanine ammonia-lyase. 
1 1 0 0 1 
Total number of 
cis-elements 
 36 18 11 3 32  
 36 31 36 21 37  
























BS1EGCCR 0 0 0 0 1 "BS1 (binding site 1)" found 
in E. gunnii Cinnamoyl-CoA 
reductase(CCR) gene 
promoter. nuclear protein 
binding site; Required for 
vascular expression. 
0      0 0 0 1 
CGCGBOXA
T 
0 0 0 2 0 "CGCG box" recognized by 
AtSR1-6 (A. thaliana signal-
responsive genes). Multiple 
CGCG elements are found in 
promoters of many genes. 
Ca++/calmodulin binds to all 
AtSRs. 
0        0 2 2 0 
CIACADIAN
LELHC 
4 0 1 0 1 Region necessary for circadian 
expression of tomato (L.e.) 
Lhc gene. 
4 1 1 4 1 
CACTFTPPC
A1 
13 8 7 1 11 Tetranucleotide (CACT) is a 
key component of Mem1 
(mesophyll expression module 
1) found in the cis-regulatory 
element in the distal region of 
the phosphoenolpyruvate 
carboxylase (ppcA1) of the C4 
dicot F. trinervia. 
13 22 22 13 26 
EECCRCAH1 2 1 2 1 3 "EEC"; Consensus motif of the 
two enhancer elements, EE-1 
and EE-2, both found in the 
promoter region of the 
Chlamydomonas Cah1 
Binding site of Myb 
transcription factor LCR1 
2 3 5 4 4 
HEXAMERA
TH4 
0 0 0 0 0 hexamer motif of A. thaliana 
histone H4 promoter. 0 0 1 0 0 
HEXMOTIFT
AH3H4 
1 2 0 0 0 "hexamer motif" found in 
promoter of wheat  histone H3 
and H4."hexamer motif" in 
type 1 element may play 
important roles in regulation of 
replication- dependent but not 
of replication-independent 
expression of the wheat 
histone H3 gene. 
 































0 0 1 0 0 "L1 box" found in promoter of 
A. thaliana ROTODERMAL 
FACTOR1 (PDF1) gene. 
Involved in L1 layer-specific 
expression. 
0 0 1 0 0 
MYBPZM 3 0 0 1 0 Core of consensus maize P 
(myb homolog) binding site. 
Maize P gene specifies red 
pigmentation of kernel 
pericarp, cob, and other floral 
organs. 
3 0 0 3 0 
RHERPATEX
PA7 
0 0 0 0 1 "Right part of RHEs (Root 
Hair-specific cis-elements)" 
conserved among the A. 
thaliana A7 (At EXPA7) 
homologous genes from 
diverse angiosperm species 
with different hair distribution 
patterns 
0 0 0 1 1 
S1FBOXSOR
PS1L21 
1 1 0 0 1 "S1F box" conserved both in 
spinach RPS1 and RPL21 
genes encoding the plastid 
ribosomal protein S1 and L21, 
respectively; Negative 
element; Might play a role in 
downregulating RPS1 and 
RPL21 promoter activity 
1 1 0 0 4 
S1FSORPL21 0 1 0 0 0 "S1F binding site" ("S1 site") 
in spinach RPL21 gene 
encoding the plastid ribosomal 
protein L21; Negative 
element; Might play a role in 
downregulating RPL21 
promoter activity. 
0 1 0 0 0 
SITEIIATCYT
C 
2 1 2 0 2 "Site II element" found in the 
promoter regions of 
cytochrome genes (Cytc-1, 
Cytc-2) in A. thaliana. 
Overrepresented in the 
promoters of nuclear genes 
encoding components of the 
oxidative phosphorylation 
(OxPhos) machinery from 
both A. thaliana and rice 
2 1 3 0 2 
SURE2STPAT
21 
0 0 0 0 1 Sucrose Responsive Element 2 
(SURE2). A motif conserved 
among genes regulated by 
sucrose.  Found in the patatin 
(a major tuber protein) gene 
promoter of potato. 
0 0 0 0 1 
SURECOREA
TSULTR11 
2 0 2 0 5 Core of sulfur-responsive 
element (SURE) found in the 
promoter of SULTR1.1 high-
affinity sulfate transporter 
gene in A. thalinana  





















5 2 3 2 
 
0 TAAAG motif found in 
promoter of Solanum 
tuberosum. KST1 gene; Target 
site for trans-acting StDof1 
protein controlling 
guard cell-specific gene 
expression; KST1 gene 
encodes a K+ influx channel 
of guard cells 
0    0 0 0 1 
 POLASIG1 4 3 1 2 4 "PolyA signal"; poly A signal 
found in legA gene of pea, rice 
alpha-amylase. 
4 5 2 2 5 
 POLASIG2 5 2 3 0 2 "PolyA signal"; poly A signal 
found in rice alpha-amylase. 5 3 0 0 2 
 POLASIG3 4 3 0 1 4 "Plant polyA signal"; 
Consensus sequence for plant 
polyadenylation signal. 
4 6 4 1 5 
 TRANSINITD
ICOTS 
0 0 1 0 0 Context sequence of 
translational initiation codon 
in dicots. 
0 0 1 1 0 
 TRANSINIT
MONOCOTS 
0 0 1 0 0 Context sequence of 
translational initiation codon 
in monocots 
0 0 1 1 0 
 INTRONLOW
ER 
1 0 0 0 0 "3' intron-exon splice 
junctions"; Plant intron lower 
sequence. Consensus sequence 
for plant introns. 
1 0 0 2 0 
 INTRONUPP
ER 
0 0 0 0 0 "5' exon-intron splice 
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